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PREFACE 

This is one of six Field Engineering manuals for the 
2075 Processing Unit. These six manuals contain 
the unit theory of operation, reference diagrams to 
be used when troubleshooting, and maintenance pro
cedures. 

A basic knowledge of the IBM System/360 as con
tained in the IBM System/360 Principles of Opera
tion, Form A22-6821 is considered a prerequisite 
for studying the unit theory of operation. The theory 
of operation is contained in a four volume manual 
identified as a Field Engineering Manual of Instruc
tion (FEMI). Volume 1 is a prerequisite for the 
detailed information contained in volumes 2, 3, and 
4. Volume 1 contains the introduction to the system 
and the processing unit and a description of the 
functional units (registers, adders, and decoders) of 
the processing unit. Volumes 2 and 3 contain 
detailed instruction analysis, and volume 4 contains 
detailed information on special features and power 
supplies and control. 

The four volumes of theory of operation contain 
many references to the diagrams packaged in the 
associated Field Engineering Diagrams Manual 
(FEDM). All diagrams in the FEDM are identified 
by a four digit figure number and unless otherwise 
specified, all four digit figure references in the 
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• Prerequisite for study of this section is study of 
the 2075 Processing Unit, Volume l, Field 
Engineering Manual of Instruction, Form 
223-2872. 

• This section covers operation of the basic storage 
bus control -- one, two, or four 2365 Model 3 
Processor Storage Units. 

• Operation of the 2075 with the LCS is in the 
"Features" section. 

The Model 75 storage bus control (bus control unit) 
is the link between main storage and storage users. 
Because the operation of the bus control unit (BCU) 
is affected extensively by system optional features 
such as large capacity storage (LCS) and shared 
LCS. only the basic BCU is described in this section. 
The basic BCU operates with a main storage of either 
one. two. or four 2365 Model 3 Processor Storage 
Units. These storage configurations are reflected in 
the system model designations: 

Model H75 - One 2365 Processor Storage Unit 
Model I75 - Two 2365 Processor Storage Units 
Model J75 - Four 2365 Processor Storage Units 
Operation of the BCU with optional main storage 

configurations is described in the 2075 Processill$ 
Unit, Volume 4, Field Engineering Manual of In
struction, Form 223-2875. 

INTRODUCTION 

• BCU handles all system storage requests. 

• BCU accepts storage requests, then frees the 
requester during the storage cycle. 

• BCU returns fetched data to the proper register 
or to the channel SBO. 

• Each 2365 contains two independently operating 
high-speed storages (HSS). 

• A 2365 stores even addresses in one HSS, odd 
addresses in the other HSS. This addressing 
scheme is called interleaving. 

Whenever the E unit, the I unit, any channel, or the 
system control panel requires a storage reference 
(a store or fetch to main storage) a storage request 
is sent to the BCU. The BCU honors these requests 
one at a time according to a fixed priority scheme. 
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STORAGE BUS CONTROL 

For each request, BCU must start (select) the proper 
storage unit, route the incoming storage address. 
and route the data either to or from the selected stor
age unit (Figure 1). 

A storage request to the BCU is actually an order. 
or command, to store or fetch a 72-bit word (64-
data bits plus eight-parity bits) from main storage. 
As soon as the BCU begins to execute this order , the 
requesting area is free to do other work. For ex
ample, consider a fetch request from the I unit 
(Figure 2). The BCU will attempt to honor this re
quest every machine cycle. However, it may be 
several cycles before the request is actually honored. 
For example, all channels have a higher priority 
than the I unit. If a channel is ready to start storage, 
the I unit request is blocked. Also, storage may be 
busy, forcing the I unit to wait. 

When there are no conflicts, BCU will select the 
storage requested by the I unit and inform the I unit 
by sending an accept pulse. The accept signal tells 
the I unit that its request is being serviced. The I 
unit is now free to drop its signals to the: BCU and 
proceed with other work. When the storage unit de
livers the 72-bit word from the requested address, 
the BCU routes this word into the J register. 

In handling storage requests, it is not necessary 
for the BCU to consider the E unit and the I unit as 
separate users. The I unit establishes priorities for 
E and I so that only one request from the CPU (E and 
I) is sent to the BCU at a time. 

STORAGE WORDS AND STORAGE ADDRESSES 

• Full storage address is 24 bits. 

• Model 75 storage words contain eight bytes (double 
word). 

• Bytes changed on a store operation are controlled 
by mark bits. 

Two-way address interleaving is employed 
on Models H75 and IH75. 

• Four-way address interleaving is employed on 
Models I7 5 and J7 5. 

All System/360 processors use a 24-bit address to 
select a byte within main storage. The Model 75 
main storage, however, reads out eight bytes on every 
storage selection. On fetch operations, all eight bytes 
are delivered to the storage bus out (SBO) latch 

Storage Bus Control 1/68 5 
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register in the BCU and simultaneously written back 
into the cores. The CPU (or the channel) picks the 
proper bytes from among the eight bytes received 
if something less than a double word is required. On 
store operations, main storage again reads out eight 
bytes of data. However, one or more bytes of new 
data is substituted for the data read out before the 
double word is written back into the cores. 

The substitution of bytes on a store operation is 
controlled by mark bits. There are eight mark bits, 
one for each of the eight bytes in a storage word. A 
mark 1 bit tells storage to replace the corresponding 
byte with the same byte of the storage bus in (SBI) 
latch register. A mark 0 bit tells storage to leave 
the corresponding byte unchanged (regenerate). The 
eight-byte storage words are on double word bound
aries. The address of the first (lowest) byte has 
three low-order zeros (Figure 3). Because the BCU 
and storage handle only double words, the three low
order address bits are not used by either the BCU or 
storage. 

I Main storage consists of one, two, three, or four 
2365 Processor Storage Units (Figure 4). Each 2365 
has two independently operating high-speed storages 
(HSS). These HSS units are sometimes called M-4's. 
A system has from two to eight HSS, depending on 
the model. The addressing scheme is such that one 
HSS within a 2365 contains even addresses and the 
other HSS contains odd addresses. Even and odd ad
dresses are in relation to double word addresses 
(Figure 3). A double word address is address bits 
0-20. If bit 20 is a 0, the address is even; if bit 20 
is a 1, the address is odd. The HSS have a two
letter designation. The first letter gives the 2365 
(A, B, C, or D); the second letter designates even 
or odd addresses (E or 0). 

I In Models H75 and IH75. double word addresses 
alternate between the two available HSS; this scheme 
is known as two-way interleaving (Figure 5). In 
Models I75 and J75, double word addresses progress 
through a ring of four HSS; this scheme is known as 
four-way interleaving (Figure 6). In Models I75 and 
J75, double word addresses progress through a ring 
of four HSS; this scheme is known as four-way in
terleaving (Figure 6). 

Storage Address Protection 

• Each 2365 has one storage protection unit. 

• Storage address protection prevents inadvertent 
use of a storage location. 

6 1-68 

• Storage is protected in blocks of 256 storage 
words (2048 bytes). 

• The key from the PSW or from the channel must 
match a prestored key in the SP unit. 

Each of the 2365 processor storages contains a small 
storage and logic unit for storage address protection. 
This unit called the storage protection feature (SPF) 
or SP unit, serves both even and odd HSS within the 
2365. The purpose of storage address protection is 
to prevent inadvertent use of a storage location. 

For protection purposes, storage is divided into 
256 storage word (2048 bytes) blocks. These blocks 
are pointed to by address bits 12-0. In other words, 
address bit 12 changes once for every 2048 consecu
tive byte addresses. Each SPF unit has one address 
location for each block of storage addresses within 
the associated HSS (Figure 7). In Models I75 and J75, 
two SPF units contain identical protection words be
cause each storage block is spread among four HSS. 

Each SPF address location contains five bits plus 
a parity bit (Figure 8). Initially, a series of set key 
instructions loads the five bits of each SPF word into 
the SPF unit(s). This initial loading establishes a 
protection pattern for each corresponding block of 
storage addresses. 

· Whenever a HSS is selected for a store or a fetch 
operation, a protection key (four bits) either from the 
PSW or from a channel is sent to the appropriate SP 
unit. If the CPU made the storage request, the pro
tection key comes from PSW bits 8-11; if a channel 
made the request, the channel sends the protection 
key. This channel protection key was previously sent 
to the channel in a channel address word (CAW) 
bits 0-3. 

The selected SP reads out the address location 
corresponding to the block of processor storage ad
dresses that includes the address of this particular re
quest. A comparison is made between the prestored 
key and the key sent to the SPF on this operation if 
either: 

1. This is a store operation, or 
2. This is a fetch operation and the read-protect 

bit in the SPF location is a 1 bit. 
The comparison is for a bit-by-bit match of the 

two keys; also, the keys are considered to match if a 
key of all Os was sent to the SP for this operation. If 
the keys match, the requested storage operation pro
ceeds normally; a mismatch, however, prevents 
changing storage on a store operation or inhibits data 
delivery on a fetch operation. In case of key mis
match, a storage address protect (SAP) error is 
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FIGURE 3. STORAGE WORDS 
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35 
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31 
30 
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17 
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MODEL 
175 t 

MODEL 
H75 

Storage Word Address 32 

G 33134 135 1361 371 38 1 391 

000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 

Storage Word Address 24 

Storage Word Address 16 

G 11 I 10 I 19 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 
000 001 010 011 100 IOI 110 111 

Storage Wo1d Address 

[!] 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 
000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 

Storage Wotd Address 0 

0 6 

~ 001 010 011 100 101 110 

Address 
Bits 21,22,23 

Byte 
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Address Bits 

19 20 21 22 
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0 0 0 0 
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Doubleword 

Even HSS 
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0 DW 0 

2365 s• 
Odd HSS 

256K+40 DW32K+5 
256K+24 (DW32K+3) 
256K +8 DW32K +I 

Doui;>leword 

2365A 
Odd HSS 

40 (DW 5) 
24 DW 3 
8 DWI 

FIGURE 5. TWO-WAY INTERLEAVING, MODEL H75 AND MODEL IH75 
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*Model IH75 only 

2365 D 

Even HSS Odd HSS 
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2365 

Even HSS Odd HSS 

aoJ:ow 10) sa]:Ow 111 
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i((DW 2) 24{DW 3) 

0 © 
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signaled. This error causes a program interrupt if 
the storage request was from the CPU or a channel 
interrupt if the request was from a channel. 

The contents of any SP location can be set into a 
general register by an insert key instruction. 

DATA FLOW 

• Storage address is set into SAR for CPU requests. 

• Address bits needed to select a particular HSS 
are duplicated in the duplicate SAR. 

• CPU store data is set into K. 

• SBI latch is set from Kon CPU store operations; 
SBI latch is set from channel SBI on channel store 
operations. 

• All channels use a common storage address bus 
(channel SAB). 

• Fetched data is temporarily stored in the SBO 
latch. 

• X and Y return address registers route fetched 
data (and some error indications) to the proper 
destination. 

The job of the BCU is to: 
1. Grant priority to one storage request at a 

time. 
2. Select the proper storage unit by examining 

the address bits. 
3. Route address, protection key, store data, 

and mark bits to the selected storage unit. 
4. Route fetched data returning from storage to 

the requester. 
5. Handle error conditions detected by BCU, 

storage, and SPF. 
The data flow to accomplish these jobs is explained 

in the following text. Refer to Figure 2005. 
For CPU requests, the storage address is set into 

the storage address register (SAR) from either the 
incrementer or the addressing adder. The address 
for any CPU request is always in the SAR when the 
request is made or is being set into the SAR simul
taneously with the request. This address remains in 
the SAR until BCU honors the request. When BCU 
honors a CPU request-, SAR is gated through the ad
dress OR to storage. Note that some bits of SAR are 

duplicated in the duplicate (dup) SAR. These are bits 
needed by BCU to select a particular storage unit 
(HSS). The select bits are duplicated to make them 
available to BCU controls as soon as possible. 

For a CPU request, the protection key field of the 
PSW is gated through the key gate and the key OR to 
storage. On a set key instruction, five bits of general 
register Rl are substituted for the PSW storage pro
tection key field. 

If the CPU requests a store operation, the data to 
be stored is in the K register at the time of the re
quest (or will be set into K one cycle following the 
request), and will remain there until BCU honors the 
request and sets the data into the storage bus in (SBI) 
latch register. The SBI latch is fed directly to all 
storage units. A store operation also requires eight 
mark bits to be sent to storage along with the address 
bits. For a CPU store operation, the mark register 
has the proper mark bits at the time the request is 
made. The BCU gates the mark register through the 
mark OR to storage, then resets the mark register. 

All channels and the system control panel use a 
single set of lines to deliver store data to the SBI 
latch register. This set of 64 lines (plus eight parity 
lines) is the channel storage bus in (channel SBI). In 
the same way, all channels and the system console 
deliver addresses on one set of lines (CAB or channel 
SAB) , storage protection keys on the channel key bus, 
and mark bits on the channel mark bus. When BCU 
selects a storage for a channel, the CAB is gated 
through the address OR to storage, and the channel 
protection key is gated through the key OR to storage. 
On channel store operations, the SBI latch is set from 
the channel SBI and the channel mark bits are gated 
through the mark OR to storage. 

BCU temporarily stores all fetched data in a 64-bit 
(plus eight-parity bit) register (the storage bus out 
(SBO) latch register). This register has outputs to the 
A, B, and J registers in the CPU and also feeds the 
channel SBO. It is the job of the BCU to see that a 
fetched storage word is delivered to the register 
specified by the user when the request was made. The 
BCU does this by sending an advance pulse to one of 
the receiving areas. For example, if the data is 
destined for the A register, BCU sends an advance 
signal which gates the setting of the A register from 
the SBO latch register. The proper advance pulse is 
generated by the two return address registers, X and 
Y. These registers are used alternately because of 
overlapped storage operations. 

Storage Bus Control 12-65 11 
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STORAGE SELECTION AND CONTROL 

• The BCU maximum storage selection rate is one 
selection every two machine cycles. 

• Any two HSS cycles can be overlapped. 

• BCU keeps track of busy HSS. 

• Channel bus priority circuits grant priority to 
one channel at a time. 

• Channel requests have priority over CPU re
quests. 

• CPU has a three machine-cycle access time to 
data in main storage. 

• Maximum channel rate for main storage data is 
about 1 microsecond per double word. 

The BCU can select storage units (HSS) at the rate 
of one selection every two machine cycles. This 
means that any two storage units can be simultan
eously busy (overlapped, Figure 9). BCU maintains 
a busy trigger for each storage unit: two for Model 
I H75, four for Model 175, six for Model IH75, and 
eight for Model J75. By examining certain address 
bits, the BCU determines which unit is being re
quested; if the BCU is not busy and the requested 
storage unit is not busy, the selection is made .. 

With each selection, the BCU is considered busy 
for two machine cycles (Figure 10). Alternate selec
tions can be made to one HSS without interference 
from a busy trigger. Two consecutive requests for 
the same HSS, however, require a delay of four ma
chine cycles between the first and second selections. 
Therefore, to achieve the maximum storage selection 
rate of one selection every two machine cycles, con
secutive requests must not be for the same HSS and the 
BCU must always have a storage request waiting to 
be serviced. Actual storage requests will not always 
fulfill these requirements. However, interleaved 
addressing means that more requests are for a non
busy storage than would be the case if consecutive 
addresses were in the same storage array: Instruc
tions are generally fetched from sequential addresses; 
a channel works into and out of sequential addresses; 
and arithmetic operations often store or fetch into 
sequential addresses. 

Requests are honored according to a fixed priority 
scheme. This scheme has two levels of priority. On 
the first level, the channel bus priority circuits grant 
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priority to one channel (or the system control panel) 
at a time. The channel bus priority circuits are nec
essary to prevent interference on the channel buses 
(CAB, channel SBI, and channel SBO). Because the 
seven channels and the system control panel operate 
independently of each other and of the CPU, any 
number of these eight storage users may simultan
eously request storage. When there are simultan
eous requests, the BCU must allocate the use of the 
channel buses to one user at a time. The BCU allo
cates the use of the channel buses in a fixed priority 
scheme; charn:t~ has the highest priority, channel 1 
next-to-highest.. and so forth. For example, channel 
6 cannot access storage if~ other channel is making 
a request. The syatem control panel, or maintenance 
channel, has the lowest priority and can access stor
age only when n"S:n:e;•of the chilnnels are making a ~e
quest. 

Once a charuml:gains bus priority, it puts the stor
age address on l!fffe channel SBI (CAB). The entire 
process of recognizing a channel request, granting 
priority to the r•esting chal:llnel, and receiving the 
storage address '(jfi CAB requfres about 1 micro
second. During t'his time, the BCU will honor CPU 
requests even though channels have priority over the 
CPU. A channel is not consiq111red to have a valid re
quest until its s~rage address arrives in BCU and a 
line, address vaitdi' is gener!iiied. 

The second level of priorit.f is to grant any chan
nel that has gen~ated address valid (and is requesting 
a nonbusy HSS) ~fority over !le CPU. 

The CPU is Sftid,t.tl> have a three-cycle access to 
storage (Figure l'L). As8.wnit« no interference from 
channels and a ~I.test for a Ia6nbusy HSS, a fetched 
storage word wi~he set Ullo A, B, or J three cycles 
after the BCU rec-zes the ~quest. 

A channel access req"!lirtl!IS I minimum of about 
1-1/2 microseconds from the time that BCU recog
nizes the request until the fetched word is in the chan -
nel registers. Most of this time is consumed in sig
nal travel time to and from the channel. About 300 
nanoseconds is required for a signal to travel to or 
from a channel. Although a single channel fetch re
quires about 1-1/2 microseconds, channels can access 
storage at a 1-microsecond rate. This !-microsecond 
rate is possible because BCU overlaps the prepara
tion for a new channel operation with the storage 
cycle and data return of the previous channel opera
tion. As soon as a HSS is selected for a channel, the 
BCU tells the channel to remove its storage address 
from the CAB, and (assuming another channel request 
is pending) at the same time, tells the new channel 
to put its storage address on the CAB. 
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CRITICAL TIMING LOOP 

• CPU is sometimes forced to wait for data from 
storage. 

• Waiting periods are minimized by using buffer 
registers: A, B, and J. 

• CPU access time consists of two parts: com
munication time and storage time. 

• A primary job of the BCV is to minimize com
munication time. 

In executing a program, the CPU is sometimes 
forced to wait for data from storage before continu
ing. In the Model 75, these periods of waiting are 
minimized by using instruction buffer registers 
(A-B), an operand buffer register (J), and by re
questing storage fetches as soon as possible. There 
are times, however, when the CPU must await the 
return of data from storage. For example, a success
ful branch instruction cannot be terminated until a 
new instruction double word is in A or B. Also, on 
many sequences of instructions such as two consecu
tive E cycle RX instructions, the CPU must wait for 
operand deliveries from storage. Because of these 
times when the CPU is forced to wait for fetched 
data, the performance of the CPU depends to a large 
extent on the CPU storage access time. 

Two time elements make up the CPU storage ac
cess time (Figure 12): access time of the storage 
unit and speed of CPU communication with the unit. 

Fetched data is available at the storage frame 
about 450 nanoseconds after the start of the storage 
cycle. The time required to get a storage unit started 
and the time required to move fetched data from a 
storage into a CPU register is the communication or 
BCV time. Stringent time requirements are imposed 
on the BCU to minimize this communication time 
enough to achieve the three machine-cycle CPU access 
time (Figure 11). The storage selection circuits, for 
example, are designed for maximum speed rather 
than for the minimum number of modules required to 
accomplish the logical objectives. Where minimum 
delay is essential, the BCV uses parallel cabling and 
parallel logic (Figure 13). 

The philosophy used to achieve minimum CPU 
storage access time is to consider that a CPU
storage-C PU loop exists, starting from A-B and 
ending at A-B (Figure 14). This critical timing loop 
is used on branches. The timings throughout this 
loop are tuned for maximum speed. The release of 
SAR, for example, is adjusted to coincide (approxi
mately) with the time when the output of the AA begins 
to rise. Therefore, as the AA output rises, it passes 
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through a released SAR and is on its way to storage 
long before SAR is locked. This philosophy in timing 
the release of SAR is used throughout the loop to 
allow the address to flow to storage and the data to 
flow from storage without being blocked by a locked 
register. All CPU operations do not use all of this 
critical timing loop. By using this path as a criterion, 
or "worst case," however, the timing of other storage 
paths is noncritical. 

CPU FETCH, THE BASIC OPERATION 

• CPU fetch is initiated by the I or E unit. 

• BCU delivers fetched storage word to the A, B, or 
J register. 

• BCU sends 14 address bits from SAR to a HSS. 

• BCV sends accept to the CPU when select is sent 
to HSS. 

• Selected HSS sends advance to BCU just prior to 
data delivery. 

The basic BCU operation is a CPU fetch. All other 
operations performed by the BCU are variations of 
the CPU fetch operation. A CPU fetch is a storage 
fetch requested by either the I or the E unit. The BCV 
starts storage to get the 64-bit plus eight-parity bit 
word requested, then delivers this to the A, B, or J 
register. 

The CPU requests a fetch operation by sending I 
fetch request or E fetch request to the BCU (Figure 
15). Along with the request, the CPU sets the de
sired address into the SAR and the duplicate SAR, and 
specifies that the data be returned to the A, B, or J 
register. 

The BCU examines duplicate SAR bits to determine 
which HSS is being requested. If the requested HSS 
is not busy, the BCU generates a select pulse for this 
HSS. If the CPU specifies that the data is to be re
turned to A-B, the BCV uses duplicate SAR bit 20 to 
choose the proper register. Bit 20, when on, means 
that an odd address is being requested, and the 
fetched data is to be returned to the B register. When 
off, bit 20 means an even address; even instruction 
words go to the A register. 

On CPU fetch operations, BCU gates the SAR 
through the address OR to all storages. Each 2365 
has two memory address registers (MAR): one for 
the even HSS and one for the odd HSS. The 14-bit 
plus two-parity bit address gated from the address OR 
is set into the MAR of the HSS that receives the 
select pulse. 



Part of the 14-bit storage address is sent to the 
storage protect (SP) unit associated with the selected 
HSS to address the SP location that corresponds to 
the requested HSS address. The protection key from 
the PSW is routed to the selected SP unit. 

When the select is sent to storage, the BCU sends 
accept back to the CPU. This signal tells the CPU 
that its request has been honored and it can now drop 
its request and change SAR. It can make a new re
quest if one is pending. 

About two cycles after select, the selected HSS 
sends an advance signal to the BCU (Figure 16). Half 
a cycle after advance, the selected HSS has the 
fetched 72-bit word gated from its memory data 
register (MDR) to the SBO latch register. Shortly 
thereafter, BCU releases the SBO latch. After re
leasing the SBO latch, BCU sends an A, B, or J 
advance signal to the CPU. The CPU uses the advance 
signal as a gate to set the receiving register with the 
next A clock. (A and B are actually released with a 
late B running (LBR) clock of the previous cycle.) 

CPU Fetch Error Detection 

• Storage address parity is checked by BCU and 
by storage. 

• If BCU detects an error, BCU cancels the selected 
HSS. 

• When a HSS is cancelled, the selected address is 
regenerated and BCU does a panel key fetch. 

• BCU checks for an invalid storage address. 

• Storage checks the parity of the fetched word; 
however, BCU ignores a data check from storage 
on CPU fetches. 

• The SP unit checks for a storage address protec
tion violation. 

On every storage operation, the BCU checks the 
storage address for good parity. The check is made 
off the address OR and is on the full 24-bit address. 
If the address has bad parity, a cancel signal is sent 
to storage. The cancel condition causes storage to 
regenerate the selected address without delivering 
the data brought out. Storage suppresses any errors 
that it detects if cancel is on. 

The cancel condition causes BCU to do a panel key 
fetch operation. This operation consists of setting 
the system control panel data keys into the SBO latch 
register so that the receiving register gets a good 
parity word. The receiving register gets meaningless 
data but an erroneous data parity check is prevented. 

If the receiving register were not set(left all zeros 
including parities), the CPU would generate a parity 
error when it checks the parity of the data it receives. 
Any address parity error detected on a CPU initiated 
storage cycle is a machine check, and it initiates a 
CPU logout followed by a machine check interrupt. 

The BCU also checks for an invalid storage ad
dress on every storage access. An invalid address 
is an address outside (higher than) the available stor
age locations on a particular system. If an invalid 
address is detected, the BCU again cancels storage 
and does a panel key fetch operation. An invalid ad
dress error detected on a CPU initiated storage 
cycle is a program error and it causes a program 
interrupt. 

On fetch operations, the selected storage checks 
the parity of the 14-bit address that it receives and 
checks the parity of the 64-data bits read out of the 
addressed location. If an address error is detected, 
the fetched word is not delivered: storage delivers a 
data word of all Os with good parity (all parity bits 
are ls). Storage also sends a storage address error 
line to the BCU. For a CPU initiated operation, the 
storage address error line brings up the machine 
check condition (logout followed by a machine check 
interrupt). 

If storage detects a parity error on the fetched 
data word, a storage data error line is sent to the 
BCU. For CPU fetch operations, however, the data 
error line from storage is ignored; the CPU some
times fetches data that will not be used. Any fetched 
data actually used by the CPU is parity-checked prior 
to use. 

A storage address protect (SAP) error is another 
programming error that can be generated on a CPU 
fetch operation. This error is generated by the 
selected SP unit only if the read-protect bit in the 
addressed SP location is a 1 and there is a mismatch 
between the SP key (match bits) and the key bits from 
the PSW. 

The SP unit parity-checks the address bits that it 
receives and parity-checks any protection key data 
that it uses. If the SP unit finds a parity error, it 
generates a storage address error which is handled 
exactly the same as an address error detected by the 
selected HSS. 

CPU STORE OPERATION 

• BCU routes SAR, mark register, and PSW key to 
storage. 

• BCU sends select and store to storage. 

• BCU sets K into SBI latch register and sends SBI 
latch register to storage. 
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The CPU requests a store operation by sending I 
store request or E store request to the BCU (Figure 
17). Along with the request, CPU sets the desired 
address into SAR and duplicate SAR just as on a CPU 
fetch operation. On a store operation, however, the 
CPU must set the mark register along with the re
quest or sometime prior to the request. The mark 
register is used only on CPU storage operations and 
is reset by the BCU after its contents have been sent 
to the selected storage. The CPU, therefore, is free 
to load the mark register anytime prior to a store 
operation. 

The BCU generates a select to the requested HSS 
exactly as on a CPU fetch operation. The select is 
generated when neither the BCU nor the requested 
HSS is busy. The address (14 bits pi us two parity bits) 
is gated from SAR through the address OR to storage 
and the CPU storage protect key (PSW 8-11) is gated 
through the key OR just as on a CPU fetch operation. 
The eight-mark bits (plus a parity bit) are gated 
from the mark register through the mark OR to the 
storage. Along with select, the BCU sends store to 
the selected 2365. 

Just as on a CPU fetch operation, BCV sends 
accept back to the CPU to tell the CPU that its re
quest has been honored and that it can now drop its 
request and change SAR. It can make a new request 
if one is pending. 

When CPU initiates a store request, the data to 
be stored are either in the K register or will be set 
into Kon the next cycle. On the post-selection cycle, 
the BCU sets the SBI latch register from K (Figure 
18). All 72 bits are set into the SBI latch and sent 
to storage regardless of the number of bytes to be 
stored. The selected storage unit uses the mark bits 
to gate the corresponding bytes into its MDR. Those 
bytes of the MDR not set from the SBI are set by 
sense amplifiers at the end of the read portion of the 
storage read/write cycle. Then, the modified 72-bit 
word in the MDR is written back into the selected 
address on the write cycle. 

CPU Store Error Detection 

• The BCU makes the same checks as on a CPU 
fetch: address parity and invalid address. 

• Storage checks address parity and data parity. 

• The SP unit checks for mismatch of protection 
keys. 

Just as on a CPU fetch operation, the BCU checks 
the parity of the storage address and checks for an 
invalid address. If either of these conditions are 
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found, a cancel signal is sent to the selected HSS to 
cause the selected address to be regenerated without 
change. A bad parity address causes a machine 
check interrupt; an invalid address causes a program 
interrupt. 

The selected storage checks the parity of the 14-
bit address that it receives and checks the parity of 
the mark bits. If an error is found, storage regener
ates the selected address and signals an address 
error to the BCU. Just as on a CPU fetch operation, 
a storage address error causes a machine check 
interrupt. 

Storage also checks the parity ·of the data in the 
MDR at the time when the MDR contains the new 72-
bit word to be written back into the array. Bad parity 
does not alter the store operation, but a storage data 
error line is sent to the BCU where a machine check 
condition is generated. A machine check occurs if 
any of the eight bytes have bad parity. The bad parity 
byte may have come from K or it may have been 
read out of the selected double word location in the 
array. 

The SP unit checks for a match of the protection 
keys on all store operations. If there is a mismatch, 
a SAP error is signaled to cause a program interrupt. 

Just as on a CPU fetch operation, the SP unit 
checks the parity of the address bits that it receives 
and the parity of the protection key information that it 
uses. If bad parity is found, the storage address 
check line is raised; action taken for an SP parity 
error is identical to the action taken for a HSS address 
error. 

CHANNEL BUS PRIORITY 

• Channel storage requests occur at random; two or 
more requests may occur simultaneously. 

• Channel operations are done in two steps: priority 
and storage selection. 

• Priority circuits operate independently of storage 
selection circuits. 

• BCU grants priority to a channel by sending BCU 
response to the priority channel. 

• When granted priority, a channel puts the storage 
address on the CAB. 

Channel operations consist of two parts: channel bus 
priority and channel storage selection. 

The BCU handles these two parts of channel oper
ations independent of each other (Figure 19). The 
channel bus priority circuits examine channel requests, 
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grant priority to one channel at a time, and obtain 
the storage address from the requesting channel. 
When the channel bus priority circuits obtain a chan
nel address, an address valid line is sent to the 
selection circuits. The address valid signal blocks 
CPU requests when the HSS requested by the channel 
is available. 

The channel bus priority circuits operate independ
ently of the selection circuits until address valid is 
generated. At this point, the channel bus priority 
circuits are locked-up until the selection circuits 
select the storage requested by the waiting channel. 
When the selection circuits generate this storage 
select, a channel bus priority reset line is generated 
to free the channel bus priority circuits. Once free, 
the channel bus priority circuits continuously search 
for a channel storage request until one is found. 

The channels bring up storage request any time 
they require a storage access. (Channel includes the 
system console or maintenance channel.) Unlike 
CPU requests, channel requests are completely 
asynchronous with each other and with BCU and CPU 
cycles; therefore, two or more channel requests 
may occur simultaneously (Figure 20). Whenever 
the channel buses are not in use (as indicated by the 
buffer trigger being off), the BCU checks for channel 
requests once per machine cycle. The checking is 
done from channel 0 through channel 6 and then the 
maintenance channel in that order. The first request 
that is found (highest priority) is honored, and any 
other requests are ignored. 

BCU honors a channel request by sending that 
channel a BCU response signal. This signal tells the 
channel that it gained channel bus priority and should 
respond by putting the address of the desired storage 
location on the channel storage address bus (CAB). 
Along with the storage address, the channel sends 
an address valid signal to the BCU. After a delay 
to allow the storage address to travel from the chan
nel to the BCU, the BCU gates the address valid 
signal from the channel to the storage selection cir
cuits. The selection circuits also receive CAB bits 
4, 19, and 20 to determine which HSS is being re
quested. 

CHANNEL FETCH 

• A series of signals is exchanged between the BCU 
and a channel that makes a storage access. 

• The first signal is a simplex request line from 
the channel to the BCU. 

• Second and third signals are simplex BCU response 
and BCU data request from the BCU to the chan
nel. 

• On channel fetch operations, the channel responds 
to the BCU with a multipl'ex storage address, a 
protection key, and an address valid signal. 

• BCU sends the channel a multiplex channel accept 
signal when a storage selection is made for the 
channel. 

• BCU sends the channel a multiplex channel advance 
signal just prior to data. 

• BCU sends fetched data to the channel on a multi
plex channel SBO. 

A channel operation is controlled by a series of signals 
exchanged between the BCU and the channel being 
serviced. Some of these control signals use simplex 
lines; a simplex line is unique to or from a particular 
channel. Other signals use multiplex lines; a multi
plex line goes to or comes from all channels. Chan
nels share the use of multiplex lines; for example, all 
channels use a single set of address and data lines 
as previously explained. 

The channel operation signal exchange begins with 
a channel that sends storage request to the BCU 
(Figures 21 and 22). Each channel has a storage re
quest line (simplex) because any number of channels 
may simultaneously need an access to storage. When 
BCU grants priority to a channel, it responds to that 
particular channel with BCU response. The BCU re
sponse lines are also simplex because the BCU must 
tell one specific channel to put its address on the 
channel SAB (CAB). Because of signal travel time, 
the channel sends an address valid signal to tell the 
BCU controls when the address has arrived in the 
BCU. The channel also sends the storage protection 
key to the BCU on the channel key bus. 

The BCU follows BCU reponse with another simplex 
line, BCU data request. The primary purpose of BCU 
data request is to tell the channel to put the incoming 
data on the channel storage bus in (SBI) if this is to be 
a store operation. At request time, however, BCU 
does not know if a channel is requesting a store or a 
fetch; therefore, the BCU data request signal is 
always sent, but the channel will not put data on the 
channel SBI for fetch operations. The channel does 
use BCU data request to drop its storage request to 
the BCU. 

When BCU starts storage for the channel that has 
its address on the CAB, the BCU drops BCU response 
and sends channel accept. The channel accept signal 
is a multiplex line but channels condition this line with 
BCU data request and not BCU response. This condi
tioning ensures that only one channel will recognize 
channel accept when it is sent out. Channel accept 
tells the channel that its request has been honored 
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and that the data it required will be on the channel 
storage bus out (channel SBO) following the next chan
nel advance pulse. The fall of BCU response tells the 
channel to take its storage address off the channel 
SAB. 

When the selected storage sends advance, the BCU 
routes this signal to the channel. The channel de
lays channel advance to gate the requested data from 
the channel SBO into its registers. 

CHANNEL STORE 

• For a channel store operation, the initial sequence 
through BCU data request is identical to a channel 
fetch operation. 

• The channel sends multiplex store line and multi
plex mark bits along with storage address. 

• The channel sends a double word of store data on 
the multiplex channel SBI in response to BCU 
data request. 

• Just as on a channel fetch operation, BCU sends 
multiplex channel accept and channel advance 
signals to the channel; however, no data is 
delivered on the channel SBO. 

A channel starts a channel store operation with a 
request exactly the same as it starts a channel fetch 
operation (Figure 23). The BCU grants priority and 
sends BCU response and BCU data request without 
knowing whether the channel desires to fetch or 
store. 

The channel, upon receiving BCU response, puts 
the storage address on the channel SAB just as it 
does for a channel fetch operation. Along with the 
storage address and the storage protection key, how
ever, the channel raises the store line to the BCU. 
Also, the channel puts the eight-mark bits (plus a 
parity bit) on the channel mark bus. 

When the channel receives BCU data request, it 
not only turns off its request, but also puts the 72-bit 
store data word on the channel SBI. 

After BCU response and BCU data request, the 
BCU waits for address valid just as on a channel 
fetch operation. With address valid, the BCU gen
erates a select when BCU and the requested storage 
are free. Because the channel store line is up, the 
BCU also sends store to storage and gates the chan
nel marks to storage along with the channel address 
bits (Figure 23). 

On the post-selection cycle, the BCU sets the SBI 
latch register from the channel SBI. All 72 bits are 
sent to storage; the selected storage takes only the 
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bytes which have corresponding mark bits, just as on 
a CPU store operation. 

The channel accept and channel advance signals 
are sent back to the channel, just as on a channel 
fetch operation. On a store operation, however, no 
data is returned to the channel; and, therefore, the 
channel does not use the channel advance signal to 
gate the channel SBO. 

RETURN ADDRESS CIRCUITS 

• Return address registers remember the requested 
destination of fetched data from select until 
advance. 

• Two return address registers are necessary be
cause of overlapped storage cycles. 

• Each register has six positions (no parity): A, B, 
J, channel, diagnose, and invalid. 

• A, B, and J positions route fetched data to the 
corresponding CPU registers. 

• Channel position is set for both channel fetch and 
channel store operations. 

• Diagnose routes fetched data to the MCW register 
for diagnose instructions. 

• Invalid routes invalid address error indication on 
CPU fetches and channel operations. 

• X/Y binary trigger gates inputs to one return 
address register at a time. 

• W / Z binary trigger gates outputs from one return 
address register at a time: W gates out X; Z gates 
out Y. 

• X/Y trigger is switched by delayed select: W/Z 
trigger is switched by delayed advance. 

The BCU must remember where to return fetched 
data. The requesting unit tells the BCU where to re
turn the data when a fetch request is made. Several 
machine cycles later, the BCU uses this information 
to route the returning data. 

Remembering where to return fetched data would 
be a simple task if the BCU always waited for the 
end of a storage cycle before initiating a new cycle. 
However, the BCU overlaps the operation of any two 
HSS units within main storage. To overlap storages, 
the BCU must remember two return addresses and 
associate these addresses with the correct storage 
cycle. 
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Whenever CPU makes a fetch request (I fetch 
request or E fetch request) , one of two control sig
nals is sent to the BCU to tell BCU where to return 
the fetch data. The two control signals are: return to.~ 
J and return to A-B. 

The BCU must remember the control signal 
associated with each request so that it can return 
fetched data to the correct destination. Because the 
BCU overlaps the operation of storage units, two 
registers are required to store return addresses. 
A fetch to A-odd storage, for example, may be 
initiated two machine cycles after a fetch to A-even 
storage. In this case, data from A even have not 
returned at the time the select to A odd is generated. 
Therefore, the return address for both fetches must 
be remembered. Note that because of the time rela
tion of machine cycles to storage cycles, fetched 
data from the first fetch are back before the BCU can 
make a third consecutive fetch; therefore, two re
turn address registers are sufficient (Figure 24). 

Each of the two return address registers has six 
positions: 

1. A 
2. B 
3. J 
4. Channel 
5. Diagnose 
6. Invalid 
The return to A-B signal from the CPU is divided 

into return to A and return to B signals, using ad
dress bit 20. Data fetched from even addresses (not 
bit 20) go to the A register. Data fetched from odd 
addresses (bit 20) go to the B register. 

A fourth position is set for channel operations. 
Unlike CPU, a return signal is sent to the channel on 
both store and fetch operations; therefore, a return 
signal from the channel is unnecessary. The channel 
select signal that is generated within the BCU sets the 
channel position of the return address registers. 

Another position in the return address registers 
is for the ·diagnose instruction. This instruction sets 
the maintenance control word (MCW) register with 
the contents of a specified storage location. The 
diagnose instruction is unique because CPU makes 
the request but the fetched word is set into the MCW 
from the channel SBO. The diagnose position in a 
return address register sends a diagnose select sig
nal to control circuits which perform this special 
gating. 

The last position in the return address register is 
for an invalid address error. An invalid address is 
an address which is not within the main storage of 
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this particular system. It is necessary to route the 
invalid address indication through the return address 
registers because the action taken for the invalid 
address depends on what the system was doing when 
it generated the erroneous address. For example, 
if instructions are located in the highest storage 
word with a branch back to a lower address, the I 
unit would generate an invalid address in attempting 
to fill an empty instruction buffer. In this case, the 
invalid address is not an error. The BCU must send 
the invalid address indication along with the A advance 
or B advance signal so that the CPU knows that this 
invalid address was generated for an IC fetch and, 
therefore, may not be an error condition. 

Gating into and out of the return address registers 
is controlled by two binary triggers (Figure 24). The 
X/Y trigger gates the input, and the WI Z trigger gates 
the output. The W condition of the W /Z trigger always 
gates out the X return address register. The X/Y 
trigger gates inputs to one register at select time and 
then switches to be ready for the next select (Figure 
25). The W /Z trigger gates the output of one register 
at advance time, then switches to be ready for the 
next advance. 
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The advance signal gates fetched data into the 
proper register(s). Outputs from SBO latch go to the 
A register, the B register, the J register, and the 
channel SBO; but the data is set only into that register 
(or those registers) that receive an advance pulse. 
An example of two registers that receive an advance 
pulse, and therefore, the same data, is a manualload 
A-B. This operation causes BCU to fetch the 64-bit 
word (plus eight-parity bits) stored in the system 
control panel data keys (panel keys) and deliver this 
word to both the A and B registers. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

• The major operations performed by the BCU are: 
CPU fetch, CPU store, channel fetch, and chan
nel store. 

• In addition to these, the BCU does special opera
tions to fetch or store a storage protect key, load 
the maintenance control word register (MCW), 
handle system console manual operations, and 
handle errors detected by the BCU and main stor
age. 

The major operations performed by the BCU are: 
1. CPU fetch: BCU fetches the addressed double 

word from main storage and delivers the fetched data 
to the A, B, or J register. 

2. CPU store: BCU delivers the double word in 
the K register and the contents of the mark register 
to main storage. Storage substitutes the K register 
data bytes indicated by the mark bits for correspond
ing bytes in the addressed location. 

3. Channel fetch: BCU fetches the addressed 
double word and delivers the fetched data to the 
channel on the channel SBO. 

4. Channel store: BCU delivers the double word 
on the channel SBI and the channel mark bits to main 
storage. 

In addition to these four major operations , the 
BCU handles the storage access portion of the set and 
insert key instructions, the diagnose instruction, the 
test and set instruction, and system console manual 
operations. BCU also handles errors detected within 
the BCU and within main storage. Figure 9100 sum
marizes the operations performed by the BCU. 

ADDRESS BIT FUNCTIONS 

• Each HSS holds 16K double words. 

• Address range within a HSS depends on the mode 
of interleaving. 

• Fourteen address bits are used to address double 
words within a HSS: Models H75 and IH75 use 
bits 6-19; Models I75 and J75 use bits 5-18. 

Form 223-2873-1 

FES S26-7034 

• SPF uses a portion of the HSS address bits. 

Each HSS holds 16, 384 (16K) double words or 131,072 
(12 BK) bytes. The address range of a HSS, however , 
is 32K for two-way interleaving or 64K for four-way 
interleaving. In other words, the span of addresses 
from the lowest to the highest within a HSS depends 
on the mode of interleaving (Figure 26). 

Fourteen bits are required to address the 16K 
double words within a HSS. Any group of 14 bits has 
16K combinations; the particular address bits used, 
however, depend on the span of addresses within 
that HSS: 

Address Number Double Word 

Bits of Bits Address Span 

7-20 14 16K 
6-20 15 32K 

5-20 16 64K 
4-20 17 128K 

In the Model H75, address bits 6-19 constitute a 
HSS address; bit 20 is used to select one of the two I HSS (Figure 27). In the Model IH75, address bits 
6-19 constitute a HSS address; bit 20 is used to 
select odd or even HSS. Bits 4 and 5 are used to 
select A, B or C Memory Group (Figure 28A). For 
Models I75 and J75, address bits 5-18 constitute a 
HSS address; bits 19 and 20 select one of four HSS 
(Figure 28). In the Model J75, address bit 4 selects 
the lower or upper group of HSS (Figure 29). 

A portion of the 14-bit address sent to a HSS is 
relayed to an SPF unit. Address bit 12 is the low
order SPF address bit; this bit changes once every 
2048 consecutive byte addresses (256 double word 

J addresses). In Models H75 and IH75, the single 
SPF unit stores 128 storage protection words (Fig
ure 30). These 128 words, each protecting a block 
of 256 (double word) addresses, span the 32K stor
age words within the single 2365. Address bits 
6-12 are used to address the 128 protection words 
in Models H75 and IH75. 

In Models I75 and J75, each SPF unit stores 256 
storage protection words because the span of ad
dresses within each 2365 is twice (64K) that of Model 

I H75 and Model IH75 (32K). Address bits 5-12 are 
required to address the 256 storage protection words 
(Figure 31). 

In addition to locations within main storage, the 
BCU can fetch the system control panel data keys 
(panel keys). The panel keys are fetched for certain 
manual operations, for certain errors, and when the 
programmer specifies the panel key address. The 
panel key address is specified by a 1 bit in address 
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position 0 if the enable panel key address switch on 
the control panel is on. 

Figures 9101, 9102, and 9103 summarize the ad
dress bit functions for Models H75, 175, IH75, and 
J75. 

Address Switching 

• Address bits can be switched to allow a diagnostic 
program to run with a failing HSS. 

• Switching can be done manually or by setting bit 
14 or bit 15 in the MCW. 

I • On Model H75 and Model IH75, address bit 6 is 
interchanged with address bit 20 or address bit 
6 is inverted, then interchanged with bit 20. 

• On Models 175 and J75, address bits 5 and 19 are 
used for bit switching instead of bits 6 and 20. 

I • On Model H75 and Model IH75, address switching 
defeats interleaving: on Models 175 and J75, ad
dress switching replaces four-way interleaving 
with two-way interleaving. 

The Model 7 5 has a scheme for switching certain 
address bits as a diagnostic aid. The purpose of this 
scheme is to allow a diagnostic program to run when 
a. HSS is failing. The program can then analyze the 
pattern of failing addresses to further localize the 
failing circuits within the defective HSS. The bits 
that are interchanged and the resulting effect on the 
physical location of addresses, depends on the system 
storage configuration; note, however, that the pur
pose of address switching is to arrange the addresses 
so that a sizeable program can be loaded in such a 
way as to avoid a failing HSS. 

Address switching can be done manually from the 
system control panel or by changing bit 14 or bit 15 
in the MCW with a diagnose instruction. The control 
panel switch has three positions: 

1. Up - interchange storage address bits 
2. Center - normal 
3. Down - interchange and invert storage address 

bits 
MCW bit 14 duplicates the up position of the 

switch; MCW bit 15 duplicates the down position of 
the switch. A priority scheme exists so that MCW 
bits have priority over the switch setting. The two 
MCW bits are interlocked so that if both are on, 
neither is effective (Figure 32). 

\ For Models H75 and IH75, the interchange stor-
age address bits condition interchanges bits 6 and 20. 
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Reversing these bits, defeats the interleaved address 
scheme so that consecutive addresses are in one HSS 
(Figure 33). With normal addressing, consecutive ad
dresses are in alternate HSS. When bits 6 and 20 are 
interchanged, the first 16K of consecutive addresses 
are in the HSS that normally contains only even addresses. 
Note that consecutive ad~resses within a HSS jump 
by 8K as bit 20 is used in place of bit 6. When, after 
16K addresses, bit 6 goes to a 1, the HSS which 
normally contained odd addresses is selected because 
bit 6 is being used by the BCV in place of bit 20. The 
first 16K addresses are in the original even HSS; 
the second 16K addresses are in the original odd HSS. 

When bit 20 is exchanged with the inverted condi
tion of bit 6 (interchange and invert storage address 

I bits, Model H75 and Model IH75), the effect is to 
place the first 16K addresses in the original odd 
HSS and the second 16K addresses in the original 

I even HSS. In the Model H75 and Model IH75, a 
diagnostic program of 16K, or less, can be loaded 
into either of the two HSS to analyze the remaining 
HSS. 

For Models 175 and J75, the interchange storage 
address bits condition interchanges bit 5 and 19. 
Reversing these bits, changes the addressing scheme 
from four-way interleaving to tw0-way interleaving 
(Figure 34). Every third consecutive address jumps 
by 8K compared to the normal addressing scheme; 
however, consecutive addresses stay within a pair 
of HSS (one 2365) until the 32K available locations are 
exhausted. With bits 5 and 19 interchanged, 2365 A 
contains the first 32K addresses, 23 65 B contains 
the second 32K of addresses. In Model J75, 2365 C 
contains the third 32K of addresses and 2365 D con
tains the fourth 32K of addresses. 

When bit 19 is interchanged with the inverted con
dition of bit 5 (interchange and invert storage address 
bits), the effect is to place the first 32K addresses 
in 2365 B and the second 32K addresses in 2365 A. 
In Model J75, 2365 D contains the third 32K addresses 
and 2365 C contains the fourth 32K addresses. 

CPU FETCH 

• I or E unit can initiate a CPU fetch. 

• BCV selects storage to get requested storage 
word. 

• When the fetched word returns from storage, 
BCV routes the word into the A, B, or J register. 

A CPU fetch is a storage fetch requested by either 
the I unit or the E unit. The BCV starts storage to 
get the 64-bit plus eight-parity bit word requested, 
and then delivers this word to the A, B, or J register. 
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r 

Sequential Addressing 
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HSS 
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HSS 
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32K + l 
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HSS 
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FIGURE 26. ADDRESS SPAN VERSUS INTERLEAVING MODE 

AE 
Even HSS 

2365 A 

14 Bits 

AO 
Odd HSS 

Select Odd 

Select Even 

Select of 16,000 storage words within a HSS 

HSS 

® 

32K + 2 
32K + 0 

HSS 

CD 

wo-Way 
Interleaving 

HSS 

© 

32K + 3 
32K + l 

HSS 

@ 

BCU Select Storage 

10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 22 23 

* Used for additional optional storages. 
** Byte address. Not used by BCU or storage. 

FIGURE 27. HSS SELECTION, MODEL H75 
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* Used for additional optional storages. 
Byte address. Not used by BC lJ or storages. 

FIGURE 28. HSS SELECTION, MODEL 175 
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2365 D 

. DE DO .... .. Even HSS Odd HSS 

2365 c 

CE co -. Even HSS Odd HSS 

2365 B 
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Even HSS Odd HSS 

~ 

2365 A 
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[ * Select 1 of 16,000 storage words within a HSS l......._r ** 

I 0 i 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 j 10 j 11 j 12 I 13 j 14 I 15 I 16 j 11 I is I 19 j 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 
* Used for additional optional storages. 

** Byte address. Not used by BCU or storage. 

FIGURE 29. HSS SELECTION, MODEL J75 
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FIGURE 31. SPF STORAGE BLOCK ADDRESSING, MODELS 175 AND J75 
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0 I Any storage address bi ts 

FIGURE 32. ADDRESS BIT SWITCHING 
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I AE, BE* or CE* AO, BO* or CO* 

® © 
16K +2 
16K + 0 

CD 
2 
0 

Nonna\ --f 6 ... ~,~-v. 
~-· .,.!! 

------..20 

16K +3 
JJ;:K + 1 

® 
3 
1 

r 
BK (one HSS) 

t 
20 

Doubleword Addresses 

AE, BE* or CE* AO, BO* or CO* 

Interchange Storage 

Addr Bits 20 
(Interchange 6 - - -20 
and 20) 

G) 

3 
1 

CD 
2 
0 

© 
16K + 3 
16K + l 

® 
16K + 2 
16K + 0 

AE, BE* or CE* AO / BO* or CO* 

Interchange and 
invert Storage 
Addr Bits (invert __ 29 
bit 6 and inter- 20 
change with 20) 

© 
16K +3 
16K + 1 

® 
16K + 2 
16K + 0 

6 

*Address Switching, Model IH75. 

® 
3 
1 

CD 
2 
0 

Addresses ore 32K higher within C and ore 64K higher within D than shown. 

e FIGURE 33. ADDRESS SWITCHING, MODEL H75 
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* Addresses within C and D HSS are 64K higher than the addresses shown. 

FIGURE 34. ADDRESS SWITCHING, MODELS 175 AND J75 
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Data Flow 

• BCU gets I fetch request or E fetch request. 

• Address is in SAR (or is being set into SA0 ) a, 
the time of request. 

• BCV generates select to the proper storage unit. 

• Selected HSS sends advance to forewarn BCU of 
returning data. 

• BCV sets returning storage word into SBO latch. 

• BCV sends A, B, or J advance to the CPU. 

The CPU requests a fetch operation by sending I 
fetch request or E fetch request to the BCU (Figure 
6100). Along with the request, the CPU sets the 
desired address into SAR and into duplicate SAR. 
SAR and the storage protection key from the PSW 
are gated through the address OR and the key OR 
unless a channel storage select is to be made on 
this machine cycle. 

The requested CPU selection is made if there is 
no pending channel select blocking the CPU selects, 
the BCU is not busy (cyclic inhibit off), and the 
requested HSS is not busy. The BCU decodes ad
dress bits set into duplicate SAR to generate a 
select to the proper HSS. Note that all HSS receive 
the storage address and the protection key; only the 
HSS that receives select, however, sets the storage 
address into its MAR and uses the protection key. 

When select is sent to storage, the busy trigger 
for the selected HSS is set to block further selections 
of this HSS until it ends its cycle. The A, B, or J 
position in the return address register that is 
pointed to by the X/Y binary trigger is set. The 
position set is determined by a return to line from 
the CPU and, in the case of A-B, address bit 20. 

Shortly after select, an accept signal is sent 
back to the CPU. This signal tells the CPU that its 
request has been honored and that it can now drop 
its request and change SAR. It can make a new 
request if one is pending. 

About two cycles after select, the selected HSS 
sends an advance signal to the BCU. Half-a-cycle 
after advance, the selected HSS has the fetched 72-
bit word gated from its memory data register (MDR) 
to the SBO latch register. Shortly thereafter, the 
BCU releases the SBO latch to temporarily store 
the fetched word. After setting the SBO latch, the 
BCU sends an A, B, or J advance signal to the CPU. 
The CPU uses the advance as a gate to set the receiv
ing register with the next A clock. 

Control 

• 
• 

• 

• 

CPU interlocks all I and E storage request lines. 

BCU is busy with each selection for two machine 
cycles. 

A CPU request is blocked if BCU is busy, a 
channel selection is to be made on this cycle, a 
CDA signal is present from a channel, or if the 
requested HSS is busy. 

When BCU sends a select to HSS, accept is sent 
back to the CPU. 

• BCV sets a return address register and switches 
the X/Y binary trigger. 

• Advance from the selected HSS samples the 
return address register. 

• Advance also gates the setting of the SBO latch. 

The CPU interlocks all fetch and store request lines 
so that only one request can be made at a time. One 
of the two CPU return to lines always accompanies a 
CPU fetch request and the SAR and duplicate SAR either 
contain the desired storage address or these registers 
will be set at approximately the same time that the 
request signal is brought up. 

The BCU checks for a CPU request each L time. 
The request is blocked, however, if the BCU is busy 
with another storage request (cyclic inhibit is on), 
if a channel is ready to select a nonbusy HSS, or if 
the HSS requested by the CPU is busy. If a CPU 
request is blocked, it is completely ignored until the 
next L time, when another attempt will be made. 
Meanwhile, the CPU is free to drop its request or 
substitute another request. For example, the I unit 
may substitute an operand fetch request for an unac
cepted IC fetch request because the operand fetch has 
a higher priority. An unaccepted request is a request 
for which BCU has not generated an accept pulse. 

From the time that BCU recognizes a CPU 
request, BCU is busy making the storage selection 
for two machine cycles (Figure 35). The approximate 
timing of the major control signals is shown in Figure 
35. The generation of each control signal is shown 
in Figure 5200 and is described in the following text. 

All CPU storage request lines are ORed, then 
combined with an L clock. not accept, and not 
single cycle to produce a fast request signal. This 
signal is routed to one set of HSS set select latch 
ANDs. In addition to bringing up fast request, 
the CPU fetch request lines are routed to set the 
CPU request latch if it is not being blocked by accept. 
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The output of the CPU request latch is routed to a 
second set of set select latch ANDs. The first set 
of set select latch ANDs ensures that a select latch 
is set as early as possible when a selection is made 
(minimum circuit delay). The second set of set 
select latch ANDs ensures a set pulse of sufficient 
duration to complete the latch-back path through the 
select latches. 

A CPU set select signal, timed by an A clock, is 
a second condition necessary for setting a select 
latch. This signal is blocked if BCU is busy (cyclic 
inhibit on), a channel select is to be made on this 
cycle, or if a chain data address (CDA) signal is 
present from one of the channels. A channel brings 
up the CDA signal under certain conditions which re
quire a rapid storage access. By blocking all CPU 
selects while CDA is on, the channel will probably be 
serviced more rapidly because neither the BCV nor 
the requested HSS will be busy when the channel 
request arrives. 

The final condition that can block the setting of a 
select latch is a busy trigger that is on for the 
requested HSS. Duplicate SAR bits are decoded in the 
set select latch ANDs to pick a single HSS select 
latch with any one combination of bits in the duplicate 
SAR. If the busy trigger for this requested HSS is 
on, the setting of the select latch is blocked. If the 
busy trigger is off, the requested HSS select latch is 
set and the busy trigger for the selected HSS is turned 
on. 

When any select latch is set, the positive select 
out latch is turned on to indicate that a storage se
lection was made. 

The positive select out signal and an E;B clock 
turn on the accept and pulse accept triggers. These 
two triggers are set in parallel, and under normal 
conditions, are also simultaneously reset. The pulse 
accept trigger is reset by a running clock, and the 
accept trigger is reset by a controlled clock. The 
two triggers are necessary for single-cycle opera
tion to maintain the accept signal to the CPU for one 
controlled clock cycle even though the storage cycle 
has been completed. The accept and pulse accept 
triggers distinguish CPU from channel storage se
lects; they are not set when a channel selection is 
made. 

The positive select out signal and a B clock set 
the cyclic inhibit latch to inhibit all storage selections 
on the following machine cycle. 

The positive select out signal also controls the 
setting of a position in a return address register 
(Figure 5080). The A, B, or J position is set into 
the return address register that is pointed to by the 
X/Y binary trigger with a B clock during the se
lection cycle. 
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The positive select out signal is delayed to switch 
the X/Y binary trigger after a register position has 
been set. 

After two machine cycles, the BCV is finished 
with the selection and can service any other request 
that is pending. Handling of the returning data is 
completely independent of the selection circuits. 
The only information that pertains to the selection 
just completed that is retained by the BCV is the bit 
set into a return address register. This information 
will be used when data returns from the selected HSS. 
The timing of events for returning fetched data and 
completing the fetch operation depends entirely on 
the selected HSS. The BCU simply waits for advance 
from storage and the number of machine cycles 
between select and advance is of no consequence to 
the BCV. 

The storage advance pulse tells the BCV that a 
storage cycle is nearing completion. The BCU uses 
advance to sample the return address register that 
is pointed to by the W /Z trigger. For a CPU fetch 
operation, the sampling yields the appropriate ad
vance signal to the CPU (A, B, or J). The A, B, or 
J advance signal, however, is delayed to bracket the 
A clock which sets the J register or the LBR clock 
which sets the A or B register. 

The BCU also uses advance to gate the setting of 
the SBO latch: storage times advance to precede 
fetch data by about 100 nanoseconds. 

The final two steps of a CPU fetch operation are: 
I. Switching the X/Y trigger, and 
2. Resetting the selected HSS busy trigger. 
The BCV delays the storage advance to switch the 

W / Z trigger after advance has sampled the return 
address register. 

The busy trigger is reset by a reset busy signal 
from the selected HSS nearly one machine cycle be
fore the storage times-out. This timing allows the 
BCV to reselect this HSS at the same time that it is 
ending its previous cycle. 

Detailed timings of consecutive CPU fetches to AO 
HSS are shown in Figure 8100. 

CPU STORE 

• CPU store is initiated by the I unit or the E unit. 

• BCV selects storage and delivers the double word in 
K to storage. 

• Only K bytes masked by mark bits are stored. 
Other bytes are regenerated. 

• Protection key in PSW much match key in SPF 
storage. 



A CPU store is a store-to-main storage requested 
by the I unit or the E unit. The BCU starts storage 
and sends the 64-bit plus eight-parity bit word in the 
K register to storage. Only those bytes of the K 
register that have a corresponding bit in the mark 
register are stored; bytes represented by a zero
mark bit are regenerated by storage. 

The BCU sends the CPU storage protection key 
(PSW bits 8-11) to the SPF where this key is com
pared to the key for this address previously stored 
in SPF. If the keys match, the store operation pro
ceeds. If the keys do not match, the SPF cancels 
the store operation (all bytes are regenerated) and sig
nals a storage address protect (SAP) error. 

Data Flow 

• BCU routes SAR, mark register, and PSW key to 
storage. 

• BCU sends select and store to storage. 

• BCU sets K into SBI latch register and sends SBI 
latch register to storage. 

The CPU requests a store operation by sending I store 
request or E store request to the BCU (Figure 6101). 
Along with the request, the CPU sets the desired 
address into SAR and the duplicate SAR and sets the 
mark register. The mark register is set in one of 
two ways: 

1. Single bits set by VFL circuits. 
2. Twin bits corresponding to halfword boundaries 

for storing halfwords, words, and double words. 
The BCU generates a select pulse to start the 

correct HSS. The address (14 bits plus two-parity 
bits) is gated from SAR through the address OR to 
all HSS. The eight-mark bits (plus a parity bit) 
are gated from the mark register through the mark 
OR to the storage. The CPU storage protect key 
(PSW 8-11) is gated through the key OR and a parity 
bit is added. Along with select, the BCU sends store 
to all 2365 storage frames. 

Just as on a CPU fetch operation, BCU sends ac
cept back to the CPU about the time select is sent to 
storage. The accept signal tells the CPU that its 
request has been honored and that it can now drop its 
request and change SAR. It can make a new request 
if one is pending. 

On the post-selection cycle, the SBI latch register 
is set from K. All 72-bits are set into the SBI latch 
and sent to storage regardless of the number of bytes 
to be stored. The selected HSS uses the mark bits to 
gate the corresponding bytes into its MDR. Those 
bytes of the MDR not set from SBI are set by the 
sense amplifiers at the end of the read portion of the 

storage read/write cycle. Then, the modified 72-bit 
word in the MDR is written back into the selected 
address on the write cycle. 

After the post-selection cycle, the BCU is finished 
with the CPU store operation, except for the house
keeping jobs of turning off the storage busy trigger 
set by select and changing the W/Z trigger to keep it 
in step with the X/Y trigger. Just as on a CPU fetch 
operation, these jobs are done near the end of the 
storage cycle after the selected HSS sends advance. 

Control 

• CPU request latch and blocking conditions operate 
the same as for a CPU fetch. 

• BCU sends select and store to storage along with 
SAR, marks, and key. 

• No return address register bits are set. 

• X/Y, W/Z, and HSS busy triggers operate the 
same as on a CPU fetch. 

The CPU interlocks all fetch and store request lines 
so that only one request can be made at a time. The 
CPU may have loaded SAR, duplicate SAR, and the 
mark register prior to raising store request; or it may 
set these registers at approximately the same time 
that store request is brought up. In either event, 
BCU will have this input data at the L clock when the 
CPU request latch is set (Figure 5200). 

The same blocking conditions described for a CPU 
fetch operation may block a CPU store operation. These 
blocks are: 

1. A channel ready to select a nonbusy HSS on this 
cycle or a CDA line from a channel. 

2. Cyclic inhibit on (BCU is busy). 
3. Requested HSS is busy. 
If the request is blocked, it is completely ignored 

until the next L time, whfm another attempt will be 
made if the request is still present. Meanwhile, the 
CPU is free to drop its request or substitute another 
request. 

If the store request is not blocked, BCU decodes 
duplicate SAR bits and sends a select pulse to the 
requested HSS. The BCU gates the address from 
SAR, the mark bits from the mark register, and the 
SPF key from the PSW to the storage. The BCU also 
sends store to all 2365 storage frames. Also, during 
the selection cycle, BCU sends accept back to the 
CPU, turns on cyclic inhibit, and sets the appropriate 
HSS busy trigger. 

A return address register is reset and no positions 
in the register are turned back on even if the specified 
store address is invalid (Figure 5080). A separate 
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error trigger is set for invalid CPU store address; 
details of all invalid address conditions are described 
under "Program Checks." 

At the beginning of the post-selection cycle, the 
X/Y binary trigger is changed, even though no return 
address register bits are set for a CPU store opera
tion. The SBI latch register is also released (reset 
and set) in the post-selection cycle. The CPU can 
(and often does) wait until A time of the post-selection 
cycle to set the K register; however, K can be set at 
any time prior to the post-selection cycle. The out
put of the SBI latch is ungated to storage; the selected 
HSS sets its MDR from the SBI about one-third of the 
way through its cycle. 

The selected HSS sends advance back to the BCV, 
even though no data returns on a store operation 
(Figure 5080). Advance is delayed to switch the W /Z 
trigger to keep it in synchronization with the X/Y 
trigger. 

The selected HSS sends reset busy to the BCV to 
reset the busy trigger turned on by select in time to 
allow a new select shortly after the end of the stor
age cycle (Figure 5200). A HSS receiving consecutive 
selects is idle about 30 nanoseconds (difference be
tween four machine cycles and a 750-nanosecond 
storage cycle). 

Detailed timings of consecutive CPU store opera
tions to alternate storage addresses are shown in 
Figure 8101. 

CHANNEL FETCH 

• Channel bus priority circuits allocate the use of 
the channel buses to one channel at a time. 

• BCU gives channel storage requests priority over 
CPU storage requests. 

• Unlike CPU requests, a channel request remains 
pending if the requested HSS is busy. 

The channel bus priority circuits grant priority to one 
channel (or the system control panel) at a time. The 
channel bus priority circuits are necessary to pre
vent interference on the channel buses (CAB, channel 
SBI, and channel SBO). Because the ,seven channels 
and the system control panel operate independently 
of each other and of the CPU, any number of these 
eight storage users may simultaneously request stor
age. When there are simultaneous requests, the BCU 
must allocate the use of the channel buses to one user 
at a time. The BCV allocates the use of the channel 
buses in a fixed priority scheme: channel O has the 
highest priority, channel 1 next-to-highest, and so 
forth. For example, channel 6 cannot access storage 
if any other channel is making a request. The sys
tem control panel, or maintenance channel, has the 
lowest priority and can access storage only when 
none of the channels are making a request. 
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Once a channel gains channel bus priority, it 
puts the storage address on the channel SAB (CAB). 
The entire process of recognizing a channel request, 
granting priority to the requesting channel, and 
receiving the storage address on CAB requires about 
1 microsecond. During this time, the BCV will 
honor CPU requests even though channels have 
priority over the CPU. 

A channel is not considered to have a valid re
quest until its storage address arrives in BCV and 
a line, address valid, is generated. At this point, 
a channel select signal is generated at the first B 
time when the BCV and the HSS requested by the CAB 
bits are not busy. Any channel select blocks all 
CPU selects. By bringing up channel select at B 
time, a CPU request that would have been honored 
on the next cycle is blocked and the channel selection 
is made instead. 

The turn-off of the HSS busy triggers is timed to 
allow a channel select signal to be generated at the 
B time of the cycle that precedes the machine cycle 
in which a new select can be sent to a HSS ending a 
previous cycle. 

Data Flow 

• Channel requests are asynchronous with each other 
and with the CPU and the BCV. 

• BCV gives priority to a channel by sending that 
channel a BCU response. 

• A channel puts its storage address on the channel 
SAB (CAB) when it gets priority. 

• When BCV has a valid address and the BCV and 
the requested HSS are not busy, CPU requests are 
blocked and storage is selected for the channel. 

• Advance from storage is sent directly to the chan
nel. 

• With advance, the BCV sets fetched data into the 
SBO latch. 

• The channel uses advance to sample a fetched word 
from channel SBO into the channel registers. 

The channels bring up storage request anytime they 
require a storage access. (Channel includes the sys
tem control panel which is considered the maintenance 
channel.) Unlike CPU requests, channel requests are 
completely random with respect to each other and 
with respect to the BCU and CPU cycles (Figure 6102). 



Whenever the channel buses are not in use (as indi
cated by the buffer trigger being off), the BCU checks 
for channel requests once per machine cycle. The 
checking is done from channel 0 through channel 6 
and then the maintenance channel in that order. The 
first request that is found (highest priority) is 
honored, and any other requests are ignored. 

BCU honors a channel request by sending that 
channel a BCU response signal. This signal tells 
the channel that it gained channel bus priority and 
should respond by putting the address of the desired 
storage location on the channel SAB (CAB) and the 
protection key on the channel key bus. The CAB 
positions, 0-20 plus three parity bits, feed into 
corresponding positions of the BCU address OR. 

About 300 nanoseconds travel time is required 
for BCU response to go out to a channel. Another 3 00 
nanoseconds is required for the storage address to 
come back to the BCU. Because of this signal travel 
time, the channel sends an address valid sig-
nal to tell the BCU controls when the address has 
arrived in the BCU. Meanwhile, the BCU follows 
the BCU response signal with a BCU data request 
signal. The primary purpose of BCU data request 
is to tell the channel to put the incoming data on the 
channel storage bus in (SBI) if this is to be a store 
operation. At request time, however, BCU does not 
know if a channel is requesting a store or a fetch; 
therefore, the data request signal is always sent, 
but the channel will not put data on the channel SBI 
for fetch operations. The channel does use BCU 
data request to drop its storage request to the BCU. 

Once the BCU receives address valid, it examines 
CAB bits to start the proper HSS in the same way 
duplicate SAR bits are examined to select a storage 
unit for CPU requests. Channel selects are decoded 
at B time of a machine cycle to block an L time CPU 
request (if present). Successful decoding of a chan
nel select depends on the BCU and the requested 
HSS being not busy. 

When the BCU decodes a channel select (B time), 
the address OR (and the key OR) is switched to gate 
14 bits (plus two-parity bits) from the CAB to stor
age. After sending select to storage, the BCU sends 
accept to the channel. Accept tells the channel that 
its request has been honored and that the data it re
quested will be on the channel storage bus out (chan
nel SBO) following the next channel advance pulse. 
Just prior to select, the BCU resets the channel 
bus priority circuits and turns off BCU response. 
The fall of BCU response tells the channel to take 
its storage address off the channel SAB. 

When the selected HSS sends advance, the BCU 
routes this signal to the channel. The channel de
lays advance to gate the requested data from the 
channel SBO into its registers. 

Control 

• BCU samples for channel requests once per ma
chine cycle until a request is found. 

• A channel request turns on the buffer trigger 
which prevents further checking for requests un
til this channel is serviced. 

• BCU sends BCU response and BCU data request 
to the requesting channel. 

• The channel sends address valid when address on 
CAB is good. 

• The channel waits if BCU or requested storage is 
busy. 

• The channel bus priority circuits are released 
(reset) just prior to select. 

• The maximum channel selection rate is one select 
per five machine cycles (about 1 microsecond). 

A channel fetch operation begins when the BCU rec
ognizes a channel request signal (Figure 5200). Note 
that the buffer trigger must be off in order for BCU 
to examine the channel request latches. The buffer 
trigger means that some channel has its address on 
the CAB (channel SAB). If more than one channel 
request latch is on, the BCU recognizes only the one 
which has the highest priority. 

When the BCUrecognizes a channel request, it 
immediately turns on the buffer trigger to prevent 
further checking of the request latches until this re
quest is fulfilled. The buffer trigger output is com
bined with the request latches in the priority ANDs 
to send BCU response to the channel. The BCU re
sponse signal tells the channel to gate its storage 
address onto the CAB. BCU response remains on 
until the buffer trigger is turned off; the buffer trig
ger is turned off just prior to the generation of stor
age select for the channel. Because 600 nanoseconds 
travel time is required to remove the storage address 
from CAB, ample time is allowed for the HSS to set 
its address register (MAR) from CAB (through the 
address OR). 

After a fixed time delay following BCU response, 
the BCU sends data request to the requesting chan
nel. For a fetch operation, the channel uses data 
request only to turn off its storage request. 

The BCU waits about 600 nanoseconds from BCU 
response to allow the storage address to arrive on 
the CAB. After this time delay, delay full comes on 
and the address valid line from the channel is tested. 
The address valid signal is timed to arrive at BCU 
slightly later than the slowest CAB bit; therefore, 
address valid tells BCU that all CAB bits are true 
(in their final state). 
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Once the address valid 2 trigger (Figure 5200) is 
on, the channel select ANDs are allowed to decode a 
channel select if the BCU is not busy (inhibit off). One 
of the channel select ANDs is activated when the HSS 
that is pointed to by the CAB selection bits is not 
busy. Unlike a CPU request, a channel request waits 
and remains pending if the BCU or the requested HSS 
is busy. As soon as neither is busy, channel select 
HSS is generated to block CPU requests. Another 
function of channel select HSS is to set the gating 
latch which switches the address OR and the key OR 
to gate the CAB and the channel keys to storage. 

When select is sent to storage for a channel, the 
appropriate busy trigger, the positive select trigger, 
and the cyclic inhibit latch are turned on in the same 
way that these conditions are set for CPU storage 
selections. 

At the LBR preceding select, the buffer trigger is 
reset to allow the channel bus priority circuits to ex
amine for a new channel request. Resetting the buffer 
trigger also turns off BCU response to tell the chan
nel to remove the storage address from CAB. 

At the same time that the buffer trigger is reset, 
accept is sent to the channel. This signal tells the 
channel to use the next channel advance to gate the 
channel SBO into the channel. For 2365 storage units, 
accept is unnecessary; the fall of BCU response 
could have the same meaning. However, accept is 
necessary when LCS units are used on the system. 
In this case, it is sometimes necessary for BCU to 
drop BCU response to a channel without havinghon
ored its request. Therefore, the .fall ofBCUresponse, 
alone, cannot tell a channel that the next data on the 
channel SBO is the data that is requested. The oper
ation of the BCU with LCS units attached to the sys
tem is in the "Features" section. 

The action taken by BCU at select time appears, 
at first, to be too rapid. The channel priority cir
cuits are released to look for a new channel request 
and, at the same time, BCU response is dropped. 
However, consider the travel time of signals to and 
from the channels. The requested address remains 
on CAB for about 600 nanoseconds after BCU response 
is dropped by the BCU. This gives plenty of time 
for the selected storage to set its MAR with the CAB 
address. In the same way, if the channel bus priority 
circuits immediately recognize a new request, it 
will require 600 nanoseconds for this new channel to 
fulfill the address valid condition within the BCU. Al
though the BCU can initiate a new BCU response al
most immediately after dropping a prior BCU re
sponse, the signal travel time to and from the chan
nels slows the over-all channel storage access rate 
to about 1 microsecond; that is, the maximum rate 
at which channels (one channel or a combination of 
channels) can access storage is one selection per 
five machine cycles (about 1 microsecond). 
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Like CPU operations, the terminating sequence of 
a channel operation is completely independent of the 
initiating sequence (Figure 5080). When the selected 
storage sends advance, this signal is routed to the 
channel by a return address register. The BCU also 
uses advance to gate the SBO latch and to switch the 
W / Z trigger. The channel delays the channel advance 
signal to gate the data from the channel SBO into the 
channel registers. The operation is completed when 
the selected HSS sends reset busy to the BCU to re
set the busy trigger that is turned on at select time 

(Figures)· Detfll~-d · ings of consecutive channel fetches to 

-~\,,; 
8 
~~resses are shown In Figure 8102. 

• starts storage and stores the channel SBI 
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A 1 ~r~: ii:S a storage store operation requested 
by ~e c;;hiful\els or the system console. The 
BCU th\ ~:si!-ed storage address from the CAB, 
start orage l'or tl\e channel, and delivers the store 
data (72 bits) oQ the -hannel SBI to the selected stor
age. Th~ also routes the eight-mark bits plus 
a pari~~ the fow-bit (plus a parity bit) stor
age pro~._k6" fro~ the channel to ~torage. 
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• Request~~itYf"'dBCU response are the same 
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• The chann:;t$!_3st~~~a on channel SBI w:hen 
BCU sends~ da~z~t. 

• BCU sets thu~~at . ter from the channel 

SBI. y (C\ 
A channelstarts a channel store operation with a re
quest exactly the same as it starts a channel fetch 
operation (Figure 6103). The BCU grants priority 
and sends BCU response and data request without 
knowing whether the channel desires to fetch or store. 

The channel, upon receiving BCU response, puts 
the storage address on CAB just as it does for a chan
nel fetch. Along with the 21-bit plus three-parity bit 
storage address and the four-bit (plus a parity bit) 
protection key, the channel raises the store line to 
the BCU. Also, the channel puts the eight-mark bits 
(plus a parity bit) on the channel mark bus. 

When the channel receives data request, it not 
only turns off its request, but also puts the 72-bit 
store data word on the channel SBI. 

After BCU response and BCU data request, the 
BCU waits for address valid just as on a channel 
fetch operation. With address valid, the BCU gen
erates a select when BCU and the requested storage 



are free. Because the channel store line is up, the 
BCU also sends store to storage and gates the chan
nel marks and the SPF key to storage along with the 
channel address bits. 

On the post-selection cycle, the BCU sets the SBI 
latch register from the channel SBI. All 72 bits are 
sent to storage; the selected storage takes only the 
bytes which have corresponding mark bits just as on 
a CPU store operation. 

After the post-selection cycle, the BCU is finished 
with the store operation except for the housekeeping 
jobs of turning off the storage busy trigger set by 
select and changing the W / Z trigger to keep it in 
synchronization with the X/Y trigger. These jobs 
are done near the end of a storage cycle after the 
selected storage sends advance. 

Control 

• Along with address from CAB, the BCU sends 
channel marks, channel key, and store to the 
selected storage. 

• On post-selection cycle, BCU sets SBI latch 
register from channel SBI. 

• Unlike a CPU store, a return address register is 
set for a channel store. 

• Channel advance is sent to the channel even though 
no data is delivered. 

The BCU control of a channel store operation is 
similar to that for a channel fetch operation (Figure 
5200). The BCU recognizes a channel request through 
the channel bus priority circuits and responds with 
BCU response and BCU data request. When the chan
nel receives BCU response, it puts the storage ad
dress on the CAB, puts the mark bits on the channel 
mark bus, puts the protection key on the key bus, and 
brings up the store line. When the channel receives 
BCU data request, it drops its request to the BCU 
and puts the 72-bit word to be stored on the channel 
SBI. 

The BCU waits for address valid, then sets the 
address valid 1 trigger followed by the address valid 
2 trigger. A further delay is necessary if either the 
BCU or the requested storage is busy. When both are 
free, the BCU uses CAB bits to generate a channel 
select which blocks CPU selects and sets the gating 
latch. The gating latch gates the channel address, 
marks, and key to all storages; only the selected HSS 
takes these inputs. 

Just prior to select time, the channel bus priority 
circuits are released by resetting the request latches 
and the buffer trigger. Resetting the buffer trigger 
also turns off BCU response and, after about a 200-
nanosecond delay, BCV data request is turned off. 

During the selection cycle, BCU sends accept to 
the channel. The BCU also turns on cyclic inhibit 
and the appropriate storage busy trigger as it does 
during every selection cycle. The channel position 
of one of the return address registers is set and the 
X/Y binary trigger is switched. 

During the post-selection cycle, the. BCU"e
le.,es the SB! latch register to set ;gi er 
from the channel SBI. · 

After the post-selection cycle, t i~hed 
with the channel store operation unt· e e cte 
storage sends advance (Figure 508aen a .vance 
arrives, the BCU samples the retu ad ess reg
ister that is pointed to by the W/Z t r. ~ 
sampling yields a channel advance r;wldtCh:~~j 
sent to the channel. The channel us · s · for 
housekeeping functions ass.ociated wit an J~~:~~.? ·. 
storage cycle. After sendmg channel advancE!;· e 
BCU switches the w I z trigger. T eram ... 
completed when the selected HSS s reset bufy 
turn off the busy trigger which was select time. 

Detailed timings of a channel st+1!'7 ~erattoo;are 
shown in Figure 8103. ~".:::/ 1-::·;~ , ,., 
PANEL KEY FETCH ~~'<..t.~ ;: ~"'1 
• BCV can fetch the control panel data kef~tead 

1 . -- "' l .~ of a storage ocat10n. ~·· ,· . •·,,""'°" <. :>.:..:,·o:;~ 
• A panel key fetch is made: ~.·~2 f~·:,_ 

1. When the panel keys ar~gdres~d 
2. On some errors ~· .;· 

The BCU can fetch the system co~"""-a~a keys 
(panel keys) instead of a storage Cnf""J""i'l>es so 
when a storage user specifies the addres of t1'e panel 
keys instead of a storage location, and when an error 
condition prevents the return of data from the 
requested address. The panel keys are returned on 
error operations to put good parity in the receiving 
register. If the receiving register is loaded with all 
Os, an erroneous machine check is generated be
cause the receiving register has bad parity. 

The panel key address is a 1 bit in address position 
0. In addition to this address bit, the enable panel 
key address line must be active for the BCU to rec
ognize address bit O as the panel key address. This line 
is brought up by the enable panel key address switch 
on the CE panel and for manual operations that use 
the panel key data. 
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Data Flow 

• Panel keys are gated through the word switch ma
trix to the SBO latch register. 

• SBO latch goes to normal destination. 

When the BCU determines that a panel key fetch is 
to be made, it sends a panel key fetch signal to the 
maintenance channel (Figure 5201). This signal is 
delayed to gate the system control panel data keys in
to the SBO latch register. The delay is set to deliver 
the panel key data to the SBO latch at the time when 
data would have arrived from storage on a normal 
fetch. The SBO latch is released as a result of ad
vance from a selected, but cancelled storage. 

Good parity (8 bits) is always generated for the 
64 data keys and the full 72-bit word is set into the 
SBO latch. The BCU sends an advance signal to the 
receiving register as if a storage fetch had been 
made. 

In the case where BCU makes a panel key fetch 
because of an error, the receiving register gets a 
good parity word, and thus, an erroneous parity 
error is avoided. For example, an invalid address 
causes, the BCU to make a panel key fetch. An in.:. 
valid address is a programming error; if a parity 
error is allowed to occur, it would cause a machine 
check and would erroneously indicate a machine mal
function. 

Control 

• A HSS is selected, then cancelled. 

• A cancelled HSS controls BCU. 

Any of eight conditions cause the BCU to make a panel 
key fetch: 

1. Enable panel key address switch on and any 
fetch request that has a 1 bit in address bit 0. 

2. Load FLT control word. 
3. Manual load AB. 
4. Manual store to GP or FP register. 
5. Manual set IC. 
6. Manual set PSW. 
7. Invalid address. 
8. Address check detected in BCU. 
In six of these operations, the panel key data is 

needed; the two error conditions cause a panel key 
fetch only as a means of getting a good parity word 
into the receiving register. 

A storage is always started, then cancelled, for a 
panel key fetch (Figure 5201). BCU starts storage 
and sets a return address register in the normal way. 
In the case of an invalid address or an address parity 
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check, select has already been sent to storage before 
the error condition is recognized. 

At B time of the select cycle, BCU sends cancel 
to storage. The cancel signal causes storage to re
generate the selected address without delivering data 
to the SBO latch. Any errors detected by storage are 
ignored. 

Even though the selected storage is cancelled, it 
still sends advance to the BCU. The BCU uses ad
vances for all of the normal functions, including the 
gating of the SBO latch. The panel key fetch signal 
is delayed to time the delivery of the panel key data 
to the SBO latch as if it were data from the cancelled 
storage. 

ADDRESS COMPARE 

• An address compare circuit compares bit positions 
0-20 of the address OR with 0-20 control panel 
address keys. 

• The compare signal is used for scope synchroniza
tion and for stop on address compare. 

The BCU contains an address compare circuit that 
checks every address sent to storage against the ad
dress setting in the system control panel address 
keys (Figure 5202). Bit positions 0 through 20 of the 
address OR are compared with the corresponding ad
dress keys. 

The address compare circuit generates a scope 
synchronization (sync) signal for troubleshooting and 
stops the CPU when a particular address in storage 
is accessed. Two switches on the system control 
panel determine the results of an address compare. 
A three-position switch selects the CPU, the chan
nel, or both. In the up (CPU) position, a scope sync 
signal is generated only when an address compare 
occurs on a CPU generat~d address. In the down 
(channel) position, a scope sync signal is generated 
only if the address compare is the result of a chan
qel-generated address. In the center (unlabeled) 
position, any address compare generates a scope 
sync signal. The scope sync signal can be used to 
halt the CPU under control of an address compare 
stop switch. If a halt is generated, the CPU finishes 
the instruction in progress, then goes to the stopped 
state. 

The output of the address compare circuit causes 
an address compare trigger to turn on for one ma
chine cycle, beginning at B time of a BCD select 
cycle and ending at B time of the post-selection 
cycle (Figure 5202). The output of the address compare 
trigger is controlled by the address compare select 
switch on the system control panel. When this switch 
is in the center position, the address compare trigger 



output is routed unconditionally to the address com
pare sync points. A sync point is located on each 
CPU gate and in each channel. When the select switch 
is set to the CPU position, the compare trigger out
put is not gated to the sync points unless the BCU 
gating latch is off (gate CPU). When the select switch 
is set to the channel position, the compare trigger 
output is gated to the sync points only if the gating 
latch is on (gate channel). The address compare sync 
pulse generates a CPU halt if the compare stop switch 
is in the stop position. 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

• Normal fetch and store operations are varied 
slightly for certain special operations. 

• Set key, insert key, diagnose, and test and set 
instructions require a variation from the normal 
BCU operations. 

• Single-cycle mode and some manual operations 
vary the operation of the BCU. 

The normal fetch and store operations of the BCU 
are varied slightly to handle the storage access por
tion of the set and insert key instructions, the diag
nose instruction, the test and set instruction, and 
some system control panel manual operations. The 
set key instruction is a store operation to one or two 
SP units. The insert key instruction is a fetch from 
an SP unit. The diagnose instruction is a CPU fetch 
with data delivery to the maintenance control word 
(MCW) register via the channel SBO. The test and 
set instruction is a combination CPU fetch and store 
operation. Several manual operations require the 
BCU to do a panel key fetch. Examples are: set PSW, 
load A-B, and store GP or FP registers. Placing 
the CPU in single-cycle mode also varies the oper
ation of the BCU. 

Set Key 

• The set key instruction stores a five-bit key into 
SPF storage. 

• The BCU handles errors on a set key operation as 
if it were a CPU store operation. 

• A HSS is selected, but it is cancelled by the set 
key control line. 

• On Models 175 and J75, the BCU performs two 
set key operations for each set key instruction. 

The set storage key instruction is the means by 
which a configuration of key bits for a block of 

storage is set into the storage of the storage protec
tion feature (SPF). The SPF storage holds a five-bit 
key (plus a parity bit) for each block of 256 main 
storage words (double words). On the set key instruc
tion, SPF storage is addressed by the contents of 
general register R2 and the key set into SPF is taken 
from bits 24-28 of general register Rl. 

On a set key instruction, the BCU receives three 
control lines from the CPU: CPU fetch request, re
turn to J, and set key. The set key line alters the 
operation of the BCU. Errors are handled as if they 
had occurred on a store operation and no data is re
turned. A return address register is not set even 
though return to J is active. A set key line is sent to 
storage. This line causes the selected HSS to cancel 
its operation and tells the SPF to store the incoming 
key. The BCU generates a parity bit for the incoming 
key and gates the six bits to the SPF. 

For a Model H75, the BCU selection and post
selection cycles on a set key are the same as on a 
CPU store operation, except that the SBI latch is 
not set. (The H configuration has a single SP unit.) 

For the Models 175 and J75, four HSS are inter
leaved. Two of these HSS are in one 2365 and the 
other two are ina second 2365. Each 2365 has one SP 
U11it; therefore, two SP units must hold identical 
keys for a particular block of addresses. This means 
that on a set key operation, the new key must be set 
into two SP units. The BCU performs a set key oper
ation to one 2365, then does a second set key to the 
other 2365 of the interleaved pair (pair of 2365's 
containing the four interleaved HSS). 

The BCU has two triggers to control set key in
structions that must set a key into two SP units 
(Figure 5205). When positive select turns on for the 
first set key operation, key trigger 1 is set to inhibit 
the accept signal to the CPU. As soon as positive 
select goes off, key trigger 2 is turned on. Key 
trigger 2 reverses address bit 19 to set the key into 
the other SP unit of the interleaved pair. 

The BCU can make one or more channel storage 
accesses between the first and second set key opera
tions. The CPU, however, cannot access storage be
cause it is still waiting for an accept response to its 
set key request. 

When positive select turns on for the second set 
key operation, key trigger 1 is turned off to allow the 
accept signal to be generated. The accept reset 
trigger turns off key trigger 2, restoring address 
bit 19 to normal. 

Insert Key 

• The insert key instruction fetches a five-bit key 
from SPF storage. 
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• The BCV handles errors on an insert key operation 
as if it were a CPU store operation. 

• A HSS is selected, but it is cancelled by the in
sert key control line. 

• Unlike a set key operation, the BCV fetches a key 
from a single SP unit on all models. 

The insert storage key instruction is the means by 
which a programmer can examine a previously stored 
protection key for a particular block of storage. The 
instruction fetches the SPF key addressed by GR R2 
and sets it into GR Rl bits 24-28. 

General register R2, bits 8-31, is routed through 
the AA and is set into SAR 0-23. As on any CPU 
fetch or store operation, the BCV sends 14 bits of 
SAR to storage and either seven bits (H75) or eight 
bits (175, J75) are routed to the SP unit to address 
the key to be fetched. The SP unit delivers the ad
dressed key to the BCV key buffer register. The 
key (five bits plus a parity bit) is routed from the 
key buffer to the AOE mask where three Os are 
added to make a full byte. 

While the BCV is fetching the key, the CPU routes 
GR Rl through REL to M and from M through the 
main adder to K. The AOE mask byte, which contains 
the fetched key, is set into K 24-31. This byte re
places the corresponding byte from GR Rl. Bits 
0-31 of Kare then set back into GR Rl to complete 
the instruction. 

At the end of an insert key instruction, bits 24-28 
of GR Rl contain the fetched key. Bits 29-31 of GR 
Rl contain Os, and the remainder of GR Rl is un
changed. 

The BCV handles the insert storage key instruc
tion almost identical to the way it handles the set 
storage key instruction for a Model H75. Unlike the 
set key instruction, the insert key is not affected by 
four-way inter leaving. On an insert key instruction, 
the key is fetched from whichever SP unit is ad
dressed by R2. On Models 175 and J75, the other 
SP unit containing identical information is not in
volved in the operation. 

On an insert key instruction, the BCU receives 
l fetch request, return to J, and insert storage key 
control lines from the CPU. The insert storage key 
line causes the BCV to treat the fetch as a store 
operation; no return address positions are set even 
though return to J is active and any errors detected 
during the operation are handled as if they occurred 
during a CPU store operation. 

The insert key line to the selected HSS causes a 
cancel and causes the SP unit to fetch the addressed 
key. The BCV uses an SPF advance signal from the 
SP unit to gate the fetched key into the key buffer 
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register and to signal the E unit that it can proceed 
from the first fixed-point (FXP) cycles to a halfword 
logical cycle. 

The advance and reset busy lines from the selected 
(and cancelled) HSS are used by the BCV as if the 
operation were a CPU store. 

Diagnose 

• The diagnose instruction loads the MCW register 
from a specified storage location. 

• Diagnose is a CPU fetch with data return via the 
channel SBO to the MCW. 

The diagnose instruction is handled uniquely by the 
BCV because it consists of a CPU fetch, but the 
fetched data is returned via the channel SEO to the 
MCW register. The CPU sets the calculated storage 
address into SAR and sends the l fetch request and 
diagnose signals to the BCV. The BCV starts stor
age and relays the storage address from SAR through 
the address OR to storage. At select time, the BCV 
sets the diagnose position in a return address regis
ter. 

When the fetched 72-bit word returns from stor
age, the BCV sets it into the SEO latch register. 
From the SEO latch, the storage word goes out on the 
channel SEO. The BCV uses the advance pulse from 
the selected HSS to generate a diagnose select sig
nal. The signal is generated by sampling the return 
address register set at select time. The diagnose 
select signal gates 0-31 of the channel SEO into the 
MCW register. 

Test and Set 

• Storage performs a unique operation for the test 
and set instruction; it does a combination fetch 
and store. 

• The BCV performs a normal CPU fetch operation, 
except for a unique mark register reset. 

The storage unit performs a unique operation for the 
test and set instruction. The addressed location is 
fetched and sent unaltered to the SEO latch register 
the same as on a fetch operation. Unlike a normal 
fetch, however, the storage uses a mark bit supplied 
by the CPU to designate a single byte to be changed 
in storage. The storage unit sets the designated byte 
to all ls then regenerates the 72-bit word; thus, the 
storage unit performs a combination store and fetch. 

To cause a test and set, the BCV performs a 
normal CPU fetch but sends a test and set line to the 
selected·storage unit. No special gating is required 



for the mark bit. The CPU sets a bit into the mark 
register; the mark register is gated to storage on 
any CPU operation. A unique mark-register reset, 
however, is required for the test and set instruction. 
The mark register is reset after any CPU store oper
ation and after a test and set operation. 

The storage protection unit is active on a test and 
set instruction. A SAP check causes the original 
word to be regenerated in storage and, instead of the 
fetched word, the storage unit delivers all Os with 
good parity bits to the SBO latch register. This pro
tects the CPU from taking a machine check caused 
by a SAP error. 

SINGLE CYCLE 

• Single cycle applies to CPU operations only, 

• On single cycle, running clock pulses are continu
ous; controlled clock pulses are released one set 
per depression of the start key. 

• Storage units are not affected by single cycle. 

The single cycle mode is applicable only to CPU 
operations. The BCU handles channel requests with 
running clock pulses available whenever power is on, 
except during a system reset. 

Single cycle mode does not affect the storage units, 
A storage cycle, once started, runs to completion in 
a fixed amount of time. A fetch request honored 
during single cycle causes a complete storage cycle 
with one depression of the start key. The fetched 
data is set into the receiving register (A, B, or J) 
by a running clock pulse. Similarly, a CPU store 
operation is completely executed with one set of 
control clock pulses. For correct operation, how
ever, certain circuits within the BCU must operate 
differently during single cycle than during normal 
operation. 

CPU Fetch 

• CPU request latch is set with a control clock pulse. 

• When a request is honored, the request latch is 
turned off and blocked during the following con
trolled clock cycle. 

• There are two CPU accept triggers: pulse accept 
is reset by the running clock and normal accept 
is reset by the controlled clock, 

The CPU request latch in the BCU is set with control 
clock pulses. For a single cycle CPU fetch, the 
request latch is set with the same conditions as those 

used for normal operation (a CPU fetch request and 
a control L clock). For single cycle, however, the 
request latch must be turned off before the next de
pression of start. To prevent honoring the same 
request twice, the request latch must be blocked so 
that it will not be set on the next depression of start. 

To properly control the request latch, the CPU 
accept trigger is duplicated (Figure 36). These two 
accept triggers are set in parallel, but one is reset 
by a control clock while the other is reset by a run
ning clock. The CPU accept signal is taken from the 
normal accept, so that accept to the CPU remains on 
until the next set of control clock pulses. This simu
lates normal operation to sequence CPU requests to 
the BCU. The pulse accept trigger causes the CPU 
request latch to be reset on the running clock cycle 
following a CPU select. 

The CPU request and accept conditions are the 
only area of BCU changed for single cycle mode. All 
other areas are controlled by running clock pulses. 

CPU Store 

• To ensure that K is set, the BCU delays one con
trolled clock cycle before honoring a single cycle 
CPU store. 

To perform a single cycle CPU store, the BCU must 
delay one cycle before honoring the request. Note 
that on a CPU store, the CPU often brings up store 
request one cycle before loading the K register. If 
l3CU honors the request on the first cycle following 
the request, the K register is actually set with the A 
clock of the post-selection cycle. On single cycle, 
this A clock will not occur until the next time start 
is depressed. 

Two latches are used to delay a single cycle store 
request for one cycle (Figure 37). This one-cycle 
delay ensures that the K register contains the data 
to be stored when BCU selects storage. 

The accept and pulse accept triggers operate the 
same on a single cycle store as they do on a single 
cycle fetch. 

ERROR HANDLING 

• BCU handles two kinds of errors: parity checks 
and program checks. 

• Most parity checks cause a machine check. 

Two kinds of errors are handled by the BCU: parity 
check errors and programming check errors. The 
action taken for one of these errors depends not only 
on the type of error, but also on the user (channel or 
CPU) and whether the error occurred on a fetch or a 
store operation (Figure 9104). 
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Parity check errors indicate a hardware malfunc
tion and result in a logout followed by a machine check 
interrupt if they occur on a CPU operation. Parity 
errors that occur on channel operations are sent to 
the channel, where a channel interrupt will be initiated. 
Programming errors are caused by asking the ma
chine for an illegal or an impossible operation. Pro
gramming errors result in a program interrupt. 

Parity Checks 

• BCU checks parity of all addresses off of the ad
dress OR. 

• Each HSS parity-checks addresses and marks. 

• SPF parity-checks addresses and keys. 

• Each HSS parity-checks all data bytes in MDR on 
both fetch and store operations. 

Address and Mark Parity 

The BCU parity-checks all addresses that pass through 
the address OR (Figure 5203). This 24-bit address 
check is the only parity checking done within the BCU. 
When a bad parity address is detected, the BCU can
cels the selected HSS so that the selected address 
will be regenerated without change and will not be 
delivered on the SBO. The HSS suppresses any errors 
found to prevent other error indications caused by 
the faulty address. 

Each HSS parity-checks the 14-bit addresses that 
it receives. On store operations, the HSS also checks 
the parity of mark bits. The SPF parity-checks the 
address bits that it receives and parity-checks all 
keys that it uses: the parity of the two keys used 
for bit match, the parity of the incoming key on a set 
key instruction, and the parity of the outgoing key 
on an insert key instruction. A parity error detected 
at MAR, the mark register, or within the SPF sends 
storage address check to the BCU if the BCU has not 
sent cancel. A storage address check causes the se
lected address to be regenerated without change and 
prevents data delivery on the SBO. 

The BCU address check and storage address check 
lines a:re ORed within the BCU to produce a single 
atjdress check line. This line sets either the CPU ad
dress check latch or the channel address check latch, de
pending on the channel bit of the return address 
register associated with this operation. If the CPU 
address check latch is turned on, a machine check 
interrupt is initiated. If the channel address check 
latch is turned on, a channel address check signal 
is sent to the channel. 

Storage Data Check 

Each HSS checks all data bytes in its MDR on both 
store and fetch operations. A data byte parity error 
brings up the storage data error line to the BCU if 
cancel is not on. A storage data check does not alter 
the storage operation (fetch or store). The storage 
data error line is sent directly to the channel where 
it is recognized by channel advance on a channel 
operation. For CPU operations, the storage data 
error line is combined with the return address 
register outputs to set the X or Y CPU data check 
latch on a CPU store. Bad parity on a CPU fetch is 
not an error; the CPU may not use the portion of the 
storage word that has bad parity. The CPU checks 
the parity of fetched data that is uses. 

Program Checks 

• Two program checks are handled by the BCU: 
invalid address and storage address protect (SAP). 

• BCU detects invalid addresses. 

• SPF generates SAP. 

Programming checks handled by the BCU are: 
1. Invalid address (address not within main stor

age of this system). 
2. Storage address protect (SAP) error (mismatch 

of storage protect keys). 

Invalid Address 

On every operation, the BCU checks for an invalid 
address (Figure 5204). An invalid address is an ad
dress which is beyond the range of storage addresses 
available on a particular system. Whenever an in
valid address is detected, BCU cancels the selected 
HSS. 

An invalid address usually causes an interrupt; 
however, the type of interrupt and the time at which 
it is taken depend on the operation being performed 
when the invalid address occurs. For channel opera
tions and CPU fetches, the BCU stores the invalid 
condition in a return address register and sends it to 
the channel, A-B, or J along with the corresponding 
advance. A channel that receives invalid will initiate 
a channel interrupt. For fetches, the CPU does not 
initiate an interrupt until it determines whether the 
data from the invalid address is required. 

For a CPU store operation, the invalid address 
condition is set into the CPU invalid store buffer 
trigger. This trigger initiates a program interrupt. 
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Storage Address Protect (SAP) 

The SPF generates a SAP error on any store opera
tion if the storage protect keys do not match (unless 
the in key is all Os). On fetch operations, the SPF 
generates a SAP error if the keys do not match and 
the read-protect bit is· on. 

On store operations, the SAP error cancels the 
selected HSS and s-ends SAP to the BCV (Figure 5204). 

On fetch operations, the SAP error suppresses 
data delivery on the SBO and sends SAP to the BCV. 

For any channel operation, the BCV sets the chan
nel SAP trigger if SAP is received from the SPF. 
The channel SAP error is recognized by channel 
(with channel advance) and causes a channel interrupt. 

For CPU store operations, the BCV sets the CPU 
SAP trigger if SAP is received from the SPF. The 
CPU SAP trigger feeds the interrupt circuits to cause 
a program interrupt. 

For CPU fetch operations, the BCV must handle 
SAP from SPF similar to the way an invalid address 
is handled on a CPU fetch operation. A program 
interrupt is not desirable until CPU determines that 
the fetched data is to be used. The BCV has an X 
and a Y SAP fetch buffer trigger; one of these trig
gers is set when SPF generates a SAP error on a 
CPU fetch. The output of these triggers is ORed to 
feed the A SAP, the B SAP, and the J SAP circuits; 
these circuits determine whether the data from the 
error fetch is actually required in the operation being 
performed. If this data is necessary, either the A 
SAP, the B SAP, or the J SAP trigger is turned on 
to cause a program interrupt. 

Ca.ncel 

• Cancel causes storage to regenerate the selected 
address. 

• No data is delivered to the SBO. 

A cancel signal causes a selected HSS to regenerate 
the selected address without change. On a cancelled 
operation,-data-to-t~e SBO is-suppressed-and any 
errors detected by the HSS are suppressed. 

The cancel latch within a HSS is set in one of three 
ways: 

1. Cancel from the BCV. 
2. SAP signal from the SPF. 
3. Set or insert key line from the BCU. 
The BCU cancel signal is bt'ought up on a BCU

detected address check, on an invalid address, and 
for a panel key fetch (Figure 5201). 
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Communicate and CPU Storage Busy 

• The CPU communicate line controls two error 
latches in each HSS and one error latch in each 
SPF. 

• The purpose of these error latches is to light an 
an indicator if the specified error occurs on a 
CPU operation. 

• HSS indicators are address (eight lights) and data 
(eight lights). 

• SPF indicator is SPF (four lights). 

• The CPU storage busy line prevents entry into an 
interrupt sequence while BCU is handling a CPU 
request. 

Two error latches in each HSS and one error latch 
in each SPF are controlled by a CPU communicate 
line from the BCV. The purpose of these latches is to 
light an error indicator if an error occurs on an opera
tion requested by the CPU (Figure 5203). These 
indicators isolate a bad address or bad data as having 
come from either the CPU or a channel. The HSS 
indicators controlled by CPU communicate are ad
dress and data. The SPF indicator controlled by 
CPU communicate is SPF. 

The CPU interrupt controls require BCV to gen
erate a CPU storage busy line. This signal prevents 
entrance into the interrupt sequence while the BCU 
is busy with a. CPU request. 

The BCU generates the CPU communicate line 
from the CPU pulse accept condition (Figure 5206). 
The CPU storage busy signal is held up for two cycles 
by ORing the pulse accept and CPU communicate con
ditions to control an EBR PH. 

MACHINE CHECKS 

• The BCU generates a machine check signal for 
any of three error conditions: 

t Address parrty check detected by the BCU 
or storage on a CPU operation. 

2. Storage data parity check detected by stor
age on a CPU store operation. 

3. X/Y and W/Z return address triggers are 
out-of-synchronization (any operation). 

The three error conditions are ORed to produce stop 
clock which turns off the control clock and initiates 
a logout followed by a machine check interrupt 
(Figure 5203). 



Address Parity Check 

• An address parity check is detected by BCU or 
storage. 

• BCU sets channel address check or CPU address 
check. 

The address OR parity check within the BCU and the 
storage address check are described under "Parity 
Errors." These two error conditions are ORed with
in the BCU, then set into either the channel address 
check or the CPU address check error latch. The 
CPU address check latch is one input to the stop 
clock OR. 

Store Data Parity Check 

• The HSS units check MDR parity on every operation. 

• BCU ignores data check from HSS on CPU fetch 
operations. 

• Data check is sent to the channel on channel opera
tions. 

• Data check causes a machine check on a CPU store 
operation. 

The 2365 storage units check parity on the MDR on 
every operation as described under "Parity Errors." 
Unless cancel is on, the storage sends storage data 
check whenever it detects an error (Figure 5203). 
The BCD ignores a storage data check on CPU fetch 

operations, but sets either the data check X CPU or 
data check Y CPU latch if the error occurs on a CPU 
store operation. Both of these latches feed the stop 
clock OR. 

Return Synchronization Check 

• X/Y and W /Z binary triggers must stay in syn
chronization. 

• Synchronization is checked only when no HSS 
are busy. 

• W and not X, or Z and not Y, causes machine 
check. 

The X/Y binary trigger gates return addresses into 
one of the two return address registers; the W /Z 
binary trigger gates the output of one of the two re
turn address registers. The X condition of X/Y and 
the W condition of W /Z point to the X return address 
register; the Y condition of X/Y and the Z condition 
of W/Z point to the Y return address register. This 
relationship, or synchronization, must be maintained 
in order to return fetched data to the correct register. 

When no HSS are busy, the synchronization of 
X/Y with W/Z can be checked; either X and W or Y 
and Z should be on. The checking circuit tests for 
W and not X, or Z and not Y (Figure 5203). Either 
of these conditions signals a return address syn
chronization error. This error condition brings up 
the stop clock OR to signal a machine check error. 
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INSTRUCTION PREPARATION 

INTRODUCTION 

• Simultaneous execution and preparation of instruc
tions gains processing speed. 

• Execution is program dependent. 

• Preparation is automatic. 

• Executions start with operation code registers 
loaded and operands delivered. 

• Executions are guided by sequencers. 

• Executions are done one at a time. 

• Main objective of preparation is to make every 
machine cycle and execution cycle. 

• Preparations are guided by sequencers Tl and T2. 

• Instruction fetching is not Tl and T2 controlled. 

• Tl and T2 cycles, instruction fetching, and exe
cutions are all done simultaneously. 

The 2075 prepares instructions for execution in one 
unit and executes them in another unit, and thus 
greatly speeds up the running of any program. The 
use 0£ different units enables simultaneous prepara
tion and execution. While instruction one is being 
executed, instruction two is being prepared, see 
Figure 38. 

The instruction preparation unit (I unit) performs 
all functions that are not directly dependent on the 
particular instruction being processed. For instance, 
preparation includes instruction fetching, no matter 
what the instruction, it must be fetched from storage. 
The execution unit (E unit) performs the specific 
operation called for by the instruction being executed. 
Eor instance,_ on-a divide instrll(}ti~ the- E -unit
divides, on an add instruction it adds. 

The functions performed by the E unit are de
termined by the stored program. The I unit, how
ever, without control from the stored program 
performs automatically all of those functions which 
are necessary to the running of any program. This 
distinction between automatic (or built-in) control of 
preparation as opposed to program (or external) con
trol of execution is of primary importance for an 
understanding of 2075 operation. The preparation 
functions performed by the I unit under built-in 
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control serve as a foundation for all operations per
formed by the 2075. A preparation failure can affect 
all executions. 

Before being more specific about what the I unit 
does, we must look more closely at E unit operation. 
Some characteristics of a typical execution are shown 
on Figure 39. 

Before an execution starts, the operation code of 
the instruction to be executed is in an E unit opera
tion register (EOP). For most instructions, operands 
are delivered to RBL or the J register before the 
execution starts. During the execution, the operands 
are taken from RBL or J, the required operations 
are performed, and the results are delivered to 
specified locations via the K register. 

On each machine cycle of an execution, the data 
flow and the operation performed are guided by a 
trigger called a sequencer. A series of sequencers 
is used for each execution. Many sets of sequencers 
are available. The sequencers to be used for any 
execution are determined by the instruction to be 
executed. 

An execution may be a simple move from one gen
eral register to another requiring two E cycles, or it 
may be as complex as a VFL divide in which both 
operands come from storage and the result is returned 
to storage. This latter execution may require hundreds 
of E cycles. In all cases some selected sequencer 
defines the first cycle and another sequencer defines 
the last cycle of each execution. Executions are done 
one at a time; that is, the first cycle sequencer (EI) 
for an execution may not come on until the last cycle 
sequencer (ELC) for the preceding execution has been 
turned off. 

For any program the shortest running time is 
achieved when every machine cycle is an execution 
cycle. The I unit's job is to perform all preparation 
functions in a way that enables continuous executions. 
This ideal performance is shown at the bottom of 
Figure 39. 

The distinction between preparation and-execution 
functions and a first breakdown of the preparation 
functions performed by the I unit are shown on Fig
ure 40. 

Most preparation functions are sequencer con
trolled as are executions. Unlike executtons, one set 
of two sequencers is used for the preparation of all 
instructions. Before the preparation sequence can be
gin, instructions must be brought from storage to the 
processor. The I unit contains instruction buffers and 
a set of mechanisms aimed at keeping instructions 
always available in the buffers. The mechanisms that 
control instruction fetches monit0r many conditions. 



Instruction fetches are not made when they will inter
fere with executions or other preparation functions. 
Generally, however, new instructions are fetched 
before all buffered instructions are used. With the 
instructions available in the buffers, the sequencer 
controlled preparations are started. Under ideal 
conditions, sequencer controlled preparations are 
completed in two machine cycles. The preparation 
sequencers Tl and T2 guide the delivery of operands 
to the execution unit, the setting of the operation 
register in the E unit (EOP), and the sending of a 
start signal to the E unit. The "keep track" functions 
such as updating the instruction counter and con
trolling the gates from the instruction buffers to the 
operation register are also guided by Tl and T2. The 
start signal is sent to the E unit as the T2 functions 
are completed. 

Most execution sequences are longer than two ma
chine cycles but some require only two cycles. As
suming two cycle executions and otherwise ideal 
conditions, instruction fetches, sequencer controlled 
preparations, and executions will proceed simultan
eously and without interfering with each other as 
shown at the bottom of Figure 40. 

The 2075 processor as described consists of the 
instruction preparation unit and execution unit. A 
further breakdown by functional section is shown on 
Figure 41. 

Three different sections perform executions. The 
execution unit (E unit) performs on executions re
quiring arithmetic or logical manipulation of data. 
The instruction execution unit (IE unit) performs on 
executions that are closely associated with I unit 
functions or mechanisms. The branch unit (Br unit) 
performs on executions that may result in a branch 
to a new instruction address. Each of these units 
executes certain instructions independently of the 
other execution units. Each receives its own start 
signal from the I unit and uses its own sequencers to 
control its operation as has been described for the E 
unit. 

The use of three independent execution units does 
not enable more than one instruction to be executed 
at any one time. The only simultaneous operation of 
execution units occurs on some instructions which 
require the use of two units for their execution. On 
these instructions, the E unit operates simultaneously 
with either the Br unit or the IE unit. For example, 
on branch on index high (BXH) the E unit does arith
metic to determine the success of the branch, and 
the Br unit fetches instructions from the branch 
address. 

The bus control unit (BCU) is another functional 
section of the 2075 processor. BCU contains the data 
flow paths and the controls for storage operation with 
the channels as well as with the processor. A main 

function of the BCU is to service near simultaneous 
storage requests from the different channels and the 
CPU in the order of their assigned priorities. 

CONTROL AND FUNCTIONS OF Tl AND T2 

• Dependencies between data paths and between 
functions require variations in cycling. 

• Required variations are achieved by three IS 
control signals: TN Tl, TN T2, and I to E 
transfer. 

• Interference between executions and Tl cycles or 
T2 cycles is prevented by block Tl-M and block 
T2-M. 

• Interference between one execution and the next 
is prevented by busy triggers and last cycle se
quencers. 

• Operation registers are set by IS control. 

• Tl cycles compute effective addresses and initiate 
fetches for storage operands. 

• T2 cycles deliver operands from the registers. 

• I to E transfer times the start of all executions. 

• ICR contains the storage address of the instruction 
that is being prepared. 

Note that the 2075 uses specific units to perform 
various jobs and thereby gains speed. Similarly, the 
I unit gains speed by keeping the various jobs that it 
must do as independent as possible. Figure 42 shows 
some of the main flow paths through the I unit. 
Mechanisms which are a part of units other than I are 
shown by dotted lines and their unit is given at the 
upper right corner. 

Instruction addresses must be delivered to the 
storage address register (SAR) before instructions 
can be fetched. When a program is initially loaded, 
the program status word (PSW) comes from storage 
on the storage bus out (SBO). The PSW is gated from 
SBO to the J register and then to the PSW register in 
the I unit. When instructions are to be fetched, the 
portion of the PSW that contains the instruction ad
dress (ICR) is gated to the inc rem enter (Iner). The 
incrementer can deliver the address unchanged to 
SAR, or it can add appropriate increments when in
structions in advance of the ICR value are to be 
fetched. The incrementer is the only arithmetic unit 
needed to generate instruction fetch addresses from 
.the ICR value. 
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Instructions must be delivered to five operation 
registers. Instructions come from storage on SBO 
and are gated by BCU into either the A or B instruc
tion buffer registers. A gate select mechanism gates 
the proper halfwords for the next instruction to be 
prepared to an I unit operation register (IOP). The 
setting of IOP and of the other operation registers 
fed by IOP is done under control of preparation 
sequencers Tl and T2. The exact cycle on which 
each operation register is set depends on many things 
which will be discussed later. The general rule is 
that each is set as early as possible without inter
fering with its use by the preceding instruction. 

Addresses for operands from storage are gener
ated on the Tl preparation cycle. An address may 
require the addition of three quantities: the base and 
the index which are in the general purpose registers 
(G PR), and the displacement (D) field of the instruc
tion. On Tl, IOP contains the instruction to be pre
pared. IOP decoding gates the required address 
components to the addressing adder (AA) and sets the 
output of the AA to SAR. The base register is gated 
to the general bus left (GBL) and the index register 
is gated to the general bus right (G BR). G BL and 
GBR go through the AA ORs and into the AA without 
further gating. The AA receives inputs and gener
ates a sum on every Tl cycle. On instructions which 
do not require an address, the sum is not set to SAR. 

Operands from GPR are delivered to the register 
bus latch (RBL) in the E unit on T2 preparation 
cycles. On every T2 cycle, two registers are se
lected for gating to GBR and GBL by decoding the Rl 
and R2 fields of IOP. Except when IOP decoding 
indicates a floating-point instruction, G BL and G BR 
are gated to RBL after going through the AA ORs. 
On floating-point instructions a selected floating-point 
register (FPR) is gated to RBL. RBL, therefore, 
receives information from either a GPR or a FPR on 
every T2 cycle. If the gated registers are not re
quired for the execution of the instruction, the con -
tents of RBL are ignored. 

The units and mechanisms described as independ
ent are not completely independent. Instruction 
fetching and -0pe:rand-tek-hing-have been--deseribed as 
various functions performed by specific mechanisms. 
Figure 42 shows storage addresses for instructions 
and for operands independently generated, but both 
being delivered to the SAR. The BCU (and storage) 
can process only one storage address on any one 
machine cycle; therefore, nothing would be gained 
if two storage addresses were delivered from the 
2075. On any machine cycle the conditions of the 
instruction buffers can call for an instruction fetch. 
On any Tl cycle, depending on the instruction and 
sequencers Tl and T2, an operand fetch may be 
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initiated. The need for the operand fetch is deter
mined during the Tl cycle. Both addresses are gen
erated; if the operand fetch is required, the operand 
address is delivered to the SAR and the instruction 
address is blocked. Only if the operand fetch proves 
unnecessary is the instruction fetch made. Under 
normal conditions , operand fetches have priority 
over instruction fetches. Whenever an instruction 
fetch will interfere in any way with the preparation or 
execution of an instruction already available in the 
buffers, instruction fetching is blocked. 

Instruction fetches must sometimes be blocked; 
the preparation cycles Tl and T2 must also some
times be blocked and for the same reason, depend
encies exist between the units and mechanisms 
described as independent. Note on Figure 42 that on 
T2 cycles, operands from the registers are delivered 
to RBL. On certain instructions, the E unit makes 
additional use of RBL as a data path during execution 
cycles. For these instructions, T2 cycles are blocked 
until RBL is no longer required by the E unit. Fig
ure 42 also shows that on Tl cycles, G PR is gated 
out as components of the operand addresses. On 
certain instructions, the E unit requires that G PR be 
gated out during execution cycles. For these instruc
tions, Tl cycles are blocked until G PR out gating is 
no longer required by the E unit. 

The situations described in the preceding text re
quire that Tl or T2 cycles should not start until the 
execution unit has finished using some shared mech
anism. Sometimes even though the Tl or T2 se
quencer is on, its functions cannot be completed in one 
cycle; the cycle must be repeated. Tl is allowed to come 
on even though the instruction to be prepared has not yet 
been delivered to the instruction buffers. Tl must 
be repeated until the instruction has been loaded to 
IOP. T2 also must be repeated sometimes. If the 
instruction being prepared requires an operand fetch, 
the fetch is initiated during Tl and maintained during 
T2. Should BCU be busy and not accept the request 
immediately, T2 must be repeated until the request 
is accepted. When all preparation functions have 
been completed, the start of the execution may be 
further delayed because the--previous· execution is 
still in progress. Some possible variations in cycling 
that result from these delays are shown on Figure 43. 

Note that either Tl or T2 cycles may be repeated 
and that on some machine cycles neither Tl nor T2 
is on. However, time is lost only when El does not 
occur on the machine cycle following ELC. 

The variations in preparation sequencing do not 
affect execution sequencing. When the start signal is 
sent for the execution of any particular instruction, 
the appropriate first cycle sequencer is turned on and 
execution proceeds completely under control of the 
executing unit. 
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Instruction Sequencing Controls 

• Three control signals give all cycling variations: 
TN Tl, TN T2, and I to E transfer. 

• Each signal occurs once for each instruction. 

There are two major control jobs in the I unit. The 
instruction counter (IC) controls fetch instructions 
to the buffers. The instruction sequencing (IS) con
trols turn Tl and T2 on and off and start the execu
tion units. Both sets of controls operate to perform 
their assigned tasks as early as possible without 
slowing down the executions. Since the progress of 
preparations and executions determines the rate at 
which instructions are used and thus the need for 
instruction fetches, the sequencing controls are 
described first. 

Three major control signals are basic to the IS 
controls. All of the required variations in prepara
tion sequencing and starting execution units are ob
tained by controlling turn-on Tl (TN Tl), turn-on T2 
(TN T2), and I to E transfer. The functions of the 
first two signals are self-explanatory; I to E transfer 
signals the start of every execution. 

Figure 44 shows, in simplified form, the develop
ment of each of these signals; Figures 5250, 5251, 
and 5252 show the detailed logic for each signal. The 
relationship of each signal to clock cycles and to the 
sequencer it controls is also shown. 

By developing these signals at the proper time any 
required variation in preparation sequencing may be 
achieved; however, the signals are used for much 
more than simply setting their respective sequencers. 
For the preparation of a single instruction, any num
ber of Tl or T2 cycles may occur; each of the three 
control signals, however, occurs only once. By using 
the control signals. as well as the sequencers. se
lected operations may be performed on the first or 
the last of a series of cycles controlled by the same 
sequencer. TN Tl is present at the beginning of the 
first Tl cycle only. TN T2 spans the last Tl and the 
first T2 cycle. I to E transfer marks the last T2 
cycle. Figure 45 shows selective control by means 
of these signals. 

Block Tl-Mand Block T2-M 

• Block Tl-Mand block T2-M time TN Tl and 
TN T2. 

• Block Tl-Mand block T2-M set at I to E transfer 
if Tl or T2 cycles will interfere with execution. 

• Reset during execution when interference will no 
longer occur. 

In the development of TN Tl and TN T2 one of the 
major considerations is the interference problem; 
that is, Tl or T2 must not be turned on if it uses any 
mechanism that is required by an execution in pro
gress. This problem is solved by the use of two 
blocking triggers: block Tl-memorized and block T2-
memorized. If one of the triggers is on, it prevents 
the turn-on signal for the preparation sequencer to 
which it relates. The triggers are set at I to E 
transfer under control of a decode line from an I unit 
operation register, BOP. The line BOP decode block 
Tl (BD Blk Tl) comes up during T2 for any instruc
tion the execution of which requires that Tl cycles 
for the next instruction be prevented. When the 
reason for the block no longer exists; that is, when 
Tl cycles will no longer interfere with execution, the 
unit executing the instruction sends a signal that turns 
off the trigger and allows TN Tl to be developed. 
Blocking of T2 is done in the same way. 

Figures 46 and 47 show the timings of these blocks. 
Note that for Tl the actual block anticipates the turn
on of the trigger. This is necessary because the 
normal case is to turn on Tl at I to E transfer the 
same time that the blocking trigger is set. Also note 
that in both cases the actual block is dropped when 
the turn-off signal is received and does not wait for 
the turn off of the blocking trigger. Figures 5253 
and 5254 show the complete logic for turning block 
Tl-Mand block T2-M on and off. 

Busy Triggers and Last Cycle Sequencers 

• I to E transfer is held up if: 
1. T2 is not finished (OPF and not accept). 
2. Last execution is not finished (unit busy 

trigger and not same unit last cycle trigger). 

I to E transfer is developed when T2 functions have 
been completed and the previous execution is complete 
or in its last cycle. With T2 on, the only delay in its 
completion occurs when the I unit is making an oper
and fetch and must wait for an accept from the BCU. 
The operand fetch (OPF) trigger is set when the I 
unit is to make a fetch and it is turned off when the 
request is accepted. Therefore, either OPF off or 
OPF on and accept indicate the completion of T2. 
Busy triggers and last cycle triggers that indicate 
the condition of each of the execution units must be 
monitored. As each execution is started, the E busy 
trigger is set if the E unit is used; the IE busy trig
ger is set if either the branch or the IE unit is to be 
used. This double use of the IE busy trigger is possi
ble because the branch and the IE units are never 
used on the same instruction. An execution unit com
pletes its part of an execution when its last cycle 
sequencer is on. The last cycle sequencer turns off 
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the busy trigger for the unit. The line last cycle 
memorized is brought up only when all execution 
units are not busy or are in their last cycle; and if 
T2 is complete, it allows I to E transfer (Figure 
5252). 

Setting Operation Registers 

• Decoding from operation registers along with 
sequencers controls operation on each cycle. 

• Preparation unit controls the setting of all opera
tion registers. 

• Each operation register is set as early as possible 
without interfering with use on the previous in
struction. 

Just as the setting of the Tl and T2 blocking triggers 
depends on decoding from an operation register so 
most other preparation and execution functions are 
directed by decode lines as well as sequencers. 
Operation decoding is performed from five registers. 
IOP and BOP are used to direct preparation. BOP 
is also used by the branch unit and the IE unit to 
direct executions. EOP and LCOP are used on E unit 
executions. ERl is used by both IE and E to direct 
put-aways to general purpose or floating-point regis
ters. All operation registers are set by the I unit 
using the execution unit busy triggers and last cycle 
information from each unit as part of the control 
circuits. 

Figure 48 shows the operation register sets that 
occur as a string of instructions involving both E and 
IE executions is processed. The cycles during which 
each register must be correctly loaded are also shown. 

IOP: Must contain the instruction being prepared for 
at least one Tl cycle before T2 is turned on, and for 
all T2 cycles. Normally IOP is set from the instruc
tion buffers at TN Tl for each instruction and is not 
changed until TN Tl for the next instruction. Three 
conditions, however, require variations of this 
procedure. The logic for setting IOP under all condi
tions is shown on Figure 5256. 

On occasion Tl is turned on before the instruction 
to be prepared is present in the instruction buffer. 
To take care of this situation, IOP is set at the start 
of each Tl cycle and TN T2 is not allowed until IOP 
has been correctly loaded for at least one Tl cycle. 
The line which allows T2 to be turned on is IOP 
loaded, which is generated by the IC controls. This 
line will be described in detail later. IO P loaded will 
be up during any cycle only if the instruction to be 
processed has been present in the instruction buffers 
a sufficient time to have been loaded into IOP at the 
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beginning of the cycle. Since IO P loaded is needed 
for TN T2, IOP will contain the correct instruction 
for at least one Tl cycle. 

The second variation tc the normal setting of IO~ 
occurs during Tl of the subject instruction of an 
execute instruction. At this time IOP must be set 
with bits ORed from two sources, the instruction 
buffers and a general register. IO P loaded indicates 
that the instruction buffers have been set to IOP and 
the execution sequence latch indicates that the infcr-
mation from the general register has been set to 
IOP. By setting IOP on every Tl cycle until both of 
these conditions are present, the required setting is 
assured. 

The third variation to the setting of IOP occurs 
during the execution of SS instructions. An SS instruc
tion consists of three halfwords. IOP holds only two 
halfwords. The third halfword is not required during 
instruction preparation but must be available in IOP 
for address calculation during execution. This is 
accomplished by setting IOP on every execution cycle 
of SS instructions and by allowing the E unit to con -
trol the gates from the instruction buffers to IOP 
during execution of these instructions. 

BOP: Must contain each instruction for at least one 
T2 cycle before the I to E transfer, for all Tl cycles 
of the next instruction, and for all execution cycles of 
branch or IE executes until the branch or IE last cycle 
triggers are set. Normally BOP is set from IOP at 
TN T2 and not changed until the next TN T2. Two 
conditions require variation of this procedure. The 
logic for setting BOP under all conditions is shown 
on Figure 5257. 

On some IE executes, T2 is turned on before the 
IE unit has reached its last cycle. For these instruc
tions BOP is set on the same T2 cycle that the IE last 
cycle trigger is set. This set does not interfere with 
the use of BOP by IE since last cycle decoding is not 
required by the IE unit. The set meets the require
ment that BOP be good for at least one T2 cycle be
fore I to E transfer because I to E transfer cannot 
come up until the last cycle of any execution. 

The second variation of the normal set of BOP 
occurs on the IE instruction store multiple. On this 
instruction the last four positions of BOP are incre
mented by the IE unit during execution to keep track 
of the registers that are stored. On these instruc
tions BOP is not needed during Tl cycles of the fol
lowing instructions. 

EOP: Must contain the operation code of any instruc ~ 
tion to be executed by the E unit from one cycle befcre 
the first E cycle until EOP decoding is no longer :re 
quired (normally the turn-on of ELC). EOP is sa+ 
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from IOP to fulfill these conditions under all circum
stances by the use of four set timings as shown on 
Figure 5258. 

The set timed by E not busy ensures a correct set 
when the preceding instruction was not an E execute 
or when the preceding instruction was an E execute 
but ELC occurred before Tl came on. The set timed 
by the ELC latch ensures a correct set when ELC 
and Tl coincide. These two sets require the Tl latch 
line so that EOP will not be set at the end of a last 
T2 cycle when IOP will be changing. The set timed 
by set ELC gives a proper set when the preceding 
instruction was an E execute for which ELC coincides 
with the last T2 cycle of the instruction about to be 
executed. The fourth set timed by set put-away (set 
PA) trigger is used on certain operations where set 
E LC is data dependent and may come up too late in the 
cycle to be used to set EOP because of circuit path 
length. On these instructions set PA always comes 
on a cycle before set ELC or it coincides with set 
ELC. 

LCOP: Must contain the operation code of any in
struction to be executed by the E unit from one cycle 
before ELC through ELC. These conditions are ful
filled by setting LCOP from EOP using two different 
sets as shown on Figure 5259. 

The first set takes care of all situations where the 
first E cycle of the execution is not directly preceded 
by an ELC. The second set takes care of the situation 
when El follows ELC. 

ERl: Is set from BOP at every I to E transfer. It, 
therefore, contains the Rl field of any instruction 
during all execution cycles. ERl, however, is incre
mented on the load and store multiple instructions 
under IE unit control. This is done to direct put
away to general registers and to determine when the 
last register has been loaded or stored. The logic for 
setting ERl is shown on Figure 5260. 

Tl and T2 Cycle Automatic Functions 

• Tl cycles compute operand storage addresses and 
when required initiate fetches. 

• T2 cycles deliver operands from the registers to 
the E unit. 

• Loose decoding allows Tl and T2 functions to be 
performed when they are not needed. 

With the three major IS control signals directing Tl 
and T2 cycles and the start of executions, and with 
all operation registers set so that they contain the 
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required instruction 1 the I unit's job of delivering 
operands is accomplished automatically for every 
instruction. 

On Every Tl Cycle: Decoding from IOP directs the 
selected data to the addressing adder. The adder 
generates a sum and makes it available at SAR and 
the H register at the end of each Tl cycle. Only on 
the last Tl cycle, as signaled by TN T2, is the adder 
output set in H. Only if IOP decode indicates the 
quantity generated is to be used as a storage address 
is it set in SAR. This allows SAR to be set with an 
instruction fetch address on all cycles not requiring 
its use for an operand address. The logic that ac
complishes this Tl operation is shown on Figure 5261. 

On the last Tl cycle decoding from IOP initiates 
a fetch request to BCU, if required. At A clock of 
the next cycle (first T2), the operand fetch (OPF) 
trigger is set. OPF maintains the request to BCU 
until it is accepted. At the same time, and only if 
the adder output is to be used, decoding from IOP 
causes the adder error checking circuits to be 
sampled. The logic for making the fetch and causing 
the AA error to be sampled is shown on Figure 5262. 

On Every T2 Cycle: Selected addressable registers 
(G PR or FPR) are gated to the RBL in the E unit as 
shown on Figure 5264. Note that for all operation 
codes, except floating-point, two GPRs are gated to 
RBL. On floating-point operations , a selected FPR 
is gated to RBL on every T2 cycle and on every E 
cycle (after I to E transfer) until the E unit turns off 
FLOUT. 

Loose Decoding: A principle that is used throughout 
the 2075 is illustrated by the gatings that occur on 
Tl and T2 cycles. Loose decoding occurs during Tl 
cycles of all SS instructions. On SS instructions all 
operand storage addresses are calculated during exe
cution cycles. On Tl cycles, however, the register 
designated by the Bl field of the instruction and the 
D field of IO P are gated to the AA. The sum gener
ated is set in Hat TN T2. The contents of Hare not 
used. The decoding that brings this about is useful 
on other instructions and does no harm on SS instruc
tions. Stopping the unnecessary transfers on SS 
instructions would require additional logic and serve 
no useful purpose. 

Start Execution Units 

• I to E transfer times the start of all executions. 

• I go (same timing as I to E transfer) sets the first 
IE unit sequencers. 



t E go and enable first E cycle (same timing as I 
to E transfer) set the first E unit sequencers. 

• First branch unit sequencer is set at TN T2 at 
least one cycle before start of branch executions. 

With the setting of the operation register and the 
delivery of operands taken care of, the required exe
cution unit or units may be started. Figure 5265 
shows how this is accomplished for all instructions. 

Execution is started by setting a selected se
quencer which defines the first cycle of the instruc
tion to be executed. The sequencer is selected by de
coding from the operation registers, and the set is 
timed by I to E transfer. The I to E transfer line is 
not used, however, in setting the IE or E unit se
quencers. The proper timing is achieved for the IE first 
cycle sequencer by setting the sequencer with I go which 
is timed by the same conditions that time I to E 
transfer. The proper timing is achieved for the E 
first cycle sequencer by using E go and enable first 
E cycle to time the set. All conditions for I to E 
transfer are contained in these two lines. Enable 
first E cycle originates in the E unit and contains 
conditions required for I to E transfer that are some
times not available until late in the cycle. By ANDing 
them with E go in the E unit, and using the output of 
the AND to set the sequencer, the long circuit path 
to the I unit and back to the E unit is avoided. 

The first sequencer for the branch executions is 
set at TN T2 at least one cycle before the other first 
cycle execution sequencers. The reason is that the 
first branch unit sequencer is used to control opera
tion during T2 as well as during the branch execution. 
This operation is described in detail under branch 
instructions in 2075 Processing Unit, Volume 3, Field 
Engineering Manual of Instruction. Form 223-2874. 

Keeping Track of Instruction Preparation and 
Execution 

• During Tl and T2. ICR holds the address of the 
instruction being prepared. 

• I to E transfer changes ICR to the address of the 
next instruction to be prepared. 

• LO address is updated in the GSA during Tl. 

• LO address is set in GSR at TN T2. 

• GSR gates the next instruction to IOP during T2 
cycles. 

• LO address is set to ICR at I to E transfer. 

• If GSA carry, HO address is updated in the incre
menter on the cycle after I to E transfer. 

• On program interrupts the address of the ins true -
tion following the one causing the interrupt is al
ways set to ICR to be stored with the old PSW. 

During Tl and T2 cycles the instruction counter 
register (ICR) contains the storage address of the 
instruction being prepared. At the end of prepara
tion (I to E transfer), the ICR is changed to contain 
the address of the next instruction to be prepared. 
The mechanisms used to do this are the gate select 
adder (GSA), the gate select register (GSR), and the 
incrementer (Iner) as shown on Figure 5266. 

GSA: During normal processing the GSA always 
receives two inputs: the low-order positions of the 
ICR (20-22) and the instruction length of the instruc
tion being prepared which is decoded from IOP. At 
TN T2 the output of the GSA is set in the GSR. The com -
plete logic for all sets of the GSR is shown on Figure 5267. 

GSR: In addition to storing the updated value of the 
ICR, between the time that it is generated in the GSA 
(TN T2) and the time that it must be set in the ICR 
(I to E transfer), the GSR is used to gate the proper 
instruction from the instruction buffers to IOP. The 
ungated output of the GSR controls the gates from 
the instruction buffers to IOP. Normally each in
struction is 1 therefore, available at the input to IOP 
for at least one cycle before it is set in IOP. 

Incrementer: As shown on Figure 5266, the incre
menter is used in updating the ICR only when the GSA 
gives a carry out as it delivers the low-order bits to 
the GSR. The new high-order value for the ICR is 
generated in the incrementer on the cycle following 
I to E transfer and is set to the ICR at the beginning 
of the next cycle. The use of the incrementer does 
not interfere with its use in the generation of instruc
tion fetch addresses. The inc rem enter can generate 
the proper value for a high-order advance and for an 
instruction fetch both on the same cycle. Some in
struction executions use the incrementer as a data 
path during execution. On these instructions, the 
incrementer may not be used until at least one cycle 
after I to E transfer. 

On Program Interrupts: The value of the ICR is stored 
with the PSW. The updating of the ICR is controlled 
by interrupt circuits so that the value stored is always 
the address of the instruction following the instruction 
on which the interrupt occurred. This necessitates 
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that the updating of ICR be blocked when an E time 
interrupt occurs simultaneously with an I to E trans
fer. I time interrupts are serviced at I to E transfer 
and in this case the normal updating of ICR must be 
allowed to take place. 

CONTROL OF INSTRUCTION FETCHES 

• Instructions in advance of the one being processed 
are normally available in A-B registers. 

• IOP loaded signals the availability of the next 
instruction. 

• An empty instruction buffer register (A-B) is 
recognized at TN T2. 

• Conflict between instruction fetching and Tl, T2, 
or execution cycles of an instruction blocks in -
struction fetching at TN T2 of the conflicting 
instruction. 

• The address for the next necessary fetch to A-B 
is automatically generated and set in SAR if the 
instruction fetches are not blocked. 

• An instruction fetch is made if either A or B is 
empty and instruction fetches are not blocked. 

• Instruction fetching is given priority over instruc
tion processing only if both A and B are in danger 
of being emptied. 

• Detecting the need for a recovery causes both A 
and B to be filled, starting at the address in the 
ICR. 

The instruction counter fetch controls (IC controls) 
are introduced by eight figures. Figure 49 shows how 
the IC controls fit into the 2075, states the main ob
jectives of the IC controls, and references Figures 
5268, 5269, 5270, 5271, 5273, and 5274 that show 
how the major objectives of the IC controls are 
accomplished. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

Included in this chapter are flow diagrams that cover 
instruction preparation for every instruction and 
detailed discussions of the instruction sequencing 
controls and instruction fetching controls. 
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I TIME FOR ALL INSTRUCTIONS 

• Every execution starts at I to E transfer. 

• For any particular instruction, the conditions 
affecting execution are always the same at I to 
E transfer. 

• Variations in the preparation sequencing have no 
effect upon the conditions existing at I to E trans
fer. 

For each instruction a flow diagram in the ~ 
Processing Unit, Field Engineering Maintenance 
Diagram Manual, Form 223-2876 shows all things 
done during preparation specifically in support of 
execution. The following list of all instructions refer
ences the preparation flow chart for each: 

Name Mnemonic ~ 

Add AR 6153 
Add A 6152 
Add Decimal AP 6154 
Add Halfword AH 6152 
Add Logical ALR 6153 
Add Logical AL 6152 
Add Normalized (Long) ADR 6150 
Add Normalized (Long) AD 6151 
Add Normalized (Short) AER 6150 
Add Normalized (Short) AE 6151 
Add Unnormalized (Long) AWR 6150 
Add Unnormalized (Long) AW 6151 
Add Unnormalized (Short) AUR 6150 
Add Unnormalized (Short) AU 6151 
AND NR 6153 
AND N 6152 
AND NI 6158 
AND NC 6154 

Branch and Link BALR 6377 
Branch and Link BAL 6377 
Branch on Condition BCR 6375 
Branch on Condition BC 6375 
Branch on Count BCTR 6378 
Branch on Count BCT 6378 
Branch on Index High BXH 6379 
Branch on Index Low or Equal BXLE 6379 

Compare CR 6153 
Compare c 6152 
Compare Decimal CP 6154 
Compare Halfword CH 6152 
Compare Logical CLR 6153 
Compare Logical CL 6152 
Compare Logical CL! 6162 
Compare Logical CLC 6154 



Name 

Compare (Long) 

Compare (Long) 

Compare (Short) 

Compare (Short) 

Convert to Binary 

Convert to Decimal 

Diagnose 

Divide 

Divide 

Divide Decimal 

Divide (Long) 

Divide (Long) 

Divide (Short) 

Divide (Short) 

Edit 

Edit and Mark 

Exclusive OR 

Exclusive OR 

Exclusive OR 

Exclusive OR 

Execute 

Halt I/O 

Halve (Long) 

Halve (Short) 

Insert Character 

Insert Storage Key 

Load 

Load 

Load Address 

Load and Test 

Load and Test (Long) 

Load and Test (Short) 

Load Complement 

Load Complement (Long) 

Load Complement (Short) 

Load Halfword 

Load (Long) 

Load (Long) 

Load Multiple 

Load Negative 

Load Negative (Long) 

Load Negative (Short) 

Load Positive 

Load Positive (Long) 

Load Positive (Short) 

Load PSW 

Load (Short) 
Load (Short) 

Move 

Move 

Move Numerics 

Move with Offset 

Move Zones 

Multiply 

Mnemonic 

CDR 

CD 

CER 

CE 

CVB 

CVD 

DR 

D 
DP 

DOR 

DD 
DER 

DE 

ED 

EDMK 

XR 
x 
XI 

xc 
EX 

HIO 

HOR 

HER 

IC 

ISK 

LR 

L 

LA 

LTR 

LTDR 

LTER 

LCR 

LCDR 

LCER 

LH 

LOR 

LO 

LM 

LNR 

LNDR 

LNER 

LPR 

LPDR 

LPER 

LPSW 

LER 

LE 

MVl 

MVC 

MVN 

MVO 

MVZ 

MR 

6150 

6151 

6150 

6151 

6152 

6156 

6174 

6161 
6159 

6154 

6150 

6151 

6150 

6151 

6154 

6154 

6153 

6152 

6158 

6154 

6375 

6156 

6150 

6150 

6152 

6154 

6153 

6152 

6167 

6153 

6150 

6150 

6153 

6150 

6150 

6152 

6150 

6151 

6169 

6153 

6150 

6150 

6153 

6150 

6150 

6168 

6150 

6151 

6170 

6154 

6154 

6154 
6154 

6161 

Name 

Multiply 

Multiply Decimal 

Multiply Halfword 
Multiply (Long) 

Multiply (Long) 

Multiply (Short) 

Multiply (Short) 

OR 

OR 

OR 

OR 

Pack 

Read Direct 

Set Program Mask 

Set Storage Key 

Set System Mask 

Shift Left Double 

Shift Left Double Logical 

Shift Left Single 

Shift Left Single Logical 

Shift Right Double 

Shift Right Double Logical 
Shift Right Single 

Shift Right Single Logical 

Start I/O 

Store 

Store Character 

Store Halfword 

~tore (Long) 

Store Multiple 

Store (Short) 

Subtract 
Subtract 
Subtract Decimal 

Subtract Halfword 

Subtract Logical 

Subtract Logical 

Subtract Normalized (Long) 

Subtract Normalized (Long) 

Subtract Normalized (Short) 

Subtract Normalized (Short) 

Subtract Unnormalized (Long) 

Subtract Unnormalized (Long) 

Subtract Unnormalized (Short) 

Subtract Unnormalized (Short) 

Supervisor Call 

Test and Set 

Test Channel 

Test I/O 

Test Under Mask 
Translate 

Translate and Test 

Unpack 

Write Direct 

Zero and Add 

Mnemonic 

M 

MP 

MH 

MOR 

MD 

MER 

ME 

OR 

0 

or 
oc 

PACK 

ROD 

SPM 

SSK 

SSM 

SLDA 

SLDL 
SLA 

SLL 

SRDA 

SRDL 

SRA 

SRL 

SIO 

ST 

STC 

STH 

STD 

STM 

STE 

SR 

s 
SP 

SH 

SLR 

SL 

SOR 

SD 

SER 

SE 

SWR 

SW 

SUR 

SU 

SVC 

TS 

TCH 

TIO 

TM 
TR 

TRT 

UNPK 

WRD 

ZAP 

61S9 

6154 

6159 

6150 

61S1 

6150 
6151 

6153 

6152 

6158 

6154 

6154 

6172 

6166 

6165 

6175 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6155 

6156 

6157 

6157 

6157 

6160 

6171 

6160 

6153 

6152 

6154 

6152 

6153 

6153 

6150 

6151 

6150 

6151 

6150 

6151 

6150 

6151 

6163 

6493 

6156 

6156 

6162 

6154 

6154 

6154 

6173 

6154 
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INSTRUCTION SEQUENCING CONTROLS 

Tl Cycle 

The basic function of the Tl cycle is to gate to the ad
dressing adder those fields required to form an ef
fective address. See Figures 5261 and 50. 

TN Tl 

If an instruction belongs to the class of instruction 
for which Tl of the next instruction may cause inter
ference with execution of the first instruction, Tl of 
the next instruction is always blocked. At the I to E 
transfer of the first instruction, the trigger block 
Tl-M is set if the instruction belongs to the above 
class. This blocks Tl of the next instruction until 
the unit executing the first instruction generates a 
signal that cancels the block. Similarly, if an instruc
tion belongs to the class of instruction for which T2 
of the next instruction may cause interference with 
execution of the first instruction, the T2 of the next 
instruction is blocked. A trigger block T2-M is 
operated in a method analogous to block Tl-M. See 
Figures 51 and 52. 

The Tl cycle is always taken as the first cycle of 
an instruction. It is also performed if no effective 
address is required. In some instructions, it pro
cures only a single field to be used as an address. 
All fields are obtained from the general register (s) 
and/or the IOP register. 

The turn-on for Tl called TN Tl is composed of 
many logic lines. The usual case is to turn it on with 
the I to E transfer of the previous instruction. Before 
the I to E transfer occurs, BOP decoding examines 
the class of instruction and determines if blocking of 
Tl of the next instruction is required. If BOPdecodes, 
blocking of Tl is required (BD block Tl) then the I 
to E transfer is not allowed to turn on Tl, but instead 
turns on the block Tl-M trigger. This trigger main
tains the blocking during successive cycles. When the 
E time has progressed to the point of no longer re
quiring this block, it will generate a signal to turn-off 
the block Tl-M trigger. This signal is also used to 
generate the TN Tl condition. 

Tl may also be turned on by BLK Tl-ML. This is 
the turn-on which allows the system to start up after 
it has been manually halted. 
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Instructions That Generate Blocking of the Next Tl 
Cycle: 

Instructions 

All SS Instructions- -
SPM, SSK, MR, DR, D, 

BXH, BXLE, and STM 

All 1/0 Instructions 

LA 

LM 

LPSW 

DIAG 

SVC 

Condition 

Require gating out of general registers 
during the E time of the instruction. 

The execution unit is required to turn 

off the block trigger when this gating 

is no longer required. 

The channel and unit addresses are sent 
to the 1/0 devices from the H register. 

Blocking of T2 would prevent H from 

being changed; however, the release 

line from the channel (used to end the 
instruction) could extend into the next 

instruction and, if it were another 1/0 

instruction, cause permature termina
tion. This may occur because the re

lease line is multiplexed and uses slow 

circuits. Thus, Tl is blocked to allow 

the extra start up cycle. 

The effective address must be saved in 

the H register until the E unit can 
transfer it to a general register. Al

though blocking of T2 could accomplish 

this, packaging requirements caused 
Tl to be used. No additional delays 

re'sulted. 

In the LM instruction many general 
registers are loaded. The compare 

block is not capable of detecting a 

compare from more than two registers. 

In LPSW the ICR is changed. Thus, new 

instructions will need fetching to the 
buffers before processing can continue. 

Until the MCW is loaded and the error 

status lines have settled down, any 
further instruction execution must be 

blocked. 

This instruction requires blocking of Tl 
to prevent the TN Tl from changing 

IOP. IOP is required during the setting 

of the interrupt code into the PSW. 

The program halt trigger can also prevent TN Tl. 
This trigger, located in the maintenance console, is 



used for the maintenance functions: manual halt, 
single operation, etc. An output of the program halt 
trigger is latched on the sequence control board and 
deconditions TN Tl. 

Set IOP (Figures 5256 and 52) 

The IOP register contains two instruction halfwords. 
The first halfword contains an operation code and, 
for multiple halfword instructions (all but RR), the 
second halfword is used for addressing. Handling of 
the third halfword, required by SS instructions, is 
described in the "Instruction Fetching" section. By 
means of the gate select mechanism any two succes
sive halfwords of the eight halfwords contained in the 
instruction buffers (A-B registers) are selected and 
sent to the IOP register. The proper selection is 
normally made during the previous T2 cycle. The 
gate select mechanism causes the length of the in
struction as decoded from the first two bits of IQP 
to be added to the ICR and this value to be stored in 
the gate select register with TN T2. The output of 
the gate select register selects the gate for IOP. 
With the I to E transfer, the gate select register is 
sent back to the ICR thus updating the ICR. 

The Tl function can be accomplished in one ma
chine cycle. However, if the conditions to generate 
TN T2 do not exist the Tl cycle continues to repeat 
itself until TN T2 occurs. IOP is set to the gated 
contents of A-B at the beginning of every Tl cycle. 
The logic line TN Tl sets IOP for the first Tl cycle. 
If Tl repeats itself, the set IOP occurs at the be
ginning of each machine cycle until TN T2 occurs. 
There is one exception to the later set condition. 
During the execute instruction, the setting of IOP 
has taken place. This special block is represented 
by the expression: 

IOP LOADEDL· XEQ SEQL 

A special set SSOPL • VFL ADRL is also pro
vided for setting IOP on SS instructions; therefore, 
the total expression for setting IOP is: 

TON Tl + Tl L • TON T2 · Not (IOP LOADED Lth · 

XEQ SEQ Lth)+ ssopL. VFL ADRL 

I time (that is, Tl) may start even though the se
lected instruction has not yet returned to the instruc
tion buffer. This could occur, for example, after 
successful branches or recoveries. Since Tl cannot 

be turned off (see "TN T2") until the selected instruc
tion has returned to IOP, there will be at least one 
Tl cycle during which IOP has contained the correct 
instruction. 

The selected instruction will arrive at IOP during 
the same cycle that it returns to A-B since set !OP has 
occurred for each Tl cycle. Note that if the selected 
instruction is contained entirely within one register, 
waiting is required only until this register is loaded. 
The timing of A-Bin relation to IOP and the problems 
encountered in single cycle are discussed in the 
"Instruction Fetching Controls .. section. 

Effective Addressing (Figure 5261) 

The Tl cycle conditions input gating to the addressing 
adder for up to three fields. The fields determined 
by the instruction are selected by IOP. The contents 
of general register R2 (X2) are gated to the addressing 
adder via GBR, and the contents of B2 are gated via 
GBL. D2 is gated directly to the addressing adder 
from IOP. The general register buses have a width 
of 32 bits plus parity. However, only 24 bits par
ticipate in the add. The D field has a width of 12 bits. 
When general register 0 is specified as one of the 
fields, that adder input receives all zero data with a 
correct parity for that field. The instructions in the 
RR format are exceptions in that they make no 
distinctions for GR 0. 

The effective address formed has a width of 24 bits. 
With the TN T2 it is always gated into the H register, 
and may also be sent to SAR. When the effective ad
dress is sent to SAR, the error checking of the AA is 
sampled. All of the preceding conditions are decoded 
by IOP. The RS shift instructions, which use the 
effective address only as a shift amount, are unique 
in that they sample the AA error but they do not send 
the result to SAR. 

Tl Cycle Additional Functions 

The Tl control trigger has outputs used in other areas 
of the machine, for example, it is used during the 
maintenance feature single operation to turn-on the 
block Tl-M trigger and it is also used by the E unit 
for setting EOP. 

The Tl cycle during which TN T2 occurs can be 
considered the good Tl cycle. For the TN T2 to occur 
every condition for the Tl, functions must be avail
able. In addition, every blocking condition that pre
vents the second part of I time must have been re
moved. 
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For Any Instruction 

IC fetches preceed 

instructions 
from storage 
to buffers 

Preparation preceeds execution. 

IC Fetch Controls 

1. Signal !he preparation unit when a complete 
instruction is available. (Figure 5270) 

2. Recognize either buffer empty (last instruction 
used) at TN T2. (Figure 5268) 

3. Always generate instruction fetch address and 
set it to SAR unless blocked. (Figure 5269) 

4. Preblock IC fetches before start of preparation 
of a branch. (Figure 5271) 
Block IC fetches at TN T2 if IC fetch and prepara
tion or execution use same mechanisms. (Figure 5271) 

5. Make IC fetch reguest if either instruction buffer is 
empty and IC fetches are not blocked. (Figure 5268) 

6. Give priority to IC fetches when both instruction 
buffers are in danger of being emptied, (Figure 5273) 

7. Fetch to fill both A and B from the address held in 
the ICR when the need for a recovery is indicated • 
(Figure 5274) 

FIGURE 49. INSTRUCTION COUNTER FETCH CONTROLS 
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TN T2 

The following are the conditions necessary to gener
ate the logic level TN T2. 

IOP Loaded: The IC controls generate this condition 
if the selected gate (from A-B to IOP) is pointing to 
a loaded instruction in the A-B register(s). See 
Figure 5270. 

NO COMPARE BLOCK+ E BUSY: Buffer operation 
register (BOP) decodes those E unit instructions 
that will perform put-aways to the general registers. 
A compare occurs when the put-away is to any of the 
general registers used by Tl of the next instruction. 
Tl must subsequently wait until the new value has 
been put-away. This waiting is accomplished by 
blocking TN T2. The block exists until the E busy 
trigger is turned off. See Figure 5255. 

No Instruction Fetch Priority: When the processing 
has emptied one instruction buffer and is approaching 
the point of emptying the second buffer (without having 
allowed the first to be reloaded), the IC controls may 

A 

generate a block TN T2 until an IC fetch is made. 
This gives the IC controls access to SAR. (See 
"Instruction Fetching Controls" section and Figure 
5273.) 

BLOCK T2-M + TOF BLK T2-M: This condition is 
available if the previous instruction processing has 
not set the BWCK T2-M trigger or the execution 
unit is turning it off. 

Block T2-M (Figures 53 and 5254) 

The need for blocking of T2 is determined in the 
same manner that Tl blocking is determined. BOP 
decoding generates BD block T2. This decode line 
and the I to E transfer turns on the block T2-M trig
ger. Since the TN T2 cannot occur with the I to E 
transfer, no additional logic is needed to anticipate 
the block T2 as was required for blocking Tl. 

Some instructions will generate both BD block 
Tl and BD block T2 lines. In these cases both block 
triggers are set. When the processing no longer 
requires the blocking of Tl, the execution unit turns 

A A 
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it off. Processing continues and the overlap is 
started on the next instruction; however, T2 is 
blocked until the execution Ufl:it turns off block T2-M. 

Instructions That Gene!'.;tte BD Block T2: 

Instruction 

ISK, ST, STH, STC, 

CVD, STD, STE, RD, 

STM, MVI, NI, or, XI, 

and all SS instructions 

LH, CH, AH, and SH 

CDR, ADR, SOR, AWR, 

SWR, SER, AER, SER, 

AUR, SUR, CD, AD, SD, 

AW, SW, CE, AE, SE, 

AU, SU 

MR, DR, MOR, DOR, 

MER, OER, and MD 

BCR, BC, BCTR, BCT, 

BXH, BXLE, BALR, BAL, 

and EX 

Condition 

Operand fetches are generated by the 

execution unit, or operands are to be 

stored in external storage. For these 

operand fetches the SAR is required to 

provide the storage address( es). SAR 

must not be changed by TN T2 of the 

overlapped instruction. 

The E unit requires the RBL as part of 

the data path to expand the fields to 

32 bits. T2 of overlapped instructions 

is blocked to prevent the gating of 

operands into the RBL. 

The E unit requires the contents of 

the BOP REG for selection of the FP 

REG to supply operand 1 exponent on 

fractions add cycle. 

The E unit requires the J register as part 

of the data path during E time. Over

lap of the next instructions could re

sult in a getch of an operand to J if T2 

were not blocked. 

For b~anch instructions the block T2-M 

trigger is turned on by BRANCH OPL. 

I to E XFER. This blocks the second 

part of I time on overlapped instructions 

until the branch success is determined. 

Blocking T2 protects the H register which 

contains the branch-to-address. 

Logic is provided to remove the block T2 con
dition at the earliest possible time. Each turn-off 
for the block trigger also enters TN T2 as a con
ditioning level. The only exception occurs during 
the execute instruction. In this instruction the block 
T2-M trigger is turned off one cycle before T2 is 
allowed to turn on. In this case the latched output 
of block T2-M maintains the block for this cycle. 

When blocking is employed to protect SAR, the 
execution unit conditions the turn-off of block T2-M 
with the control line TF block T2-M on accept at 
the appropriate time during instruction execution. 
This control line and accept (from BCU) turns off 
block T2-M. See Figure 53. 

If the blocking was protecting the J register, the 
control line E TF block T2 is generated by the E 
unit to turn off block T2-M. This line is always 
generated during the last cycle of relevant instruc
tions; and if the system is not in single-cycle mode, 
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the line is also generated a number of cycles before 
J is free. T2 can be allowed to turn on earlier be
cause any operand fetches it may initiate would not 
return to J for at leastfourcycles. Theturn-off may 
be anticipated for up to three cycles before J is free. 

If RBLusage required blocldng, the E unit generates 
TF block T2-M when this usage is no longer required. 

Compare Block (Figure 5255) 

A compare block condition with the E busy trigger 
on causes a deconditioning level to TN T2. If the 
previous instruction is doing a put-away into a gen
eral register which is being used to compute an ef
fective address during Tl of the next instruction, 
then Tl of the next instruction must be held up until 
the operands have been put-away. This condition is 

detected by comparing both IX2 and IB2 to BRl. IX2 
and IB2 contain the address of the general registers 
which could be used to form the Tl cycle effective 
address, and BRl contains the address of the put
away general register for the previous instruction. 

BOP remains unchanged from the previous instruc
tion until TN T2 of the next instruction and therefore 
provides the operation code of the previous instruc
tion during Tl of the next instruction. On the basis 
of BOP, it is determined whether or not the previous 
instruction requires a put-away to the general reg
isters. It is also determined if there is a pair of 
put-aways to an even/odd pair of general registers. 

If BOP indicates a single put-away (BD compare 
request) then BRl is compared to IX2 and IB2 accord
ing to their usage in the effective address. IX2 (or 
IB2) is not used in the effective address if it refer
ences GR o. If BOP indicates a double put-away to 
an even/odd register (BD double register compare), 
then the same compares are made as for a single 
put-away; but the low-order bit is ignored in the com
pare. If either compare is satisfied and if E busy is 
on, then compare block prevents T2 from turning on. 

All put-aways to the general register are com
pleted before the end of the last cycle of an instruc
tion. The usage of E busy in compare block ensures 
that if a compare situation occurs, at least one cor
rect effective addressing cycle is taken after the 
execution of the previous instruction is completed. 

In the discussion of T2 no line comparable to 
compare block is required in the gating of internal 
operands to the Eunit. Noblockis necessarybecause 
all put-aways are completed by B time of ELC. In 
the remaining half-cycle, any general register may 
be gated to the E unit before the I to E transfer. 

TN T2 Functions Controlled by IOP 

The TN T2 indicates a good Tl cycle. In addition to 
providing the set condition for the T2 cycle, it per
forms many functions. IOP decoding steers the 
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TN T2 condition. The following lines are described 
with respect to their functions at TN T2. 

ID AA to SAR: With TN T2 the effective address 
formed by the AA is gated from the AA latches into 
SAR. 

ID Sample AA Error: Tests the error checking 
lines of the AA during TN T2. If an error occurs, 
it causes a machine check condition. 

Setting of BOP: The setting of BOP usually occurs 
with TN T2. For a detailed description, see the 
"Buffer Operation Register" section and Figure 5257. 

Instruction Buffer Empty Condition: When the last 
instruction located in one of the A-B registers has 
been selected and set into IOP, TN T2 indicates the 
empty condition to the IC fetch controls and turns off 
the appropriate loaded trigger. See Figure 5268. 

IOP Error: TN T2 is used to sample for a parity 
:raJlllllii4 bits 8-15 of IOP. If an error exists, the 
olllh-n•~--op error is turned on. 

l""""T'~~~¥s!!.!: If the instruction being executed is from 
ID Block IC: At TN T2 this forms the third blocki n d storage address, if bit 23 of the address 
condition, It prevents IC fetches from interfering a the instruction is 1, or if the operation code of the 
with instruction processing. It also forms the TN stru · n is invalid, then I program interrupt is set 
for block IC-M, a control trigger used to maintain The ID code for the type of interrupt is 
the IC blocking condition. e PSW with TN T2. 

ID Floating Point: Used in the controls that gate .aC;J.: The output of the addressing adder is set 
out the floating-point registers. It sets the FLOUT into H at_]N T2. 
trigger with TN T2. ~ s,a», 

ffer Operation Register (BOP) (Figure 5257) 
ID RR: Used during TN T2 to set the FR2 trigger. ~ 
FR2 determines the order in which floating-point b~peration register is a 12-bit operation reg-
operands are gated to the E unit. See the "T2 Cycle." r ~"'°m IOP 0-11. By taking advantage of the way 

Wm~"'.a'.iq time are overlapped, three areas are 
ID SS: ID SS conditions the sequencing controls to 
process the SS format instructions by turning on the 
SSOP control trigger with TN T2. 

ID Branch Operation: Sets the branch operation con
trol trigger with TN T2. Branch operation is a status 
trigger used during branches. ID branch operation is 
also used to override any blocking of TN T2 generated 
by the IC controls. 

TN T2 Additional Functions 

In addition to those functions decoded by IOP, TN T2 
also conditions the following functions. 

Setting the Gate Select Register: During Tl the in
struction in IOP is examined to determine its length 
(in halfwords). This length is added to the ICR low 
order. With TN T2 the adder output is gated into 
the GSR. Gate selection now changes and a new gate 
for A-B to IOP is selected. The next instruction is 
thus gated to the IOP input. 

Setting of IOP: Since TN T2 indicates a good Tl cycle, 
the TN T2 logic line deconditions the setting of IOP 
from the Tl triggers latched output. 
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able~8 s usage of BOP. BOP is used by T2 
duri cycle of the I to E transfer, and it is used 
~a cutions and IE executions during E time. 
~ra ecutions and IE executions have been 

e ente in a way such that no operation code 
i Ul the execution unit during the last cycle. 

nee o E tr.ansfer of the next instruction can-
cur · the end of the previous instruction, 
i~ to set BOP which accomplishes all 

of the fillo\-i~: · 
1. BOP is not updated until one cycle after IOP 

is correctly set. 
2, BOP is updated at least one cycle before the I 

to E transfer. 
3. BOP is available to the branch and IE units 

for the cycle before the I to E transfer and for every 
execution unit cycle except the last cycle. 

4. No performance penalty is taken because of 
the shared usage of BOP. 

The specific logic implementation to control the 
setting of BOP is: 

BOP is set at TN T2 if the IE busy trigger is off, 
indicating that neither the IE unit nor the branch unit 
are operating. BOP is set at TN T2 if either IE unit 
last cycle (IEL) trigger or branch unit last cycle 
(BRLC) trigger is on, indicating that the relevant 
unit is completing execution. These set conditions 



are not sufficient to ensure that BOP is set at least 
one cycle before an I to E transfer if the previous 
instruction is an I execution or an unsuccessful 
branch. In the case of IE unit execution, TN-IEL 
(TN T2 + TzL) is used to obtain a further set con
dition for BOP. Thus, BOP is set one cycle early 
even if IEL causes an I to E transfer on the next 
cycle. 

For unsuccessful branches, T2 can be turned on 
with the turn-on of BRLC but not before. Therefore, 
TN T2 is ANDed with the unsuccessful branch turn
on of BRLC to obtain another set for BOP. Thus, 
for unsuccessful branches BOP is set one cycle early 
even if BRLC causes an I to E transfer on the next 
cycle. For successful branches, T2 is never turned 
on until BRLC is turned off. Therefore, no special 
set is required for successful branches. 

The logic statement is: 

Set BOP = TON T2 (BRLCL + !ELL + IE BSYL + 
TON IEL + Unsuccessful Branch Turn-On of 
BRLC) + TzL · TON IEL 

BOP decoding is used during the T2 cycle to 
specify which internal registers are to be gated to 
the RBL as operands, the execution unit(s) required 
to perform the E time of the instruction, and at 
what point overlap of the next instruction is to be 
blocked, if necessary. BOP decode lines also define 
many functions of the store instructions. A list of 

the BOP decode lines is shown on Figure 9068. 
When BOP is still maintained during Tl of the next 
instruction it allows usage in generating the block of 
TN T2 called compare block. 

T2 Cycle 

The TN-T2 logic level indicates that the Tl cycle has 
been properly performed and thus initiates the T2 
cycle. The T2 cycle has as one of its functions the 
gating of internal operands. It is this function that 
required placement of T2 near the general registers. 
T2, as well as Tl, are located on the G-C2 board. 

Internal Operand Gating (Figure 5264 and 50) 

Internal operands are gated to RBL, a 64-bit latch 
located in the E unit. RBL is latched during every 
L clock and unlatched during every not L clock. Oper
ands from the general registers are sent via GBL 
or GBR. If the instruction is in the floating-point 
class, operands are gated from the floating-point 
registers. 

General register operands are gated to RBL by 
T2 if IOP2 = 0 (that is, not FP). Operands are gated 
simultaneously to RBL by T2 on general bus left (G BL) 

and general bus right (GBR). General register BRl 
is gated to GBL and either general register IR2 or 
general register BRl + 1 is gated to GBR. BRl + 1 
is gated to GBR for shift and RX instructions and 
MR. For all other instructions, IR2 is gated to GBR. 
The execution unit ignores those operands gated by 
T2 which are not needed to complete the instruction. 

Certain in,tructions require th5 be con-
tinued after the I to E tran~ a itional oper-
ands be sent. This gating !s Jcf° · d by the 
control triggers GROUT ofllil\ilfiiU~r a detailed 
description of GROUT, se~G OU 'section. 
FLOUT is set with TN T~2y ins ruction in the 
floating-point class rega less f format. It opens 
the g~te fro~ the ~loating-. • r~s to the RBL. 
Floatmg-pomt register ~s ~ed on the 
full 64-data bits Of the r , S.a, each ad
dressed register fills the RB • or · structions in 
the RR format, this full gating mshat the two 
operands must be sent .nt· · With TN T2 
and ID RR, a control t · FR2 i conditioned. 
The FR2 trigger cause ing-point register 
gating to be addresse e ~ld (the sec-
ond operand). The tur o~is maintained 
during subsequent T2 ~· (if!:~ccur) by T2 and 
the BOP decode line BD RR. \titl tfe I to E transfer, 
the turn-on FR2 condition~ r~. With no turn
on, the FR2 will turn o ,,.;:;lth&~ is off the first 
operand. addressed b R~, is selected 
for gating to the RBL .· ·~ O~LOUT stays on 
after the I to E trans r rJJ t~it provides a 

turn-off when gating 2· no ,.o~ge quired. Normally, 
the turn-off is genera ri e first E unit cycle. 
The exceptions are t aivid · ctions. Divide 
instructions require prenor al ion of the divisor 
to be completed before the second operand, the 
dividend, can be accepted. For the divide instruc
tions, block T2-M is set and this prevents the over
lap of another instruction from setting the FR2 trig
ger prematurely. See Figures 5264 and 54. 

Incrementer Gating 

The effective address formed by Tl is, during 
branches, the address of the branch-to instruction. 
Since two instruction buffers are provided within the 
CPU, two ·effective addresses are required in order 
to fill both buffers. H and SAR are set to the effec
tive address by TN T2 which also initiates the first 
fetch. The second address is formed by adding a 
control amount (1 in position 20) to the contents of 
the H register. The T2 branch operation gates the 
H register and the control amount to the incrementer. 
With the I to E transfer, the output of the incrementer 
is sent to SAR. Branch controls initiate the second 
fetch. 
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The LM instruction requires that the effective ad
dress of Hand SAR be updated by one storage word 
after the first operand fetch has been made. The 
BOP decode line BD multiple LD gates the contents 
of the H register and a control amount ( + 1 in incre
menter position 20) to the incrementer. With I to 
E transfer, the incrementer output is sent to SAR 
and H. 

Any time the output of the incrementer is gated 
into a register, the checking circuits in the incre
menter are tested. If there is an error the incre
menter error trigger is turned on. Therefore, the 
incrementer error line is tested at the I to E trans
fer of branches and LM. 

Operand Fetching (Figures 5261, 5262, and 55) 

Most features of a T2 operand fetch request are 
similar to the features of all CPU fetch requests. 
If you understand T2 operand fetches, it should be 
possible to understand any CPU fetch. 

If IOP contains an instruction requirmg an operand 
fetch, the TN T2 ID fetch class line generates a fetch 
request. This turns on the CPU request trigger at 
A time in the BCU. This trigger in BCU actually 
initiates storage operation. TN T2 ID fetch class 
also turns on the operand fetch trigger (OPF) in the 
I unit controlEC. Whenever a fetch request is made, 
SAR must be 10aded with the correct fetch address at 
time of the request (or earlier). For all instructions 
requiring a fetch during I time, the logic ID gate 
addressing adder to SAR TN T2 sets SAR from the 
addressing adder with A clock. 

The CPU request trigger in the BCU is normally 
kept on until the request is accepted. However. if the 
request line from CPU is cancelled. the CPU request 
turns off on the next A clock. This feature is very useful. 
as it enables fetch requests which have not been 
honored by BCU and which are no longer needed to 
be cancelled. This ability is used extensively during 
IC fetching, and is also used to cancel fetch requests 
when entering an interrupt sequence. In the case of 
T2 operand fetches, the request line is held up by 
the output of OPF. 

Whenever the CPU request trigger is on, a re
quested storage is not busy, and the channel does not 
have priority, then the requested storage is started 
at about B time. The BCU then generates a line, 
called accept, which straddles the next A clock. This 
is distributed throughout the CPU. If OPF is on, 
accept turns the OPF trigger off, thus dropping the 
request. The request does not drop early enough to 
prevent setting of CPU request again at the A clock 
staddled by accept. The two cycles of BCU prevent 
any further action being taken by the request, and 
CPU request is immediately reset with a BR clock. 
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Accept rises with an early BR clock and remains· 
until the next early B clock. Thus, A clock is 
straddled by accept even if the clock is being 
single cycled. This line is used in connection with 
conventional CPU request logic. There is another 
accept line, called pulsed accept, which rises at the 
same time as accept, but which falls on the next 
early BR clock. Thus, pulsed accept straddles the 
next AR clock only. Pulsed accept is used primarily 
in the branch and IC controls. 

OPF is also used to indicate that the fetch should 
be returned to the J register. The unlatched output 
of OPF is ORed with certain other fetch sequencers 
and is sent to the BCU. This line is used by BCU to 
set up a return address register for a return to J. 
When the storage gates the requested word out onto 
the SBO, the storage also sends a line called advance 
to the BCU. The advance and BR clock are used to 
gate the storage data into the SBO latch. If the 
appropriate return address register indicates a re
turn to J, the advance is gated out to the CPU as J 
advance. The J advance AR clock is used to gate the 
SBO latch data into the J register and to turn on J 
loaded. The trigger J loaded indicates to the various 
execution units that the fetch has returned and data 
is in the J register. J loaded is normally turned 
off when the data is transferred out of J. 

In the standard 2075 configuration, data is returned 
three cycles after CPU request is set (assuming the 
storage was available). The storage times out in 
four cycles and is available at that time for another 
operation. A fetch of an operand from an odd ad
dress (as per address bit 20) can be overlapped with 
a fetch of an operand from an even address. Fetches 
from addresses with bit 20 identical cannot be over
lapped. Because of the overlapped operation of BCU, 
it is possible for two operand fetches for two dif
ferent instructions to be outstanding at the same time. 
This does not cause difficulty because the relevant 
execution unit clears out the contents of J before the 
second fetch returns. At the time the J register is 
cleared out, J loaded is also turned off and the con
trols are thus prepared to receive the second fetch. 
In the few cases where the execution unit cannot clear 
out Jin time (for example, multiply or divide), T2 
and the associated fetch of the next instruction are 
blocked until such time as a J free condition may be 
anticipated. 

I to E Transfer 

The I to E transfer is a logic level generated during 
the last T2 cycle. The principal function of the I to 
E transfer is to initiate the start of E time. When 
all the T2 cycle functions have been completed and 
the E time of the previous inst~·uction has also been 
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completed, the I to E transfer occurs. Lines from 
the interrupt mechanism further condition the I to 
E transfer. If an interrupt is outstanding, the E 
time is not started, but instead the interrupt mechani~m 
begins an interrupt sequence. 

Generation of I to E Transfer (Figure 5252) 

The logic for the I to E transfer is T2L • (OPFL + 
ACCEPT) • LCM. The first two quantities indicate 
that I time of the instruction to be transfered is 
completed. LCM indicates that E time of the pre
vious instruction has been completed. If OPF is not 
on, either no operand fetch was required or the fetch 
request already has been honored by BCU (accept 
turns off OPF). Since accept enters the logic for the 
I to E transfer directly, the transfer may be made 
at the time the request is honored. 

Last cycle memorized (LCM) part of the I to E 
transfer statement occurs when a previous E time 
reaches its last cycle or when all execution units are 
idle. The execution units are idle when both E busy 
and IE busy are off. E busy is turned on at the I to 
E transfer of any instruction starting the E unit. 
ELC turns E busy off unless it is being turned on by 
the next instruction. IE busy is turned on at the I 
to E transfer of any instruction starting the branch or 
IE unit. BRLC + IEL turns IE busy off unless it is 
being turned on by the next instruction. 

The last cycle of E time must be allowed to con
dition the I to E transfer if successive E time with
out idle machine cycles are desired. Since two 
execution units may be required to accomplish an in
struction's E time, further complications arise in 
determining the true last cycle of E time. The last 
cycle logic from each of the execution units cannot 
alone indicate the true last cycle. Only when the 
last unit completes its operation, or when both end 
simultaneoulsy, can a true last cycle be generated. 

No instructions require that the branch unit and 
the IE unit operate simultaneously. It is this fact 
that allows these units to share the same busy trig
ger (IE busy). See Fi.gurP.s 56 and 5265. 

Instruction Branch Unit E Unit IE Unit 

ISK x x 
SSM x x 
LM x x 
STM x x 
BALR X (if RUD) x 
BCTR X (if RUD) x 
BCT x x 
BAL x x 
BXH x x 
BXLE x x 

FIGURE 56. INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRING TWO EXECUTION UNITS 
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Testing for the true last cycle is performed in the 
following manner. When any unit sends its last cycle, 
this last cycle is compared against the busy trigger 
of the other unit. If the busy trigger for the other 
unit is off, the last cycle condition is the true last 
cycle. If the other busy trigger is still on, the last 
cycle of the first unit only provides a turn-off for its 
own busy trigger. Logic is also provided to test for 
the simultaneous ending of the two units. The simul
taneous occurrence of both last cycle conditions gen
erates a true last cycle. 

The following statement defines how the true last 
cycle is determined: 

(IEL + BRLC) • E BUSY + ELC • IE BUSY + 

(IEL + BRLC) • ELC 

The logic level generated by .the above function is 
called control last cycle. It is used in generating 
LCM and is also sent to the interrupt mechanism. 
There it is used to indicate that E time is ending so 
that the interrupt mechansim may test for E time 
interrupt conditions. 

The complete statement for LCM is: 

LCM= (IE BUSYL ·E BUSYLi + CTRL LAST CYCLEL 

= (!ELL +BRLCL +IE BUSYL) (ELCL +E BUSYLi 

Interrupts (Figure 57) 

Since interrupts are so important to the I to E transfer, 
they will be discussed before going further into the 
functions performed at that time. 

There are two classes of interrupts: I time inter
rupts and E time interrupts. I time and E time inter
rupts are distinguished by the time that the interrupt 
is processed. I time interrupt sequences are entered 
at the I to E transfer, and E time interrupts are 
entered after the last cycle of execution time. 

I time interrupts may be detected during Tl or T2. 
Interrupts resulting from instructions located in an 
invalid storage address, from instructions located on 
a non-halfword boundary, or from instructions with 
invalid operation codes are detected during Tl. If 
any of these interrupts occur, the I program inter
rupt trigger is turned on with TN T2. At the same 
time, the interruption code is set up for the type of 
interrupt which has occurred. An I time interrupt 
is taken at the time of the I to E transfer and no exe
cution unit is started. Interrupts resulting from an 
invalid operand specification, from an attempt to 
process an execute instruction while in execute mode, 
from decoding the instruction SVC, or from decoding 
of a privileged instruction while not in monitor mode 
are all detected during T2. If any of these interrupts 
occur, except SVC, the I program interrupt trigger is 



turned on with the I to E transfer. If I program 
interrupt was not on previously, the interruption 
code is set up at the I to E transfer for the type of 
interrupt which has occurred. An I time interrupt 
is taken and no execution unit is started. 

I time interrupts are entered at I to E transfer 
time by turning on the I interrupt end trigger in the 
interrupt sequencing controls. The essential line 
which does all the conditioning for I time interrupts 
is I interrupt from I. 

E time interrupts are normally detected during 
the last cycle of instruction execution. Certain E 
time interrupts are also detected during interrupt 
last cycle or while the system is in wait status. 

E time interrupts are generated in two locations: 
the I unit and the E unit. Interrupts which are 
detected in the E unit during the course of an in
struction are set into a buffer register in the E unit. 
These interrupts are program interrupts such as 
divide check, exponent overflow, etc. The detection 
of such an interrupt causes the E interrupt from E 
line to rise. A second group of E time interrupts 
consists of interrupts which are detected asynchron
ously in the I unit. These are interrupts such as I/O 
interrupts, timer advance requests, external inter
rupts, etc. These interrupts, which are buffered in 
the I unit, cause the E interrupt from I line to rise. 

If an E time interrupt is detected, then during the 
last cycle of instruction execution an E time inter
rupt sequence is started by turning on EXIT with an 
A clock. The interruption code is set from the inter
rupt buffers during the interrupt sequencing. It is 
possible that the I to E transfer of the next instruc
tion is occurring at the same time as the turn-on for 
EXIT. If this is true, the execution unit is blocked 
from starting by the E time interrupt lines. 

It is possible for an E time interrupt to occur at 
the same time as an I time interrupt for the next 
instruction. Since the E time interrupt is associated 
with the ear lier instruction, it takes priority over 
the I time interrupt. Thus, even though the inter
ruption code has already been set for the I time 
interrupt, the E time interrupt is processed and the 
interruption code is set again. 

Both EXIT and I interrupt end generate a line called 
interrupt reset. This line resets any sequencers in 
the I unit which might still be on and thus effectively 
terminates all normal instruction processing. 

Starting of Execution Units (Figures 5265 and 58) 

Execution units are started at I to E transfer time. 
The branch unit is started by I to E TRANSFER· 
NO IRPTS · BROPL. Branch operation is turned on 
at TN T2 for all branch instructions (provided R2 I 0 
in an RR branch) and, therefore, may be used to 

condition the branch unit. The IE unit is started by 
I GO = I to E TRANSFER· NO INRPTS • BD I EXEC • 
BROP. BROP must be excluded because the instruc
tion BCR is included in BD I execute. For BCR the 
IE unit is started if R2 = 0 in which case the IE unit 
does a no operation. Branch operation is turned on 
for this instruction only if R2 I 0 and hence the 
exclusion in I go. 

E go is complicated by the fact that certain lines 
from the E unit may be late in arriving at the I unit. 
The logic for E go is: 

T2L (OPFL +ACCEPT)· (IE BUSYL+BRLCL+ 

IELL) · I IRPT FROM I· E IRPT FROM I .BD E EXEC 

The expression (E LC L + E BUSYL) · (E IRPT 
FROM E) is effectively generated in the E unit. This 
expression is ANDed with E go to obtain a signal to 
start the E unit. It can be seen that the expression 
EGO· (ELCL + E BUSYL)· E IRPT FROM Eis analog
ous to the e~pression for I go. It is necessary to do 
part of the ANDing in the E unit because the line E 
interrupt from E is too late to send to the I unit and 
then back to the E unit. ELCL + E BUSYL is also 
ANDed with E go in the E unit as protection against 
a late E LC line. 

Stores (Figures 59 and 5263) 

Stores which are made at the I to E transfer by the I 
unit are described in this section. Most features of 
this type of store are similar to the features of any 
CPU store. Thus, an understanding of all stores may 
be obtained by reading this section. 

For instructions such as ST, STE, and STD, store 
requests are made at the I to E transfer if no inter
tupts are outstanding. BD store request, no inter
rupts, and I to E transfer set the CPU request and 
the CPU store triggers in the BCU and the store re
quest trigger in the I unit. For all stores in this 
type, the effective address is set into SAR and Hat 
TN T2. Block T2-M is turned on by the I to E trans
fer, thus preventing TN T2 of the next instruction 
from altering SAR until an accept is received. The 
E unit sends, for these instructions, the line TF 
block T2-M on accept which is ANDed with accept to 
turn off block T2-M and to allow setting of SAR by 
TN T2 of the next instruction. 

CPU request starts a storage unit and generates 
accepts just as for a fetch. The store request line to 
the BCU is held up by the latched output of store re
quest until store request is turned off by accept. 

The CPU store trigger indicates to the BCU that 
a store rather than a fetch is being requested. CPU 
store remains on until SAR is again set. 
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Th~re are eight mark bits in BCU which must be 
set to indicate which bytes in external storage are to 
be altered. These bits are set at the I to E transfer 
of stores of the type being discussed. The bits are 
set on the basis of the output of the BOP decoder and 
bits 21 and 22 of the H register. The output of the 
BOP decoder indicates the length of the field being 
stored, and bits 21 and 22 indicate where the field 
being altered starts in a storage word. The mark bit 
corresponding to any byte in the storage word to be 
altered is set to a 1 at this time. 

NOTE: It is possible to set the mark bits individ
ually on various cycles. This facility is used exten
sively in the SS instructions for setting up store 
fields. 

The E unit is started at the I to E transfer of the 
instructions being discussed. The E unit places the 
operand to be stored into the K register at the end of 
the first E unit cycle. K is gated into the SBI latch 
on the early BR clock immediately following the AR 
clock that is straddled by pulsed accept. ELC is set 
by A clock accept for this class of instructions. 

If the address for the store is for a nonexistent 
storage, CPU store invalid is set with the late BR 
clock just before the AR clock is straddled by the 
pulsed accept. The invalid address interrupt is then 
taken as an E time interrupt at the end of ELC. 

For all stores by CPU (except stores by the inter
rupt mechanism), bits 8-11 of the PSW are gated out 
to a storage protection feature. If a compare is 
generated in this feature, a storage address protec
tion (SAP) signal is sent back to the CPU. This sig
nal is sampled into the SAP latch at the AR clock, 
that follows accept. This causes an interrupt which 
is treated as an E time interrupt. However, the 
interrupt may return too late to be processed after 
the instruction that caused the interrupt. Therefore, 
the interrupt will not be processed until the next 
instruction is completed. 

The store request trigger gates the ICR into the 
incrementer and adds 1 into position 20 of the incre
menter. Compares are made between H and the ICR, 
and between H and the output of the incrementer. The 
two compare lines are handled as described in the 
"Instruction Fetching Controls" section to generate 
the program store compare (PSC) line. This signal 
ANDed with store requestL turns on the PSC trigger 
in the interrupt mechanism. The PSC line indicates 
that a store is being made into an address which may 
have been prefetched into the A or B register for 
instruction processing. The PSC trigger will cause 
an E time interrupt to be taken which initiates an IC 
recovery only. This results in the A and B registers 
being refetched after the store is completed. 

If the CPU is being single cycled, the store re
quest must be delayed for one cycle to allow the E 
unit time to set the K register. The one cycle delay is 
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generated by a pair of single-cycle store triggers in 
the BCU. These triggers are turned on in place of 
CPU request when the store request is first made. 
On the next A clock, the single-cycle store triggers 
turn on CPU request, and the store proceeds at high 
speed. See Figure 60. 

Additional Functions of I to E Transfer 

Up<lating the PSW Length Code: Bits 32 and 33 of the 
PSW, the length code, are set to the length of the 
instruction by the I to E transfer. The number of half
words required by the instruction word determine its 
length. Updating the LC does not occur if an E time 
interrupt is detected. 

Updating the ICR: As defined in the "Instruction 
Fetching Controls" section, the ICR is considered 
in two parts: high order and low order. With the I 
to E transfer, the contents of the gate select register 
are set into the ICR low order. If the IC high order 
needs advancing, IC high-order advance is turned on 
with the I to E transfer. Neither action takes place 
if an E time interrupt is outstanding. 

Ending T2: The I to E transfer turns T2 off. 

Turn-On Block Triggers: When BOP decoding indi
cates that blocking of the next Tl or T2 cycle is 
required, block Tl-Mand/or block T2-M triggers 
are turned on with the I to E transfer. 

Setting of Busy Triggers: The I to E transfer in gen
erating the start condition for execution units also 
sets their respective busy triggers (IE busy and E 
busy). 

SS Instructions: The SSOP status trigger is set by 
TN T2, and the I to E transfer conditions the VFL 
address trigger if there is no interrupt. 

Decondition FR2 (Floating-Point R2): The I to E 
transfer prevents any further setting of FR2. 

Set SAR and H Registers: SAR is set from the incre
menter at I to E transfer time for branches and LM. 
H is also updated for LM. The incrementer error is 
sampled at this time. 

ERl: The contents of the BOP Rl field are set into the 
ERl register with the I to E transfer. ERl is used 
by the E unit for put-aways to internal registers. 

BR + 1 Request: The BR + 1 fetch for branches is 
generally made at I to E transfer time if there is no 
interrupt. 
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Tl and IOP: The I to E transfer is used in the logic 
for setting Tl and IOP. 

General Register Out (GROUT): GROUT is turned on 
for certain instructions to gate out G PR during E 
cycles. 

BOP Error: A parity check is per:(ormed on the 
first byte of BOP at the I to E transfer. BOP error 
is turned on at this time if there is a parity error. 

Decoders 

The E unit contains two operation registers: execution 
operation register (EOP) and last cycle operation 
register (LCOP). Both EOP and LCOP are eight-bit 
registers which are loaded with the first eight bits of 
an instruction. EOP is set from IOP, and LCOPis 
set from EOP. With the use of two operation registers, 
the E unit is able to overlap the last cycle of one instruc
tion with the decode cycle for the next instruction. 

EOP is set by the following logic (Figure 5258): 

TlL· (E BUSYL +ELC~ +TON ELC 

This logic ensures that EOP is set one cycle be
fore the start of an E unit instruction. If the E unit 
is not operating or if ELC is on during the last Tl 
cycle, EOP is set correctly at TN T2; therefore, 
EOP is set at least a cycle before the I to E transfer. 
However, if the E unit does not finish the previous 
instruction until after Tl of the next instruction, TN 
ELC ensures that ELC is set at least one cycle be
fore the I to E transfer. Note that EOP is not avail
able to the E unit during the last cycle of an instruc
tion, therefore, decoding is done from LCOP during 
this time. 

LCOP is set by the following logic (Figure 5259): 

T2L · (E BUSYL + ELC~ 

This logic has the effect of setting LCOP at the I 
to E transfer, perhaps along with many unnecessary 
earlier settings. 

Instruction Executions 

There are a few instructions which have unique fea
tures that are relevant to this section. 

GROUT Class Instructions (Figure 61) 

There are a number of instructions which require that 
the general register operands be gated out during E 
time. This gating is accomplished by GROUT, a trig
ger located on G-C2 near the general registers. 
Since GROUT gates out operands from the general 
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registers , Tl, which also gates out general registers , 
cannot be allowed to turn on (except in EX). This is 
accomplished by turning on block Tl-M. 

Those instructions which use GROUT are: SPM, 
SSK, MR, DR, EX, D, BXH, BXLE, and STM. For 
the SPM, SSK, and STM instructions, GROUT gates 
BRl onto GBL for use by the execution unit. GROUT 
also gates general register BRl onto GBL for EX. 
Tl and GROUT are on simultaneously for EX. 
GROUT overrides Tl to the extent of preventing the 
GR specified by IB2 from being gated onto GBL. 

For the D and DR instructions, the Rl field must 
be even or an invalid specification interrupt is taken. 
If Rl is even, GROUT gates general register BRl onto 
GBL and general register BRl + 1 onto GBR. For the 
MR instruction, GROUT gates general register IR2 
onto GBR. 

For the BXH and BXLE instructions, GROUT gates 
general register IR3 onto GBR also. In this case 
GROUT forces a 1 into the low-order position of the 
decoder so that the odd register of an even/ odd pair 
is always obtained (R3 + 1). 

For all these instructions (except EX), the execu
tion unit sends a signal to turn off GROUT. For the 
EX instruction, GROUT is turned off by the I unit 
controls after bits 24-31 of the general register, ad
dressed by BRl, have been ORed into bits 8-15 of 
IOP. 

Note that operands are generally gated out by GROUT 
to the unspecified half of RBL. However, these oper
ands are ignored by the execution unit. 

Supervisor Call (SVC) 

The instruction SVC is unique in that it is treated as 
a T2 interrupt and no normal E time is taken. At I 
to E transfer, the SVC interrupt competes with any 
other existing interrupts for priority, and the inter
rupt sequence is entered. See Figure 6163. 



Shift Instructions 

The shift amount for shift instructions is obtained 
from bits 18-23 of the effective address which is 
placed in H at TN T2. The H register is available 
to the E unit. 

WD, RD, and Immediate Instructions 

For these instructions, IOP bits 8-15 are transferred 
to the Y and Z registers in VFL. The Y and Z regis
ters are set by VFL controls at B time. They are set 
by essentially the same logic that sets EOP. Thus, 
the I to E transfer may be allowed to change IOP. 

INSTRUCTION FETCffiNG CONTROLS 

The instruction counter controls in the 2075 control 
the normal advancing of the instruction counter and 
the normal fetching of instructions. 

Instructions returned from storage are buffered 
in either the A or the B register before being sent 
into the IOP register for initial execution. The in
struction counter register (ICR) contains 24 bits 
(numbered 0-23) and is advanced by means of two 
adders: the gate select adder which advances the 
IC low order (bits 20-22) and the incrementer which 
advances the IC high order (the remaining bits). The 
gate select adder works in conjunction with the gate 
select register (GSR) to select gates from the A and 
B registers to the IO P register. The instruction 
counter controls, while advancing the GSR, also 
maintains the ICR with a proper address for inter
rupt purposes. 

The IC controls also make normal IC fetches and 
generate the instruction fetch addresses. The ad
dresses are generated by adding in the incrementer 
an appropriate small increment amount to the ICR. 
The IC controls attempt to make an IC fetch as 
soon as an empty instruction buffer condition is de
tected, but any instruction in the process of execu
tion may block out IC fetches if an IC fetch would 
cause interferences with the instruction execution. 
If the IC fetches are blocked continuously by instruc
tion executions, the I unit ultimately will exhaust all 
instructions in the buffers. At this time, the IC block 
will drop, thus allowing IC fetches to be made and 
instruction execution to resume. Normally, the 
instruction buffers will not be exhausted before IC 
fetches are made. However, special logic has been 
incorporated to ensure that, except in unique situa
tions, both buffers are not emptied. 

Physical Description of Data Flow 

The IC is a 24-bit register used for addressing in
structions in external storage during normal linear 

sequencing. Though the register is located in posi
tions 40-63 of the PSW, it is numbered 0-23 in the 
2075. The ICR is gated into a 24-bit adder called the 
incrementer. The input on the other side of the iilcre
menter is at positions 19 and 20 only. These two 
lines are generated by controls. Thus. addresses at 
the incrementer input can be advanced 0, 1 , 2 , or 3 
double words. The output of the incrementer is 
latched with an L clock, and this latch register has 
outputs to SAR and ICR (in addition to other outputs). 
While the gate to SAR is a full 24 bits in width, the 
gate to ICR lacks positions 20-22 and, therefore, con
sists of only 21 bits. A full 24-bit path from the H 
register to the incrementer is also provided. 

Note that the incrementer is not a true general 
adder because certain special inputs can occur only 
if there is a machine malfunction. If there is a bit in 
incrementer data input position 20 at the same time 
as there are bits on both control inputs, an incorrect 
sum results. This appears as: 

Position 

Data 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Incrementer data input b 

Control input 1 

Incrementer output b 0 

Sum b 0 

For this case result, position 19 is erroneous; and 
if bis 0, the carry which normally would go into posi
tion 18 is not generated. For any other inputs, the 
incrementer gives a correct sum. The parity predic
tion and checker for incrementer Pl6-23 (called P2) 
is designed for the incrementer as implemented--not 
a true adder. The details of the incrementer imple
mentation are described in the "Functional Units" sec
tion of 2075 Processing Unit, Volume 1, Field Engi
neering Manual of Instruction, Form 223-2872. 

A, B, and J Registers 

There are two 64-bit instruction buffers (A and B). 
The A register is associated with double words in 
storage for which the address contains a 0 in position 
20. The B register is associated with double words 
for which the address contains a 1 in position 20. Ex
cept for this one consideration, registers A and B are 
symmetrical in usage. Bit 63 of register A is con
sidered as being adjacent to bit 0 of register B, and 
bit 63 of register B is considered as being adjacent to 
bit 0 of register A. There is also one 64-bit operand 
buffer J. All of these buffers are fed by the 64-bit 
SBO which is fed from external storage. There is also 
a 64-bit bus from J to AB. There is a 32-bit operand 
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register called IOP which can be loaded directly from 
any 32-bit field in AB, starting at a halfword ad
dress. The field in AB that is selected for gating 
to IOP is determined by a full decoder off a three-bit 
gate select register. 

Checking (Figure 62) 

The A, B, J, IOP, SBO, H, and ICR registers have 
one parity bit for each byte. The incrementer has 
a checker which checks input parity and the internal 
operation of the incrementer. The incrementer also 
generates normal parities for each of the three output 
bytes. These are generated by independent circuitry. 
A unique parity bit (Pl) is also generated within the 
incrementer. This parity is generated by incre
menter inputs 16-19, control input 19, and the input 
parity. Assume that there are an even (odd) number 
of bits in incrementer inputs 16-19. If control input 
19 is 1, and if adding a 1 in position 19 of the incre
menter input would result in a sum with an odd (even) 
number of bits in positions 16-19, Pl is set opposite 
to the input parity. If the result has an even (odd) 
number of bits in positions 16-19, Pl is set equal to 
the input parity. The parity bit Pl is gated into ICR 
Pl6-23 instead of the conventional parity bit for 16-23. 
However, the normal incrementer parity for 16-23 
is gated to SAR Pl6-23. The following is an example 
of the operation of the incrementer: 

Position 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 P Pl 

Incrementer input 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Control input 

Incrementer output 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Gate Select Mechanism (Figure 5018) 

A three-bit path is provided from ICR 20-22 to the 
gate select added pre-latch. A second three-bit in
put to the gate select adder pre-latch comes from the 
gate select register. The output of this latch feeds 
into the gate select adder. The gate select adder is a 
three position adder that is implemented in two levels. 
Control inputs are provided at positions 21-22 on the 
second side of the gate select adder. The output of the 
gate select adder can be gated into the three position 
gate select register. This register also has a gated 
input from positions 20-22 of the H register which is 
used during branches. There is also a carry position 
in the gate select register which is fed by the carry 
output of the gate select adder. The decoder off the 
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gate select register selects 32-bit fields in the A 
and B registers for gating to IO P: 

~ Field Selected 

000 A 00-31 

001 A 16-47 

010 A 32-63 

011 A 48-63, B 00-15 

100 B 00-31 

101 B 16-47 

110 B 32-63 

111 B 48-63, A 00-15 

The gate select register has a corrected parity 
position which is used in updating ICR Pl6-23 when
ever ICR 20-22 is updated from the GSR. The cor
rected parity is generated from the gate select adder 
data inputs and a parity bit that is sent with the data. 
Normally this parity comes from ICR Pl6-23, but if 
the ICR is being set from the incrementer at the same 
time as the GSR is being set from the ICR, the input 
parity is taken from Pl of the incrementer. 

The expression for generation of the corrected 
parity bit is: 

Input ParitylolAdv 1 Halfword• Adv 2 Halfwords• GS Adder Input 21 

+ Adv 2 Halfwords • GS Adder Input 22 

+GS Adder Input 21 • GSAdderinput22 

+Adv 1 Halfword• Adv 2 Halfwords• GS Adder Input 21 

GS adder input 21 and GS adder input 22 are data 
inputs into the GS adder, and advance 2 halfwords and 
advance 1 halfword are the corresponding control in
puts. 

This expression predicts the new ICR Pl6-23 that 
results from the add in the gate select adder. If any 
single error occurs in the gate select adder or the 
parity generation circuitry, the corrected parity bit 
is incorrectly set. When the GSR is returned to the 
ICR, the last byte of the ICR contains incorrect parity. 
Whenever the ICR is gated into the incrementer for 
an IC high-order advance or an instruction fetch, the 
parity is checked. At this time the erroneous parity 
results in a data check. 

Addressing of Instructions 

At the start of each Tl cycle, the instruction being 
executed by the I unit is placed into the IOP register. 
The leftmost halfword of the instruction is placed into 
IOP 0-15, and the next halfword is placed into IOP 
16-31. If the instruction is an RR instruction, IOP 
16-31 is not involved in the instruction execution. The 
basic unit of data in external storage is the double 
word = two words = eight bytes = 64 bits. Addresses, 
which are 24 bits in length, address bytes. There
fore, bits 0-20 of any address specify a double word 
in storage and bits 21-23 specify a byte within a double 



word. Instructions always start at halfword ad
dresses, and any address for an instruction should 
have a 0 in position 23. To obtain an instruction at 
a given address, it is necessary to first fetch the 
double word that is addressed by bits 0-20. If bit 20 
is 0, the double word is buffered in the A register. 
If bit 20 is 1, the double word is buffered in the B 
register. If the instruction is located in a position 
which overlaps a double word boundary, it is neces
sary to fetch the next double word. This second 
double word would be buffered in the B register if 
the first double word was in the A register, and vice 
versa. 

Before any instruction that is contained in the A-B 
registers can be properly set into IOP, one of the 
gates out of the A-B registers must be selected. This 
is accomplished by setting bits 20-22 of the instruc
tion counter register into the GSR. On the basis of 
the GSR, one of the eight gates from the A-Bregisters 
to IOP is selected_ The specific decoding was de
scribed in the "Data Flow" section. 

The first two bits of any instruction, which are 
placed in IOP 0, 1 (and BOP 0, 1), contain a code 
that identifies the number of halfwords in the instruc
tion. There is a length decoder off of BOP 0, 1 which 
provides the actual length of instruction. The output 
of the length decoder is fed to PSW 32, 33. The 
coding is: 

IOP 0 1 Input to PSW 32 33 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 

ICR Advancing 

An example of ICR advancing is shown in Figure 63. 
ICR 20-22 is gated continuously into the gate select 
pre-latch, except during special circumstances. 
Normally this latch is not latched, but acts a~ a 
flush path. The two-bit instruction length, which is 
obtained from the IOP decoder, is gated into the con
trol inputs of the gate select adder. 

At the start of any instruction, bits 20-22 of the 
address for that instruction are contained in ICR 20-22 
and the GSR. During the last Tl, the instruction be
ing executed is located in IOP; and, therefore, bits 
20-22 of the address of the next instruction are avail
able at the output of the gate select adder. This out
put and the carry and corrected parity are gated into 
the corresponding GSR position with TON T2 A CLK. 
During T2, the GSR output selects the proper gate 
from the A-B registers for the next instruction. Thus, 

the gates are selected in time for setting IOP with the 
next instruction in the A-B registers on the clock 
cycle following TN T2. 

When an instruction is transferred from the I unit 
to the E unit, the IC low order is advanced by gating 
the GSR to ICR 20-22. The corrected parity is also set 
back into ICR Pl6-23 at the I to E transfer. The 
length of the instruction being transferred is gated 
from the BOP decoder to PSW 32, 33 with the I to E 
transfer. If a carry was generated by the gate select 
adder, the ICR will not be advanced completely until 
positions 0-20 are advanced. Therefore, in order to 
advance the IC high order, the IC high-order advance 
trigger is turned on by I to E transfer and GS carry. 
IC high-order advance gates the complete ICR into 
the incrementer, adds a 1 in control input position 19, 
and gates the sum and the new parities back into the 
ICR 0-19 and 23. Thus, within one cycle of the I to 
E transfer, the whole ICR is updated. 

As will be described under "Instruction Fetching," 
the IC controls have the ability, under certain cir cum -
stances, to force the incrementer control input to gen
erate IC fetch addresses. The fetch controls are not 
necessarily blocked during an IC high-order advance. 
Therefore, the possibility exists that the IC fetch con
trols may be activating incrementer control input 20 
(also, incrementer control input 19) at the same time 
as an IC high-order advance is activating incremente r 
control input 19. ICR 20 is always 0 whenever an IC 
high-order advance is made; therefore, there can be 
no carry into position 19 of the incrementer. During IC 
high-order advance, incrementer sum positions 0-19 
and 23 are the correct bits for updating the IC high
order even though IC fetch addresses are being gener
ated. Incrementer parity bit Pl 16-23, which is gen
erated by predicting the effect of the incrementer con -
trol input 19 on the input parity, is the correct parity 
for the updated ICR and is gated back to ICR 16-23. 

When updating the IC low order, the quantity to be 
updated should be taken from the fully advanced previ
ous ICR value. It is possible for an IC high-order 
advance to coincide with a good or last Tl cycle. In 
this case, the IC high order is being advanced for one 
update at the same time as the updated IC low order 
is being set into the GSR for the next update. This 
generates no problems (because of the partial incre
menter to ICR gate) , except for the setting of the 
corrected parity into the GSR. Since the parity to be 
modified in the gate select adder has not yet been set 
into the ICR, the parity is taken directly from Pl 
16-23 of the incrementer output. Thus, the corrected 
parity is set correctly at TN T2 for transfer to the 
ICR Pl6-23 on the next I to E transfer. 

Advancing the IC high order during the first cycle 
of E time, creates problems with the execution of 
only two instructions. These are LA and LPSW. In 
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LA, the E unit makes use of the incrementer to 
transfer the effective address to the K register. The 
transfer is made on the second E time cycle instead 
of the first E time cycle to avoid conflict with an IC 
high-order advance. In LPSW, there is a possibility 
that an IC high-order advance is gating the incre
menter output into the ICR at the same time as J is 
being gated into the ICR by the instruction execution. 
To avoid this multiple gating, the IE unit blocks the 
incrementer to ICR gate whenever the PSW is being 
loaded from J. 

Interrupts 

If an interrupt occurs, the PSW which is stored 
must contain the address of the next instruction. 
There are two types of interrupts: E interrupts and 
I interrupts. E interrupts take place after the last 
cycle of instruction execution. This class includes 
the majority of interrupt types. I interrupts take 
place at the I to E transfer in place of normal instruc
tion execution. It is possible for an E interrupt and 
an I interrupt to occur simultaneously. In this case 
the E interrupt is processed and the I interrupt is 
suppressed. 

In the case of an E time interrupt, the ICR has 
already been advanced to the next instruction. There
fore, the I to E transfer of the next instruction is 
blocked from having any further effect on the ICR, 
the IC high-order advance trigger, or the PSW length 
code. In the case of an I time interrupt, the ICRmust 
be advanced to the next instruction. At the time of 
the I to E transfer, ICR 20-22 is advanced normally, 
IC high-order advance is turned on if required, and 
the PSW length code is set. 

SS Instructions 

The ICR is advanced normally at the start of any SS 
instruction. During SS instructions the execution 
unit must alternately have access to the second and 
third halfwords of the SS instruction. Access to these 
halfwords is obtained through special controls to the 
gate select mechanism. An example of an SS instruc
tion timing is shown in Figure 64. 

At TN T2 of SS instructions, the SSOP status trig
ger is turned on. The output of SSOP latches the 
gate select pre-latch, thus holding bits 20-22 of the 
address of the SS instruction at the gate select adder 
input. When SSOP is latched, it also inhibits the 
normal gating of the instruction length code into the 
control side of the gate select adder. By this time 
the GSR has been updated normally at TN T2. At the 
I to E transfer the GSR is transferred to ICR 20-22. 
An IC high-order advance can also take place, if 
needed. The ICR is advanced for SS instructions as 

in any other instruction, and the ICR then has the 
proper value for handling any interrupts during the 
SS instruction. 

At TN T2, block IC-Mis turned on. At the I to E 
transfer, block Tl-Mand block T2-M are turned on. 
. These three triggers guarantee that neither IC fetches 
nor I time of the next instruction can interfere with 
the SS execution. 

The VFL address trigger is turned on with I to 
E transfer in an SS instruction. The output of this 
trigger is ANDed with an early B clock to set the out
put of the gate select adder into the GSR.. In this 
case the early B clock is timed so that it does not 
overlap an A clock. The use of the B clock on the 
GSR serves as a latch. The GSR is guaranteed not to 
change until the IC low order has been set on the I to 
E transfer. 

Duril).g execution of the SS instruction, the VFL 
logic has control over a special line--VFL address 
advance. This line provides an advance 1 halfword 
input to the gate select adder. Since SSOP and VFL 
address are both on, the address of the SS instruction 
is held at the gate select adder input by the gate se
lect adder pre-latch and the normal length code addi
tion is suppressed. With each early B clock, the GSR 
is set with the address of the SS instruction (if VFL 
address advance is not on) or is set to the address of 
the second halfword of the SS instruction (if VFL 
address advance is on). 

The IOP register is set from the A-B registers by 
VFL ADRL. ssopL ON EVERY A clock. The SS in
struction is still in the A-B registers because IC 
fetching is blocked during SS instruction executions. 
IOP is set according to the quantity which was placed 
in the GSR by the previous early B clock. Depending 
on the VFL address advance line, IOP is loaded on 
every A clock with either the first two halfwords or 
the second two halfwords of the SS instruction. The 
SSOP trigger gates the IOP D field and the general 
register addressed by the IOP B field to the address
ing adder. On the cycle after IOP is set, either the 
address (contents Bl + Dl) or the address (contents 
B2 + D2) is available at the input to SAR and H. VFL 
has controls for setting the effective address into 
SAR and H, as desired. 

At the end of an SS instruction, the VFL thru line 
is sent to the I unit to return the controls to normal 
operation. VFL thru turns off SSOP with an A clock, 
thus unlatching the gate select adder pre-latch. VFL 
now holds the VFL address advance line down, and 
VFL ADR · Tl · TlL now blocks the length code 
from entering the gate select adder. ICR 20-22 
flushes into the gate select adder and is set into the 
GSR on the next early B clock. The GSR now contains 
the proper value for the next instruction. Block Tl-M 
is turned off on the next A clock, and Tl of the next 
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instruction is turned on. Block T2-M, block IC-M, 
and VFL address are turned off whenever SAR is not 
needed by the SS instruction. When Tl turns on, 
VFL ADR · Tl • Tl L no longer blocks the length code 
input to the gate select adder. The normal add is 
made in the gate select adder at TN T2. 

Repeat Instruction (Figure 65) 

Repeat instruction provides continuous execution of 
an instruction located in the left end of the A register. 
In order to utilize repeat instruction, it is necessary 
to first place the desired instruction in the left end of 
the A register. 

All instructions may be processed in repeat in
struction mode except branches, load PSW,or exe
cute. Also, interrupts or ·IC recoveries may not be 
taken while in repeat instruction. Any of the above 
exceptions initiates instruction fetches to A and B, 
thus destroying the instruction being repeated. The 
DC line repeat instruction suppresses the following 
gates in the gate select mechanism: 

1. ICR 20-22 to gate select adder input 
2. Length code to gate select adde:r input 
3. GSR to ICR 20-22 

REPEAT INSTR· VFL ADR also holds the gate to 
GSR open continuously. 

The operation of repeat instruction is: 
Except during SS instructions, the suppression ot 

gating forces Os to be flushed into the gate select 
adder. The Os are set into the GSR by REPEAT 
INSTR · VFL ADR. The GSR holds Os at all times 
and continuously selects the first halfword in the A 
register. At no time is the GSR able to make an 
ordinary advance. The gate back to ICR 20-22 is 
suppressed in order to prevent setting the ICR with 
incorrect parity. If the original parity in the ICR 
was correct, it will remain correct throughout the 
operation of repeat instruction. During SS instruc
tions VFL address is on and, therefore, REPEAT 
INSTRUCTION· VFL ADR no longer sets the GSR. 
The SS controls now operate and are able to utilize 
the gate select mechanism in the usual manner dur
ing instruction execution. Upon completion of the SS 
instruction, Os are returned to the GSR. The inter
locks to prevent IC fetching are discussed in the 
"Empty Rule" section. 

Instruction Fetching (Figures 66, 67, and 68) 

In the instruction counter scheme of the 2075, the 
interlocks between IC advancing and IC fetching are 
indirect in nature. Advancing the IC and fetching the 
instructions takes place at times which are not 
closely interlocked. In order to generate correct IC 
fetch addresses, the instruction fetching mechanism 
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monitors the ICR. On the basis of the ICR and the 
loaded status of AB, the ICR is modified in the incre
menter to obtain an instruction fetch address. The 
rules of IC fetching are: 

IOP Loaded Rule: T2 of any instruction is not turned 
on before all halfwords of the instruction to be exe
cuted have been available in the A-B registers for at 
least one good Tl cycle. 

Empty Rule: The fact that an instruction is emptying 
the A or B register and that an IC fetch is therefore 
required is recognized at TN T2 of the instruction 
that is emptying the register. 

IC Fetch Rule: If either A or B register is empty 
and IC fetches are not blocked, an IC fetch request is 
sent to the BCU. The fetch request is maintained witil 
accept is returned from the BCU or- until IC fetching 
is blocked. 

IC Address Rule: Addresses for IC fetches are 
generated automatically whenever IC fetching is not 
blocked by block IC-M. The address is generated on 
the basis of the ICR, the empty status of A, and the 
empty status of B. 

Block IC Rule: Any instruction which has been 
completely loaded into the AB register and which is 
in the process of execution may block IC fetches in 
order to ensure that no interference arises in the 
usage of the incrementer or of the SAR. The block 
is started with TN T2 and continues to a point wiiquely 
determined for each instruction. 

Pre-Block IC Rule: Upon advancing the GSR at TN 
T2, the next instruction is available at the input to 
IOP. If this instruction is BXH, BXLE, BALR,BAL, 
BCTR, BCT, or EX, and is completely loaded in the 
A-B registers, instruction fetching is blocked. This 
rule prevents wmecessary IC fetches from interfer
ring with branch fetches. 

IC Fetch Priority Rule: In certain cases where A 
and Bare both close to being emptied, TN T2 of the 
instruction about to be executed is blocked witil the 
IC fetch mechanism fetches an instruction word. By 
decreasing the chances of both buffers being emptied, 
this rule results in a net speed-up of the system. 

IOP Loaded Rule (Figure 5230) 

To turn on T2 of an instruction, the instruction must 
have been in IOP for at least one good Tl cycle. The 
GSR is set with bits 20-22 of the instruction address 
no later than the cycle that precedes the start of Tl. 



The GSR is set with an A clock for normal ICR ad
vancing; but in other cases, such as at the termina
tion of SS instructions or branching, the GSR is set 
with an early B clock. In either case, the GSR out
put has at least a three-fourths cycle to select a 
gate from A-B to IOP. Any words that return to A 
or B are loaded with a late BR clock and an advance 
from BCU. BCU generates an A advance to gate in 
A and a B advance to gate in B. The contents of A 
or B have, at the very least, a one-fourth cycle to 
get to IOP. Usually the required instruction will 
have been available in the A-B registers for a num
ber of cycles. 

On the AR clock immediately following the late BR 
clock on which a word is returned to the A or B 
register, the trigger A loaded or B loaded, respec
tively, is set. A loaded stays on until the last in
struction is removed from the A register. B loaded 
is treated similarly. A loaded and B loaded indicate 
when the A register and B register, respectively, 
contain unprocessed instructions. With the start of 
every Tl cycle, IOP is set from the output of the 
selected AB gate. 

The IOP loaded line must rise before T2 can be 
turned on. This line, which indicates when an un
processed instruction is available at the output of the 
AB ORs, is: 

A LOADED· B LOADED+ (GS21 · GS22 (PO +Pl) + 
GS21 · PO · Pl)· (A LOADED· GS20 + B LOADED· 
GS20) 

GS20, GS21, and GS22 are positions of the GSR. 
PO and Pl are positions of the selected word from the 
A-B registers. PO goes to IOP 0 and Pl goes to 
IOP 1. The above line is latched with a not B clock 
and is then used to condition TN T2. 

If A and Bare loaded, a good instruction is avail
able in IOP no matter which AB gate is selected. If 
the instruction selected is contained entirely within 
the A register and A is loaded, a good instruction is 
available in IOP. The instruction addressed is 
entirely within the A register if GSR position 20 is 0 
and if none of the following are satisfied: 

1. The instruction starts at the last halfword of 
a register (GS21 = 1, GS22 = 1) and is not an RR in
struction (that is, PO = 1 or Pl = 1). 

2. The instruction starts in the last half of a 
register (GS21 = 1) and is an SS instruction (that is, 
if PO = 1 and Pl = 1). 
Similar logic is used to determine whether the instruc
tion is entirely within the B register. 

The IOP loaded line is latched with a not B clock 
because of a problem that arises during single cycling. 
A fetch may return to A or B on a running B clock a 
few cycles after the last controlled clock pulse has 

been given. IOP is loaded on an A clock. If Tl is 
on and if the turn -on of T2 is waiting for IO P loaded, 
this line must not be allowed to rise before IOP has 
been set. Immediately upon setting the A (or B) 
register and the associated A loaded trigger (or B 
loaded trigger) , the raw IO P loaded line rises. The 
line IOP loadedL does not rise because it was latched 
after the last B clock. IOP is set with the next A 
clock and IOP loadedL rises with the next correspond
ing B clock. A good Tl cycle will occur before T2 is 
turned on by IOP loadedL. 

Empty Rule (Figure 5268) 

If an instruction is emptying the A register, the A 
loaded trigger is turned off at TN T2. Though this 
section discusses the A register, an exactly analogous 
discussion holds for the B register. The logic, called 
ID A empty, for recognizing the last instruction in A 
is GS20 (GS20 for B register) and any of the following: 

GS21 IDRR 
GS21 GS22 
GS22 IDSS 

IDRR is the ANDed output of not !OP 0 and not 
IOP 1. IDSS is the ANDed output of IOP 0 and IOP 1. 
The first term covers any two or three halfword in
structions, starting in the last half of A. The second 
term covers any instruction, starting in the last 
quarter of A. The last term covers SS instructions, 
starting in the second quarter of A. 

Not A loaded (ANDed with no outstanding fetch to A) 
is the normal method for indicating the necessity for 
a fetch to A. If IC fetches are not blocked and if a 
fetch to B does not have priority, a fetch request to 
A is made on the next A clock. As described previ
ously, A loaded is turned on when the fetch returns 
to A. An auxiliary trigger, instruction counter fetch 
to A memorized (ICAM), is turned on when the BCU 
accepts the request to A. ICAM (and its turn-on) 
serves to indicate an outstanding fetch. ICAM (and 
its turn-on) prevents not A loaded from indicating a 
fetch required condition for A. 

If an instruction is emptying the A register, the 
conditions which turn off A loaded at TN T2 also enter 
directly into the fetch request circuitry. If IC fetches 
are not blocked and if a fetch to B does not have 
priority, a fetch request to A is made at TN T2. For 
a number of instructions, including most RRs, this 
anticipation circuitry allows early IC fetches to be 
made. 

Note that if the system is in repeat instruction, the 
GSR never leaves the first halfword of the A register. 
No instruction buffer is ever made emtpy and no IC 
fetch is every made. Thus, the contents of the 
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instruction buffers remain unchanged throughout the 
repeat instruction. 

IC Fetch Rule (Figure 5268) 

If either A or B is empty and if no block exists, an 
IC fetch request is made. If both A and B are empty, 
the priority circuitry described in the next section 
determines which register is requested first. This 
section describes fetches to the A register only: 
similar logic is used to make fetches to the B regis
ter. 

At the same time as an IC request is made to the 
BCU, the trigger instruction counter fetch to A exe
cute (ICAE) is turned on. On any A clock on which 
an IC request is made, SAR is set from the incre
menter. This is controlled by not block IC-M, and is 
described under "Block IC Rule." ICAE turns off 
unless it is turned on. It is turned on each cycle a 
request for A is made, and it turns off on any cycle 
that a request for A is not made. ICAE has two func
tions. It is ORed with ICBE to indicate that the fetch 
is to be returned to the A or B register. If a fetch to 
A-Bis indicated, BCU examines bit 20 of SAR and 
sets the A return trigger in BCU if SAR20 = O; and 
it sets the B return trigger in BCU if SAR20 = 1. 

When the accept is received from BCU, ICAE 
steers the accept to turn on ICAM. ICAM is the IC 
fetch to A outstanding trigger. At this time A advance 
turns off ICAM and turns on A loaded. 

The full logic for generating the A empty condi
tion of the previous section is described here. A 
appears empty to the fetch logic if the following ex
pression is 1: 

A LOADEDL • ICAM Lth · (ICAE Lth • ACCEPT) 

+ ID A EMPTY · TON T2 

The first term represents the normal empty con
dition and the second term is the anticipatory term. 
Note that ICAEL • ACCEPT is included in the first 
term. This quantity makes the register look full im -
mediately upon receipt of the accept for an IC fetch 
to A. Therefore, ICAE will not stay on after the 
accept has been generated. The normal fetching is 
shown in Figure 66. 

If the B register is empty at the same time as a 
fetch to A is being made, it is possible that the fetch 
request to A is followed by a fetch request to B. The 
request to B in this case occurs on the cycle following 
the cycle of the accept for the first fetch. The re
q1J.est to B is not made on the cycle of the accept be
e. ·use the address circuitry (see ''IC Address Rule") 
is not able to respond until ICAM is turned on. This 

causes no deterioration in performance because of 
the two cycle bus rate of the BCU. 

If the CPU is being single cycled, the sequencing 
of the IC fetch sequencers is slightly modified. At 
this time, single clock pulses are generated upon each 
depression of the start button. All running clocks 
continue to operate, however, in the normal high
speed manner. 

Pulsed accept is a 200-nanosecond latched line 
which straddles the AR clock following the start of 
storage activity. Accept rises at the same time as 
pulsed accept and falls after the first A clock fol
lowing the start of storage. 

The request trigger in BCU (CPU request) turns 
off with each A clock unless it is turned on by a re
quest from the CPU at a time when accept is not on. 
The request trigger is also turned off by PULSED 
ACCEPT · AR CLK. Since single-cycle pulses can 
be issued at a very slow rate only, any word requested 
on one A clock will be returned to the CPU before the 
next A clock. The BCU request trigger is turned off 
by pulsed accept and cannot be turned on with the next 
A clock. 

ICAE is turned on and off with an A clock. ICAM 
is turned on and off with an AR clock. A loaded is 
turned on with an AR clock and is turned off with an 
A clock. If an IC request is made while single cycling, 
ICAE will turn on and stay on until the next A clock. 
ICAM will turn on and off at high speed, and A loaded 
will turn on when ICAM turns off. See Figure 68. 

IC Address Rule (Figures 5269 and 69) 

Whenever block IC-Mis off, the ICR is gated to the 
incrementer and an increment amount is added into 
positions 19 and 20. The amount to be added to the 
ICR is shown in the chart in Figure 69. The output 
of the incrementer is gated into SAR if no block IC 
condition exists. The chart also indicates whether the 
generated address is for the A register or the B reg
ister. This chart is not used for branch fetches or for 
the first IC fetch during an IC recovery. 

This chart indicates how addresses are generated 
for any other IC fetch situation. AE is equal to the 
expression A LOADED • ICAM, and BE is equal to 
the expression B LOADED · ICBM. AE (BE), there
fore, is an unlatched line which is related to the need 
for a fetch to A(B). AE and BE are used in conjunc
tion with ICR 20-22 to generate the increment amount 
for the incrementer and are the five coordinates of 
the chart. Whenever an R appears in the table, that 
entry represents a situation which can never happen 
if the machine operates correctly. An analysis of the 
various entries is: 

Consider those entries for which (ICR 20 = 0) • 
XE · BE = 1. This indicates that the ICR is in the A 
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register, A does not need to be fetched, and B does 
not need to be fetched. Therefore, good instructions 
in A are currently being processed, but the B regis
ter must be fetched if instruction processing is to 
proceed uninterrupted. Since instructions are fetched 
sequentially and the ICR addresses an instruction in 
the A register, bits 0-20 of the proper address for a 
fetch to B can be obtained by adding a 1 into position 
20 of the ICR. Since SAR bits 21-23 are ignored by 
the BCU, no problem is created if the output of incre
menter positions 21-23 (= ICR 21-23) is set into SAR 
21-23 along with the rest of the address. 

If (ICR 20 = 0) • AE • BE, then A must be fetched 
and B does not need to be fetched. This situation can 
arise while processing the last instruction in the A 
register. At least one cycle occurs after the AE 
condition has been recognized and before the ICR has 
been updated to the B register. During these cycles 
(ICR 20 = 0) · AE • BE = 1. 

(ICR 20 = 0) · AE · BE cannot occur until at least 
one good Tl cycle has been done on an instruction 
located in the A register. This can be illustrated by 
considering the situation with (ICR 20 = 0) · AE and 
with no instructions processed in the A register. 
The ICR has therefore just left the B register 1 there
by emptying that register without any fetches being 
made. If AE = 1, then the A register has been empty 
for an extended period. The situation is now (ICR 
20 = 0) · AE · BE. As will be shown, the A register 
is fetched at this time. The situation now becomes 
(ICR 20 = 0) · AE ·BE. Thus, (ICR 20 = 0) · AE · BE 
cannot occur until an instruction in A is processed. 

If the ICR addresses the first halfword of A, A 
cannot be emptied by an instruction in A because it 
would take a four-halfword instruction to empty A and 
no instruction exceeds three halfwords. If the ICR 
addresses the second halfword of A, A can be emptied 
only through an SS instruction. For SS instructions, 
however, IC fetching is always blocked during the 
period between the recognition of the empty condition 
and the advance of the ICR and this situation cannot 
occur. Therefore, the top two entries in the situa
tion now being considered are marked with an R for 
redundant. 

For the other two cases, since B is already loaded, 
it is necessary to fetch the A register two storage 
words ahead of the ICR. Therefore, a bit is added to 
the ICR in position 19. 

If (ICR 20 = 0) • AE · BE, both A and B must be 
filled. If the ICR addresses any but the first halfword 
of A, the AE condition occurs as just described for 
(ICR 20 = 0) · AE · BE. The only difference arises 
from the fact that the previously emptied B register 
has not yet been filled; therefore, the B register is 
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the register to be fetched. The address for B is ob
tained by adding a bit into position 20 of the incre
menter. Again, the situation for the ICR addressing 
the second halfword of A is redundant because SS 
instructions block the IC. 

If the ICR addresses the first halfword of the A 
register and AE· BE, there are no loaded instructions 
available in the instruction buffers. Before the in
struction at the address specified by the ICR can be 
executed, that instruction must be fetched to the A 
register and the ICR without any modification is used 
as a fetch address. 

The entries for (ICR 20 = 0) · AE • BE have meaning 
because a fetch request can be made on the same 
sample as A loaded is turned off; therefore, it is 
necessary to generate a correct fetch address in 
anticipation of an empty condition. An example of this 
situation is shown in Figure 66. This colwnn is the 
same as the column for (ICR 20 = 0) • AE · BE because 
the only new empty condition which can be generated 
while ICR 20 = 0 is the A empty condition. 

All of the above reasoning holds for entries in the 
chart for which ICR 20 = 1. For these entries, AE 
and BE must be interchanged in the discussion. 

As described under "ICR Advancing," the genera
tion of IC fetch addresses is not inhibited if there is 
an IC high-order advance. At this time the ICR ad
dress is incorrect because a carry from the ICR 
low-order must be entered into position 19. While 
gating the ICR to the incrementer, IC high-order ad
vance forces a 1 into position 19. If an IC high-order 
advance is taking place, ICR 20-22 = 000 or 001, or 
010. If ICR 20-22 = 010, an SS instruction is being 
executed and IC fetches are blocked by the SS execu
tion. If ICR 20-22 = 000 or 001, the chart indicates 
that either 0 or 1 in position 20 must be added to the 
ICR. If the entry is 0, the correct updated ICR (old 
ICR + 1 in position 19) is obtained at the output of the 
incrementer for IC fetching. If the chart entry is 1, 
the (old ICR + 1 in position 19 + 1 in position 20) is 
obtained at the output of the incrementer. This is the 
correct value for making an IC fetch. As described 
under "ICR Advancing," bits 0-20 and 23 of the incre
menter contain the correct updated IC high-order value 
for all cases and are gated back into the ICR at the 
end of the ICR high-order advance. 

During IC high-order advance. IC fetch addresses 
may also be computed and no special interlocks are 
necessary to inhibit the IC fetching during this time. 

Block IC Rule (Figures 5271, 5272, and 70) 

Many instructions block IC fetches to ensure that no 
interference in the usage of SAR or the incrementer 
occurs. For all instructions which block the IC, the 
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FIGURE 70. BLOCKING OF IC FETCHING 

trigger block IC-Mis turned on at TN T2. Block 
IC-Mis turned on by TON T2 ·ID BLK IC. IC fetch 
requests and ICR (from the incrementer) to SAR 
gating are inhibited by TON T2 · ID BLK IC +BLOCK 
IC-ML. The ICR, along with the appropriate incre
ment amounts, is gated into the incrementer for IC 
fetch address computation whenever block IC-Mis 
off. When block IC-Mis turned on, this gating is 
suppressed. 

The timing for block IC-Mis shown in Figure 70. 
An example of an instruction stream utilizing block 
IC-Mis shown in Figure 67. The uses of block IC-M 
by instruction classes are described below. 

One Fetch Class: For this class an operand is 
fetched at TN T2. During the operand fetch the IC 
controls are denied access to SAR. Upon generation 
of accept the IC fetch mechanism is again allowed to 
operate. ID ONE FETCH CLASSL · OPFL · ACCEPT· 
TON BLK IC-M turns off block IC-M. An IC fetch 
address is generated which can be set into SAR on 
the next A clock. This is the earliest time that BCU 
can accept another storage request because of the 
two cycle bus rate. Therefore, the I unit controls are 
able to operate BCU at its maximum rate in this 
situation, if needed. 

The instructions which belong to one fetch class 
are most of the external fetch instructions for which 

+ VFL Ending· No Store Request 
+ E TF Blk IC-M ·No Branch Op 
+Ts ts Cplt •Branch Unsucc 
+ Branch LC· Branch Succ M 
+Accept• ID One Fetch Class 
+Accept• E TF Blk T2-M on Accept 
+Accept• VFL Ending 
+Accept. IE TF Blk T2-M on Accept 

no storage requests are made during E time. These 
include instructions such as A, SD, DE, and TM. 

STH, STC, CVD, ST, STD, STE, SSK, ISK, RD, 
STM, MVI, NI, OI, XI, LM and SS Instructions: For 
these instructions the execution unit make use of SAR 
for storage fetches and stores. Therefore, the IC 
controls are inhibited from making any requests until 
the last storage request of E time has been accepted. 
At this time the execution unit (I unit controls in the 
case of SS instructions) generates a line TF block 
T2-M on accept. This line, which conditions the 
turn-off of block T2-M is also used to condition the 
turn-off of block IC-M. The condition which turns 
block IC-M off is TOF BLK T2-M ON ACCEPT· 
ACCEPT· TON BLK IC-M, except for SS instruc
tions. For SS instructions, (SsopL. VFL ADRL) · 
(STORE REQUESTL +ACCEPT) turns off block 
IC-M. As described under "SS Instructions' II ssopL. 
VFL ADRL occurs at the end of the SS instruction. 
At this time, if there is no store request outstanding, 
block IC-Mis turned off immediately. If there is a 
store request outstanding, block IC- M is turned off 
upon receipt of the accept. 

Branches: For branch instructions and EX, IC fetches 
are blocked until the end of the branch instructions. 
This gives the branch controls access to both the 
incrementer and SAR. 
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BALR (R2 = 0), LA: For these instructions (and cer
tain other instructions), instruction execution makes 
use of the incrementer. Therefore, block IC-Mis 
turned on to prevent IC fetch address generation from 
interfering with the instruction execution use of the 
incrementer. The E unit turns off block IC-M when 
it has finished using the incrementer. 

LPSW: Block IC-Mis turned on for this instruction 
because a fetch is made at TN T2. It is turned off 
when the new PSW has been loaded and an IC rec::overy 
has been started. 

Diagnose: Block IC-M is turned on because the IE 
unit makes a fetch during E time. Block IC-Mis 
turned off by a sequencer (IE 3); it is turned on by 
the proceed from the PDU. This ensures that the IC 
fetches will always start at a known time after a 
diagnose. 

Block IC-M is also turned on during interrupt 
routines. In this case the turn-on of block IC-M does 
not block IC fetches. A block is not necessary be
cause the interrupt lines directly block IC fetches at 
this time. Block IC-Mis turned off when an IC re
covery is started. 

Block IC-Mis turned on by a computer reset. If 
the reset resulted from an IPL or a machine check, 
block IC-Mis turned off at the end of the appropriate 
routine. If the reset resulted from a manual reset, 
block IC-Mis turned off by set IC or set PSW. 

Pre-Block IC Rule (Figure 5271) 

Whenever the GSR is advanced to a new instruction, 
the new instruction (if in A-B) is available at the out
put of the eight-way OR off the A-B registers. If a 
BALR, BAL, BCTR, BCT, EX, BXH, or BXLE in
struction is decoded at this point, IC fetching is 
blocked. This block does not prevent generation of 
IC fetch addresses and their placement into the SAR. 
The block inhibits only the IC fetch request line to the 
BCV. The line which generates the block is IOP 
LOADEDL • [PD (BALR + BAL + BCTR + BCT + EX 
+ BXH + BXLE~ L. 

The effect of this rule is to block unnecessary IC 
fetches before branches which have a high probability 
of being successful branches. Thus, storage activity 
before the branch fetch is decreased by blocking the 
IC. This increases the probability that the branch 
fetch can be made without running into storage con
flicts. BCR and BC are excluded from this block be
cause they are not considered to be branches with a 
high probability of success. 
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IC Fetch Priority Rule (Figures 5273 and 67) 

The action of the previous rules is summarized in 
the following text. 

The empty status of a register is recognized at 
TN T2 of the instruction that empties that tegister. 
IC fetch requests are made to that register unless 
some instruction in the process of execution gener
ates a block to inhibit IC fetching. This block may 
occur through the action of block IC-Mor through 
the action of pre-block IC. IC fetch requests may or 
may not be accepted by the BCU. A fetch request 
which has not yet been accepted by the BCU may be 
cancelled at any time by a block that is generated by 
a new instruction. It is possible for the IC fetch to 
be made very early, and it is also possible for IC 
fetches to be blocked out continuously by instruction 
executions until both registers are emptied. If both 
registers are emptied, all IC blocks fall and both 
registers are fetched in proper order. 

These rules give low priority to IC fetches. When
ever an IC fetch request is recognized to cause inter
ference with instruction execution, the instruction 
execution is given priority. This has two advantages: 
IC fetches cause minimum interference with instruc
tion executions; if IC fetches are not forced prema
turely, they will be recognized to be unnecessary if 
a successful branch is encountered before both regis
ters are emptied. Therefore, an unnecessary stor
age cycle is not taken. For normal instruction se
quences (that is, sequences not containing success
ful branches), a net performance loss is suffered 
if both registers are allowed to empty. 

With both registers empty, it is necessary to make 
an IC fetch while the I unit remains idle. This results 
in a significant number of lost cycles. It is better to 
take a smaller penalty by forcing IC fetches at some 
earlier time when instructions are still available for 
processing. As a result IC fetch priority is incorpor
ated to allow IC fetches to be made as late as possi
ble while minimizing the chances of the I unit being 
idled by lack of instructions. The action of this rule 
is accomplished by blocking TN T2 at times which 
are described in the following text. 

TN T2 is blocked by: 

ID (BROP +RR) • (GSR 21 = 1 + GSR 22 = 1) 

· (GSR 20 = 0 · B FTCH REQUIRED + GSR 20 = 1 · 

A FTCH REQUIRED) 

where A FTCH REQUIRED = ICAE Lth • ACCEPT . 

ICAML · A LOADEDL 

and B FTCH REQUIRED = ICBE Lth • ACCEPT · 

iCBi\i[L · B LOADEDL . 



When we consider the A fetch required situation, note 
that no block of TN T2 can be generated by this rule 
until the GSR addresses the second, third, or fourth 
halfword of B. This incorporates the concept of not 
forcing IC fetches prematurely. 

If the GSR addresses one of the above halfwords 
and the instruction is an RR instruction, again no 
block is generated. A block is not generated because 
no interference is possible between RR instructions 
and IC fetches (except for ISK, SSK, and the branches). 
In all probability the IC fetch will be made without any 
special block to hold up RR execution. 

If the GSR addresses a branch instruction (RS, RX 
branch, or RR branch with R2 -1 0), again IC fetching 
is not given special priority. This is for the same 1 

reasonthatthepre-block IC rule was incorporated. It 
is undesirable to have IC fetches, which might prove 
unnecessary, made before a branch instruction. If 
branches were not excluded from bringing up IC fetch 
priority, there would be a conflict between this rule 
and the pre-block IC rule. 

If the GSR addresses any instruction which starts 
in the last three halfwords of B and which is neither 
a branch nor an RR instruction, the IC fetch priority 
holds up TN T2 until a fetch to A has been made. 
Since RX instructions are assumed to be the instruc
tions with the highest rate of occurrence, and if A is 
empty, an instruction starting in halfwords two, three, 
or four of the B register is probably the last com
plete instruction available in the buffers. It is the 
effect of this rule to force any unmade IC fetches be
fore TN T2 of the last probable instruction in the IC 
buffers. AB a result, a new instruction will probably 
be available in the buffers when needed for execution. 

Instruction Fetching--Special Cases 

Program Store Compare (Figures 5263 and 71) 

If a store is made by the CPU to an address which has 
been prefetched to the A-B register, it is necessary 
to refetch that register. In the 2075 refetching is 
made whenever a store is made to either the storage 
word addressed by the ICR or to the storage word 
located in the next location. To implement this 
feature, two compares are provided which enable 
comparison between the store address and the ICR, 
and between the store address and the next address 
after the ICR. Whenever a store takes place (except 
stores made by interrupts), these compares are 
tested without regard to whether or not the instruc
tion buffers have been loaded. If a compare occurs, 
an IC recovery is taken as an E time interrupt and 
the buffers are refetched. 

Bits Compared 

Compare IC Ho Adv IC Ho Adv 

H: ICR 0-20 -
H: Iner 0-20 0-19 

{ CR-Iner 
Store Request Gates -- 1 1 p • • 20 + --+ ncr os1t1on 

IC H Ad G {!CR- Iner o v ates - 1 1 p • . 19 + ____.. ncr os1t1on 

If all bits in any of the indicated Compares are satisfied when store 
request is on, the trigger Prgm Stor Cmpr is turned on, 

FIGURE 71. CHART FOR PROGRAM STORE COMPARE 

Whenever a CPU store (except an interrupt store) 
is made, the store request trigger (Figure 5263) is 
turned on. This trigger gates the ICR into the incre
menter and adds a 1 into position 20. At this time 
block IC-Mis always on. 

At the time that a store address is set into the SAR, 
the address is also set into H. There are two compares 
off of the H register. The usage of the compares is 
shown in Figure 71. The first compare is a full com
pare of the H bits 0-20 to ICR bits 0-20. The second 
compare is a full compare of H bits 0-19 to the incre
menter output bits 0-19. This second compare can 
be modified to include bit 20. 

If IC high-order advance is off, 0-20 of H 'is com
pared to 0-20 of the ICR and 0-20 of H is compared 
to 0-20 of the incrementer output. Bits 21-23 are 
ignored because they are not relevant to external storage 
addresses. If either compare is satisfied while store 
request is on, program store compare is turned on 
and an IC recovery will result at the end of the instruc
tion. If IC high-order advance is on, the ICR is two 
full storage words behind its proper value; therefore, 
the H to ICR compare is blocked by IC high-order ad
vance. Since +1 is added into incrementer position 
19 by the IC high-order advance and +1 is added into 
incrementer position 20 by store request, the incre
menter output is one full storage word ahead of the 
correct ICR value. Whenever IC high-order advance 
is turned on, bit 20 of ICR is O. If the H bits 0-19 
are compared to incrementer outputs 0-19, the 
following compares are effectively generated: 

1. 0-20 of H to 0-20 of the correct ICR. 
2. 0-20 of H to 0-20 of the next address that 

follows the correct ICR~ 
If the H to incrementer compare is satisfied, pro

gram store compare is again turned on. 
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Interrupt Entry 

Whenever an interrupt is detected and one of the three 
interrupt lines into the I unit sequencing controls 
rises, IC fetches are immediately blocked. The IC 
fetch controls may still attempt to make IC fetches, 
but since no storage unit can be started, it is im
possible for the request to be acknowledged. All IC 
fetching is terminated by the first interrupt sequences. 

At this time the IC controls are reset and block 
IC-M is turned on (unless the interrupt is an IC 
recovery only). 

IC Recoveries (Figures 527 4 and 72) 

During an interrupt routine, the instruction LPSW, or 
the manual operation set IC or set PSW, a new value 
is placed into the instruction counter. It is necessary 
to refetch the A and B registers. At the appropriate 
time after the IC has been loaded, a signal is gen
erated by the unit that loads the IC. This signal starts 
an IC recovery. A typical example of an IC recovery 
is shown in Figure 72. This signal resets A loaded, 
B loaded, block IC-M, and block Tl-M; and it also 
sets IC recovery. 

A Clock 

IC recovery L blocks the control inputs into the 
gate select adder and gates the gate select adder into 
the GSR with an A clock. Thus, the GSR is correctly 
loaded for the first instruction. 

IC recovery destroys the normal method for gen
erating an IC fetch address and for establishing 
priority between the A and B registers. The ICR is 
gated directly through the incrementer to the SAR. 
Since block IC-Mis off, an IC fetch is now made. 
This fetch is from the location that is addressed by 
the ICR and·i&~oes to the instruction buffer indicated 
by ICR 2'£. 

IC recovery L resets J loaded to ensure that it is 
m>t lef.t Qn\'if a;revious instruction failed to reset it. 

IC recovery is reset by PULSED ACCEPT • 
(I~L ± JCBEL} .. ,AR CLK; therefore, IC recovery 
turnatroff viihelf"thErf:lrst fetch is accepted. The IC 
fetch ~roJ_s vow OE_erate normally and they correctly 
fetch til!Er.next storags word for the second instruction 
buffer. lf.r 01allr'ns .on.m cycle after block Tl-Mis 
turned o!f and instructlbn sequencing now proceeds 
normally. 

~----'rl~----r-l,__ __ ___.r-1.__ __ ~rl-----1"1---,,.,,----
A R 

Tl Tl Tl Tl Tl 
Stqrt IC Recovery 

___/ ''-~~-
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.L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 
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IC Recovery 

Block Tl-M 

=-=- -::_---, 1 to Iner Pos 19 
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FIGURE 72. EXAMPLE OF TIMING FOR AN IC RECOVERY 
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FAULT LOCATION TESTING, LOGOUT, AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL WORD 

INTRODUCTION, FLT 

• Tests are executed as they are read from mag
netic tape. 

• Each test checks a single CPU element or a small 
group of circuits. 

• The status of a single CPU indicator shows the 
result of the test. 

• Each test is executed eight times before the next 
test is tried. 

• A hardware failure stops the testing; a diagnostic 
index reference is displayed in the test register. 

• Each test consists of five major steps: 
1. Load the test into storage. 
2. Scan into the CPU triggers. 
3. Advance the control clock (optional). 
4. Compare a trigger status to an expected 

result. 
5. Execute the next test or terminate the testing. 

Fault location testing (FLT) on the 2075 is a main
tenance aid. Special FLT hardware in the CPU, in 
conjunction with test words read from tape, enables 
the customer engineer to check out the CPU circuits. 
The tests run until a failing circuit is found; the fail
ing circuit stops the testing and displays in the test 
register the number of the test that failed. 

The customer engineer then looks up the failing 
test number on a listing; the listing shows the test 
points of the circuits that could cause the failure, and 
the voltage levels (up or down) that should appear at 
these points. He may replace the questionable cards 
directly, or he may repetitively run the failing test 
and scope the test points to locate the failure. 

The FLTs do not test the CPU functionally as do 
diagnostic programs. For example, a diagnostic 
program tests the multiply circuits by actually 
multiplying two numbers and comparing the product 
to a predetermined result. The FLTs, however, test 
the multiply circuits (and all other circuits) one ele
ment at a time: each trigger is checked to see 
that it will turn on and off; where practicable, the in
puts of each AND circuit are conditioned and a check 
is made to see that the output is correct, etc. The 
entire CPU is checked in this manner. 

There are approximately 100, 000 tests on the tape. 
Each tests a single element or a small group of 
elements for a single condition or output. For ex
ample, 72 separate tests from the tape check the 72 
triggers of the J register to see that they can turn 
on. Seventy-two other tests check the same triggers 
to see that they can turn off. After all of the trig
gers are tested (control triggers as well as register 
positions), logical groups of circuits are tested, 
such as the adders, decoders, etc. 

NOTE: Although in the pre&Uhlgimd following 
descriptions, the advaIIC4Pt!i·ti~he FLT opera
tion is considered to be the l'Iu~f cycles that 
the particular test calls fJr ,g a• of t.Je FL Ts used 
currently call for no at!\la:rrtre or~ an advance of 
only one machine cycl~ 

To summarize, FL~ 
1. Read a test from h!tpe;;;a~ad into storage 
2. Scan into the cPCI.rigge~om the test 

words just loaded into ~e 
3. Advance the controlled c~a predetermined 

number of cycles 
4. Compare a sing~cted inlicator with the 

expected result bit 
5. Run the next test in Jii.equn 1 >r terminate 

the testing 
To test a group of JR:i.s~h~s to the logic 

must be properly condit'!f>ired fl;> 11lat a test of the out
put will be meaningful. Each t_..the tape, there
fore, sets up the CPU..,..._ pC'iiiiir status (certain 
triggers turned on) th:e:tesult1"ta lf"particular output 
of the logic in questiorll Tl11ll --p~s one of the in
dicators on the systejl ~:nir~l. Any one of 
1216 indicators on the,.rne11 can b~elected as the 
indicator to reflect the"'"'l!'llliJ.Lus C,t,b:e logic being tested. 
After the CPU is set up i!l!'!I: a te_1;21;..~an in), the prop
er indicator is selected and its srat11s is compared 
with an expected result bit in a register that was also 
set as part of the CPU set-up. If it is an equal com
pare, the test passed; if it is an illlequal compare, 
the test failed. 

In testing many of the circuit groups, it is not 
enough merely to condition their inputs and then have 
the output checked. Some logic requires that after the 
set-up a number of machine cycles must occur before 
the logic reaches a state that can be tested. There
fore, after the set-up (scan in), the controlled clock 
is started and allowed to run for a predetermined 
number of cycles (advance cycles). Then the compar
ison is made between the selected indicator and the 
expected result bit. 
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Test Tape Format 

The test tape contains, in order: one IPL control 
record consisting of three channel command words 
(CCWs); one channel control rec<'rd consisting of five 
CCWs; a succession of 17-word tests blocked with 
approximately 50 tests per record (Figure 73). 

The IPL record performs exactly as in the initial 
program load procedure: the first three double words 
(CCWs) are read from tape into double word storage 
locations O, 1, and 2. The channel obtains the CCW 
from location 1 and uses it to direct the reading of 
the next record, the channel control record (five 
CCWs), into storage, starting at double word loca
tion 16. The channel control record consists of the 
CCWs that will cause the channel to read the suc
ceeding 17 -word tests alternately into the storage 
buffer areas. 

The first few test records on the tape, hard core 
tests, checkoutthe FLT circuits. These tests check 
the FLT hardware in three levels. The first-level 
tests are execute(! manually by single cycle, the 
results being obs,erved in various indicators; they 
check the FLT sequencing triggers and the scan-in 
paths to the J register. 

The second and third-level tests are executed 
automatically; the second level checks out the FLT 
seek circuits; the third level checks out the FLT 
switch matrices. 

Following the hard core tests are the CPU FL Ts 
that require no advance cycles (zero-cycle tests), 
which test the CPU triggers for turn-on and turn-off. 
Following these tests are all the other CPU FLTs, 
ones that require an advance of one cycle or more. 

The last test in each record is a dummy test. Its 
function is to keep the channel from reading across 
the interrecord gap before the result of the last real 
test is known so that after a last real test is executed, 
a halt or a backspace of tape can be executed before 
the interrecord gap is reached. 

IPL 
Control 

Channel 
Control 

Record Record 

Each test consists of seventeen 64-bit words, 
organized in the following manner: 

Word O, Test Number: Bits 46-63 contain an 18-bit 
number which is used to identify the test. Bits 0-45 
are not used. 

Words 1-15, Test Input Pattern: This is a 960-bit 
field which is used to specify the initial state of the 
CPU. Each bit in this field corresponds to a trigger 
in the CPU, and the triggers are set on or off de
pending on whether the bits are ls or Os. 

Word 16, FLT Control Word: This word contains 
the following fields: 

BITS 19-21, CLOCK PULSE SELECT: These bits 
select the kinds of control clock pulses that will be 
emitted during the clock advance portion of the test. 
Bit 19 selects the A pulses, bit 20 selects the early 
B pulses, and bit 21 selects the B and late B pulses. 
These three bits may be in any combination. 

BITS 22-25, CLOCK ADVANCE FIELD: This field 
contains the number of control clock cycles that 
must be executed before the trigger specified by the 
comparison bit address is compared to the expected 
result bit. 

BIT 32, UNCONDITIONAL TERMINATION BIT: This 
bit causes the testing to stop after the current test, 
regardless of whether the test passed or failed. 

BIT 33, CONDITIONAL TERMINATION BIT: This 
bit causes the testing to stop after the current test 
if the trigger specified by the comparison bit ad
dress does not match the expected result bit. 

Total Tests: A roximatel JOO 000 

Approximate! 50 Tests 50 More Tests 

Second Test Etc. 

I ccwl ccwlccwl lccw I ccwlccw lccwl ccwl 
First Test 
(17Words) 

..----.---'-.-.! ~ ......--} I ---r----r-----...---,...., 
{17Words) 

Im ~D I ~ 
First Second Third Fourth 

Record Record Record Record 

FIGURE 73 TEST TAPE FORMAT 
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BIT 34, EXPECTED RESULT: This bit is compared 
to the state of the trigger specified bythecomparison 
bit address. If they match, the test passed; if they 
do not match, the test failed. 

BITS 34-35, COMPARISON BIT ADDRESS: This 
field specifies which of the possible 1216 triggers 
will be compared to the expected result bit. 

BITS 46-63, DIAGNOSTIC INDEX NUMBER OR 
ALTERNATE TEST NUMBER: Normally, this field 
contains the number of the current test; ther.efore, 
on a stop, the failing test number is displayed in 
the test register. 

If desired, on the passing of a test, certain suc
ceeding tests on the tape may be skipped, the next 
test to be executed being selected by the alternate 
test number. This method of operation requires that 
no termination bits be present and that the fail trig
ger be off after the eighth execution of a test. The 
FLT next-test-selection circuits have the capability 
for this mode of operation, but it is expected that 
this mode of operation will not be used and that all 
tests on the tape will be executed in sequence, with 
no skips. 

FLT Sequence 

Figures 6200 and 6201 show the sequence of events 
and the data flow of FLT. Throughout the discussion, 
refer to the flowchart and data flow diagram. 

There are five major steps in an FLT opera-
tion: 

1. Load the tests into storage 
2. Scan the test pattern into the CPU triggers 
3. Advance the control clock a number of cycles 
4. Compare the status of a selected trigger to 

an expected result 
5. Select the next test to be executed or term

inate the testing 

Load the Tests 

To load the first record from tape into storage, the 
customer engineer follows a procedure similar to 
the one used on initial program load. The FLT mode 
switch is set to FLT, the rotary switches are set 
to the addresses of the channel and tape unit, and 
the load pushbutton is pressed. The system resets 
and the tape unit starts. The first record is read 
from tape (three double words) and placed in stor
age locations 0, 1, and 2 (double word locations). 

The channel then obtains the command from loca
tion 1 (a read command) which causes the next 40 

bytes, the second record on tape, to be read and 
placed in storage, starting at double word location 
16. This record consists of the five CCWs that will 
load into storage all of the following test records on 
the tape. 

After the 40 bytes are placed into storage, the 
channel obtains the next command from location 2 
because of command chaining. This second command 
is a transfer-in-channel, which transfers control to 
the command at location 17. The command at loca
tion 17 reads the next 136 bytes (17 test words) 
into storage area A, which starts at double word 
location 16,384. 

After the 136-byte read is completed, the channel 
fetches the command at location 18 because of data 
chaining. The command at location 18 transfers con
trol to the command at location 19 and sends a trans
fer-in-channel (TIC) pulse to the FLT controls. The 
command at location 19 reads the next test into stor
age area B, which starts at double word location 
16, 416. 

After storage area B is filled, channel control is 
transferred back to the command at location 17 and 
another TIC pulse is sent to the FLT controls. In 
this manner, the channel loads tests alternately into 
areas A and B as fast as data can be read from the 
tape. 

Each TIC pulse signals the FLT controls that a 
buffer area in storage has just been filled with a test. 
On receipt of the TIC signal, the FLT controls ex
ecute the test eight times, while the next test is being 
loaded into the other buffer area. The CPU is fast 
enough so that even after executing a test eight times, 
the FLT controls are idle, waiting for the next TIC 
pulse. 

Scan In 

Scan inisthe part of the FLT sequence that sets up 
the CPU triggers according to the 15 test pattern 
words in a storage buffer area. The control clock 
is not running during scan in; a special clock, the 
scan clock, creates the timed pulses necessary to 
make the storage requests and gate the data from 
storage into the CPU triggers. The scan clock, once 
started, goes through seven stages (0-6) and then 
stops. 

The TIC pulse from the channel makes the initial 
storage request. The BCU takes the address for the 
storage operations from the channeJ SAB positions 
as follows: 

0-5 - Always 0 
6 - Always 1 

7-14 - Always 0 
15 - Storage section trigger 

16-20 - Word control counter positions 0-4 
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Because the storage section trigger and the word 
control counter (WCC) are reset initially, the first 
location addressed in storage is double word loca
tion 16, 384 which is the beginning of buffer area A 
and the location of a test-number word. This first 
double word is fetched from storage and placed on 
the channel SBO. Storage advance starts the scan 
clock. The WCC being 0 indicates that the word on 
the channel SBO is a test-number word; but since 
the test-number word is used only when seeking a 
new test to run, and the seek trigger off at this time 
indicates no seek, the test-number word is allowed 
to "die" on the channel SBO. The WCC is stepped 
to 1 and another storage request is made, this time 
by a scan clock pulse. 

Because the WCC is now 1, the second storage 
fetch is from address 16, 385, which is the first 
test-pattern word. Storage advance again starts the 
scan clock, and since this word is a test pattern word, it 
is returned to the J register. The WCC = 1 is de
coded to gate the contents of the J register into a 
certain group of 64 CPU triggers. The WCC is 
stepped to 2 and another storage request is made. 

This process continues, with the WCC addressing 
storage for the pattern-word fetches and also pick
ing out the group of 64 triggers to put the pattern 
bits into, until all 15 pattern words have been 
scanned in. At the end of the fifteenth scan in, the 
wee has been stepped to 16. 

The scan in completed allows the FLT sequence 
to go to the advance control clock portion. 

Advance Control Clock 

The next storage request fetches the double word 
from the seventeenth double word location of the buf
fer area, which is the location of the FLT control 
word. The FLT control word designates how many 
machine cycles will now be taken (clock advance), 
which clock pulses are to be used, which trigger will 
be examined afterwards for its status, what the 
expected result is, and the number of the next test 
to be executed if the current test passes all eight 
times. Storage advan.ce again starts the scan clock, 
and since the WCC = 16, the FLT control word now 
on the channel SBO is set into the FLT control word 
registers. 

The WCC = 16 and a scan clock pulse start the CPU 
control clock. When the FLT control word was set 
into the FLT control word registers, one of the areas 
set up was the advance counter. The advance counter 
was set to correspond to the number of cycles that 
the control clock should run, and now as the control 
clock runs, the advance counter is stepped down 
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until it reaches O. When the advance counter reaches 
0, it stops the control clock. 

The advance completed allows the FLT sequence 
to go on to the compare portion. 

Compare 

Advance completed causes the FLT controls to enter 
the compare portion of the sequence by turning on 
the compare cycle trigger and starting the scan clock. 
During scan in, the wee was used to address storage 
and to scan the pattern words into the proper groups 
of triggers. At the end of scan in, the FLT control 
word was set into the control word registers, two of 
the areas set being the word control counter and the 
bit control register. The WCC now is used as a regis
ter, not a counter, and in conjunction with the bit 
control register, picks one trigger out of the possible 
1216 to be compared to the expected result bit. 

The compare cycle trigger and a scan clock pulse 
make the comparison between the selected trigger 
and the expected result bit. If it is an equal compare, 
the pass trigger is set; if it is an unequal compare, 
the fail trigger is set. This concludes one of the 
eight times that the current test must be executed be
fore it is decided what to do with the results of the testing. 

A repeat counter is used to count the number of 
executions of a test; one execution scans in the 15 
pattern words, sets the FLT control word registers, 
advances the control clock, and compares the selected 
trigger to the expected result. The repeat counter 
starts at count 0 and steps up 1 after each execution. 
After the eighth execution (denoted by the repeat 
counter at 7), the FLT operation is allowed to go on 
to the next portion of the sequence, which is the se
lection of the next test or the termination of the test
ing. 

Select Next Test or Terminate 

As soon as a comparison is made with the repeat 
cou..1ter equal to 7 (the eighth comparison), the fail 
trigger is examined along with the unconditional and 
conditional termination bits to decide upon a course 
of action. 

The FLT seek circuits were designed to allow for 
automatically skipping certain lower-level tests if a 
prior higher-level test passed, and conversely, to 
execute the lower-level tests only if a higher-level 
test failed. This concept of testing is the reason for 
having conditional terminations. 

The current concept of testing, however, is to 
execute all the tests on the tape, with no skips, and to 
halt the testing on the failure of any of the tests. To 



implement this concept, it is likely that all tests will 
have a conditional termination bit. The conditional 
termination bit in conjunction with the fail trigger on 
stops the testing. 

Transmission Checks During FLT 

When the channel discovers a data check, it sends the 
scan data check signal to the FLT controls. Then the 
channel automatically backspaces one record (by 
transferring to location 16 in its control program) and 
starts reading into area A again. 

The FLT controls will, upon receipt of the scan 
data check signal, step the retry counter, reset the 
CPU, and wait for a'TIC pulse from the channel. 
When the TIC pulse is received, the FLT controls 
start the testing from storage area A, repeating the 
tests from the record that had the data check. If the 
checks persist, the record will be retried up to 64 
times. If 64 attempts to complete the record are un
successful, testing stops and the manual intervention 
required indicator turns on (W32). 

If a control check occurs in the channel, the chan
nel stops transmission and sends the scan control check 
signal to the FLT controls. The signal stops the 
testing immediately and turns on the manual inter
vention required indicator. 

If the BCU recognizes an address check, data check, 
or invalid address check, this information is sent to 
the FLT controls. On any of these checks, a stop 
scan signal is sent to the channel to stop it from trans
mitting data, followed by a start scan signal to make 
it backspace the record and start reading into stor
age area A again. The CPU and the FLT controls 
are reset, and the retry counter is stepped. The 
FLT controls then wait for a TIC pulse from the chan
nel, When this pulse is received, the FLT controls 
start the testing from storage area A, repeating the 
tests from the record involved. After 64unsuccessful 
attempts to complete the test record, automatic test
ing stops with the manual intervention required in
dicator on. 

Manual Controls for FLT 

• A single test can be run repetitively. 

• A test can be single-cycled. 

• The FLT control word registers can be set up 
from the data keys. 

• Testing can be restarted at any point on the tape. 

FLT Mode Switch: This switch enables the system 
to run fault locating tests. In FLT mode, CPU stor
age requests and CPU select channel lines are 
blocked, the initial program load function is modi
fied, and the channel specified by the rotary switches 
is conditioned for FLT operation. 

Repeat FLT Switch: When the system is in FLT 
mode, this switch allows the fault locating test 
specified by the test register to be executed re
petitively, independent of normal branch and stop 
conditions. The system reset or stop FLT push
button will halt the testing. 

Single Cycle FLT/Log Switch: This switch prevents 
the normal turn-on of the scan clock, but allows the 
scan clock to run through its seven stages whenever 
the start FLT/log pushbutton is pressed; thus, an 
FLT or a logout operation may be stepped by in
crements of the total scan clock. 

Load FLT Control Word Pushbutton: When the FLT 
mode switch is active, this pushbutton causes the 
contents of data keys 19-63 to be set into the FLT 
control word registers: 

Data Keys_ 

19-21 
22-25 

32 

33 
34 

35-39 
40-45 
46-63 

FLT Control Word Field 

Clock pulse select 
MCW counter (clock advance field) 
Unconditional termination trigger 

Conditional termination trigger 

Bit-compare trigger 
Word control counter 

Bit control register 
Test register 

In addition, seek mode is set. If testing is then 
restarted via restart FLT I/O, the first test to be 
executed will be the one whose test number matches 
the contents of the test register. 

Stop FLT Pushbutton: When the system is in FLT 
mode, this pushbutton halts the FLT controls at the 
end of the test currently being executed. Channel 
transmission is stopped and the channel disconnects 
at the end of the record. 

Start FLT/Log Pushbutton: When the system is 
stopped in FLT mode, this pushbutton restarts the 
execution of the test last performed. The test will 
be repeated until either stop FLT or system reset 
is pressed. The test is reread from the A/B buffer 
area of storage; the channel and tape are not acti
vated. If the single cycle FLT/log switch is on, the 
action of the start FLT/log pushbutton is as described 
under "Single Cycle FLT/Log Switch." 
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Restart FLT I/O Pushbutton: When the system is in 
the FLT mode, this pushbutton initiates a backspace 
record in the channel. The channel then rereads the 
record into storage area A, and the normal automatic 
test routine is resumed. 

Indicators for FLT 

Manual Intervention Required (W32)PR 031: This 
trigger turns on to indicate that the result of the test 
is not valid and that manual intervention is necessary. 
This situation can be brought about by persistent 
control checks or data checks from the channel, or 
persistent address, data or invalid address checks 
from the BCU. 

The manual intervention trigger is turned off by 
system reset. 

Pass, Fail (W34, 35) PR 201: During the compare 
cycle of each of the eight executions of a test, the 
pass trigger or the fail trigger is set to indicate 
whether the execution passed or failed. The triggers 
are turned off after the eight executions and after the 
decision is made whether to select the next test, 
seek the next test, or stop the testing. 

Seek (W36) PR 271: This trigger turns on during the 
select-next-test portion of the FLT sequence (after 
the eighth execution of a test) to cause a seek of the 
next test. A seek of the next test is called for if 
there are no termination bits and the current test 
passes, or if the FLT control word is entered man
ually. 

The seek trigger causes each succeeding test to 
be rejected until a test is found whose number is 
equal to the number in the test register. An equal 
comparison indicates that the next test to be executed 
is now in storage buffer A or Band is to be scanned 
in. 

Loop On Test (W37) PR 271: This trigger causes the 
same test to be executed repetitively, without stop~ 
ping. Loop on test is activated when the repeat FLT 
switch is on or when the start FLT/log pushbutton is 
used for starting. System reset or the stop FLT 
pushbutton will halt the testing. 

Storage Section (W39) PR 271: This trigger determines 
whether storage buffer area A or storage buffer area Bis 
addressed when the FLT controls send an address to 
the BCU. The FLT operation starts with the stor-
age section trigger off, which causes the first scan 
in to be from area A; the trigger is complemented 
after the eighth execution of each test to cause the 
next scan in to be from the alternate storage area. 
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Advance Cycle (W41) PR 241: This trigger turns on 
as the FLT control word is reading out of storage 
(a scan clock pulse and wee = 16) to set the word into 
the FLT control word register and to start the con
trol clock. The advance cycle trigger also starts up 
Dl, D2, and D3 sequence; these three triggers mon
itor the advance counter so that the control clock can 
be stopped when the count is reduced to 0. The ad
vance cycle trigger turns off when the compare cycle 
trigger turns on. 

Compare Cycle (W42) PR 251: This trigger is on for 
one cycle following the advance portion of the FLT 
operation to make the comparison between the se
lected CPU trigger and the expected result bit. The 
pass trigger or the fail trigger is set as a result of 
the comparison. 

Scan In Cycle (W43) PR 241: The TIC pulse from the 
channel makes a storage request. Storage advance 
turns on the scan clock. Scan clock A2 pulse turns on the 
scan in cycle trigger. The scan in cycle trigger and 
scan clock A2 pulses gate the 15 test pattern words 
from the J register into the CPU triggers. The scan 
in cycle trigger turns off when the advance portion of 
the test is entered. 

Intermittent (X32) PR 201: This trigger turns on when 
the pass and fail triggers are on at the same time and 
indicates that the current test both passed and failed 
sometime during the eight executions; the machine 
malfunction, therefore, is intermittent. 

The intermittent trigger serves only to turn on 
the indicator. The trigger is reset by the start 
FLT/log pushbutton (not in single cycle), the restart 
FLT I/O pushbutton, system reset, or when the 
retry counter is stepped. 

Stop (X34) PR 151: This trigger stops the testing by 
blocking further storage requests and sends a signal 
to the channel to stop the tape. The trigger turns on 
by (1) normal stop conditions, that is, an unconditional 
termination or a conditional termination with a failure, 
(2) by the stop FLT pushbutton, or (3) by any condi
tion that brings about manual intervention required. 

No Compare (X36) PN 181: This indicator is from 
the exclusive OR circuit that compares the status of 
the selected CPU trigger (the output of the bit switch 
matrix) with the expected result bit (the bit compare 
latch). The no compare indicator turns on when the 
comparison is unequal. 



Clock Select (X37-39) PR 061: These triggers are 
a part of the FLT control word register. The trig
gers are set from channel SBO positions 19, 20, and 
21 by the pulse set FLT control word. 

Trigger A (X37), when on, allows the emission of 
A pulses during the clock advance portion of the FLT 
sequence; trigger EB (X38) allows emission of the 
early B pulses; and trigger B (X39) allows emission 
of the B pulses. 

Storage Request (X40) PR 151: This trigger makes 
the storage requests of the BCD that are needed by 
the FLT operation. The trigger turns off when the 
BCV returns the accept pulse. 

Logout (X42) PR 301: The logout trigger turns on by 
(1) the log-on-check signal, which results from any 
machine check that is not disabled, or (2) by the log
out pushbutton when the CPU is stopped. The log
out trigger stays on until the 19 double words of 
indicator information have been stored. 

Log Complete (X43) PR 301: This trigger turns on as 
the last double word of log information is stored and 
causes one of the following: 

1. If the logout was the result of a log-on-check, 
the CPU is reset and a machine check interrupt is 
initiated. 

2. If the logout was the result of pressing the log
out pushbutton, the CPU stops. No reset occurs. 

INTRODUCTION, LOGOUT 

• Logout operation stores the status of 1216 CPU 
triggers into storage. 

• Logout can be automatic following a machine check 
or can be caused manually by a pushbutton. 

The state of the CPU is expressed in terms of the 
binary states of the various triggers that make up 
its registers and controls. Logout is the way in 
which this state of the CPU is stored into fixed loca
tions of storage. During logout, the binary states 
of 1216 triggers are stored as the bits of 19 double 
words; the words are stored starting at storage loca
tion 16. Figure 7 4 shows the data flow of logout. 

The logout process is executed by the scan con
trols in the PDU. Most of this hardware is the same 
as that used on FLT, such as the word control counter, 
the word switch matrix, the scan clock, and so on. 

For a logout to have meaning, the control clock in 
the CPU must be stopped, which will always be the 
case. Logout can be initiated two ways: 

1. By a log-on-check signal from the CPU. The 
log-on-check signal results from any machine check 
that is not disabled. 

2. By pressing the logout pushbutton when the 
CPU is stopped. 

Either of these conditions starts the logout pro
cess by making a store request of the BCU. The 
BCU takes the storage address from the channel SAB 
positions as follows: 
0-14 - Always O 

15 - wee position 0 
16 - Not WCC position 0 
17 - wee position 1 
18 - wee position 2 
19 - wee position 3 
20 - wee position 4 
Since the WCC starts out at all Os, the first ad

dress taken by the BCU is for double word location 
16. Also, the word control counter, through a de
coder, selects word 0 of the word switch matrix. 
The word switch matrix is fed by 19 groups of 64 
indicator drivers, and the selection by the wee of 
word 0 picks out one of the groups to be gated from 
the output of the matrix. These 64 trigger indica
tions are placed on the SBI and are taken by storage 
into location 16 whenever the storage store cycle 
occurs. 

Storage advance turns on the scan clock whose 
pulses step the wee to 1 and make another storage 
request. Storage address 17 is now sent to the chan
nel SAB and word 1 is selected at the word switch 
matrix (another group of 64 indicator drivers). The 
storage cycle stores the second group of 64 trigger 
indications, and storage advance again turns on the 
scan clock, which again steps the wee and makes 
a storage request. This process continues until all 
19 groups of trigger indications are stored. 

The storage advance signal, as the nineteenth word 
is stored, generates a log complete signal. The log 
complete signal causes one of the following: 

1. If the logout was the result of a log-on-check 
(a machine check occurred), the CPU is reset and a 
machine check interrupt is taken. 

2. If the logout was the result of pressing the log
out pushbutton, the CPU stops. No reset or interrupt 
occurs. 

The two logout indicators (logout and log complete) 
are described in the "Indicators for FLT" section. 

Logout may be single cycled by the following pro-
cedure: 

1. Turn on the single-cycle FLT/log switch 
2. Press the logout pushbutton 
3. Press the start FLT/log pushbutton for each 

run of the scan clock 
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INTRODUCTION, MAINTENANCE CONTROL WORD 

The maintenance control word register (MCW) is 
primarily a test register, whose main purpose is to 
dynamically test the various error checking stations 
in the CPU or in a selected channel. 

The diagnose instruction loads the MCW register 
from the storage location specified in the address 
portion of the instruction (Figure 75). Once the in
struction is executed, certain operations of the CPU 
and/or a selected channel are directly affected by the 
bits in the MCW. These bits control their correspond
ing operations in the CPU or channel until the bits are 
removed from the MCW by another diagnose instruc
tion, or until the MCW is cleared by system reset. 

NOTE: MCW position 3 is reset not only by sys
tem reset but also by computer reset when the CPU 
is selected (position 7 off). 

A feature of MCW control is the automatic stop 
and logout of the CPU at a predetermined number of 
machine cycles after the execution of the diagnose 
instruction. A portion of the MCW is a cycle counter, 
which is set initially on the MCW load to the desired 
number of cycles. Following the diagnose instruc
tion execution, normal instruction processing con
tinues, but with the MCW bits controlling their cor
responding operations and with the cycle counter being 
decreased by 1 each machine cycle. When the counter 
reaches O, a pseudo machine check is forced which 
stops the CPU and initiates the logout. If the proper 
bits are initially loaded into the MCW, and if proper 
operands are selected for the instructions that follow 
the diagnose instruction, errors can be forced in the 
CPU or the selected channel and the results of the 
errors recorded in the storage logout area. In this 
manner, the error detection circuits can be tested. 

The diagnose instruction is a privileged instruc
tion; that is, it is valid only in the monitor state. Be
cause of its effect on system operation, the status of 
the system is considered as having been switched to 
a diagnostic state after the execution of the diagnose 
instruction. 

The effective address of the diagnose instruction 
must specify a double word storage location. The 
leftmost single word of this location loads the MCW 
register. 

MCW Control 

The MCW register indicators are at console locations 
Ml6-50. 

MCW O, 1 and 2, Channel Decode: These three posi
tions are decoded to select one of the seven channels 
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to be placed under MCW control. The bits and their 
corresponding selection are: 

MCW Positions Selection 
0 1 2 
0 0 0 Channel 0 
0 0 1 Channel 1 
0 1 0 Channel 2 
0 1 1 Channel 3 
1 0 0 Channel 4 
1 0 1 Channel 5 
1 1 0 Channel 6 

Any channel selected causes a diagnose select chan
nel signal (a simplex line) to be sent to that channel, 
which causes the channel to simulate the I/O inter
face. A bit in MCW 7 gates the multiplex diagnostic 
lines from the MCW into the selected channel. The 
multiplex diagnostic lines to the channels originate 
at MCW positions 3, 4, and 5. 

MCW 3, Force Carry: This bit has two functions, 
one for channels and one for the CPU. If channels 
are selected (by MCW 7), bit 3 activates a reverse 
data parity line in the channel specified by MCW O, 
1, and 2 that (1) causes a reversal of the parity 
bit that comes out of the channel's simulate I/O 
register (which feeds the bus in) , and (2) blocks the 
parity checking of the bus in. For the channel, 
therefore, bit 3 simulates the channel's readingout 
of a bad byte from an I/0 device. 

If the CPU is selected (by not MCW 7), bit 3 
causes a reversal of the half-sum parities in the 
main adder and the exponent adder. This causes 
an adder error only if the carry circuits do not 
call for a reversal of the half-sum parities; there
fore, by performing an addition with selected oper
ands, and with MCW bit 3 on, the choice can be 
made between correct and incorrect parity bits for 
each byte in the data word. 

MCW 4, Reverse Parity: This bit, enabled by 
MCW 7. reverses the parity at the selected chan
nel 1s byte counter, causing the byte counter parity 
to be incorrect when the byte counter is updated. 
This bit provides a means of testing the byte 
counter check circuits. 

MCW 5, Block Set: This bit, enabled by MCW 7, 
causes the channel to block the setting of a control 
check or data check due to incorrect parity on a 
CCW or a data word fetched from storage. This 
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function allows invalid CCWs to be brought into the 
channel to test sections of the channel's check cir
cuits. 

MCW 6, Send Stop: This bit conditions the diagnostic 
stop and logout feature of the MCW. If CPU is se
lected, (by not MCW 7) and position 6 is on, the CPU 
stops and a logout occurs at a predetermined number 
of machine cycles after the execution of the diagnose 
instruction. The number of machine cycles that occur 
is determined by the count set into the MCW count 
field by the diagnose instruction. This automatic stop 
and logout function allows the CPU to progress through 
an instruction (or instructions) only to the extent 
specified by the initial MCW count. 

MCW 7, Select Channel: This position, if on, selects 
channels for MCW control; if off, the position selects 
the CPU. 

MCW 9, Channel Mark Parity to 1: This position is 
independent of any selected unit. Bit 9 causes the 
channel mark parity sent to the BCU by any channel 
to be a 1, thereby allowing the storage mark parity 
checking station to be tested. 

MCW 10, Channel SAB Parity to 1: This position is 
independent of any selected unit. Bit 10 causes the 
channel SAB parity bits for bytes 0-7 and 8-15 to be 
ls, thereby allowing testing of the parity checking 
station at the BCU's addressing OR. 

MCW 11, Enable Address Check: This position is 
independent of any selected unit. It allows testing of 
the address error checking stations in the storage 
units. Bit 11 disables address checking in the BCU 
for both CPU and channel operations; therefore, the 
BCU will not recognize address errors and, conse
quently, will not cancel storage if the BCU receives 
an address with bad parity from the CPU or a channel. 
If the address checking station in the storage works 
properly, the error will be detected there and 
forwarded to the BCU; thus, a means is provided for 
testing the address checking circuits in the storage 
units. 

MCW 12, Stop Timer: This position is independent 
of any selected unit. Bit 12 blocks the updating of the 
interval timer. 

MCW 14-15, Interchange Address: These bits are 
independent of any selected unit. The bits duplicate 
the function of the interchange storage address switch 
located at Z28 on the system control panel; position 
14 duplicates the up position of the switch and position 
15 duplicates the down position. (For a description 
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of address switching, see 2075 Processing Unit, 
Volume 2, Field Engineering Manual of Instruction, 
Form 223-2873.) MCW positions 14 and 15 have 
priority over the console switch; that is, if bit 14 or 
15 is a 1, the address interchange function called for 
by the bit will be effective regardless of the setting 
of the switch. There is no interlock, however, be
tween the two MCW positions. Care must be taken 
to have only one of the positions on at a given time. 

MCW 22-31, Count: These bits form a ten-bit count 
field, which is used with the diagnostic stop and log
out feature of MCW control. The field is set to some 
initial count by the diagnose instruction, the count that 
specifies the number of machine cycles the CPU is to 
spend executing instructions (following the diagnose 
instruction) before the stop and logout occurs. 

If the initial count is 0, the logout occurs immedi
ately following the diagnose instruction execution. If 
the initial count is other than O, the instructions that 
follow the diagnose instruction are executed for the 
number of machine cycles specified by the count, the 
count being reduced 1 on each machine cycle. When 
the count reaches 0, the machine stops and a logout 
occurs. 

THEORY OF OPERATION, FLT 

This section describes the details of the FLT cir
cuits. A review of Figures 6200 and 6201 should 
precede a study of circuit details. 

Word Switch Matrix (Figure 5300) 

The word switch matrix has as its inputs 1216 in
dicator lines, 64 data keys, and 20 control lines 
(19 of which gate the indicators, and one which gates 
the data keys). Its output is 64 data lines numbered 
0-63. The word switch matrix separates the in
dicator lines and the data keys into 20 groups of 64 
lines each. The state of a particular group will be 
gated through and will be available at the output de
pending on which control line is up. The control 
lines are mutually exclusive; however, there will 
always be one line active. 

If an indicator is on, the corresponding output 
line will be a logical 1 when gated through. A data 
key in the 1 position will be gated through as a logical 
1. During FLT mode or during a logout, the control 
lines that gate the indicators through will be active; 
at all other times the data keys will be gated through 
the matrix. 

Odd parity is generated on the eight output bytes 
from the word switch matrix. The 64 output data 
lines and the eight parity bits feed the channel SBI 



and the SBO latches. Only the 64 data lines go to the 
input of the bit switch matrix. 

Bit Switch Matrix (Figure 5301) 

The bit switch matrix has as its inputs the 64 output 
data lines from the word switch matrix and 16 control 
lines. Its output is one data line. The bit switch ma
trix selects one of the 64 inputs and gates it through 
to the output. The one to be selected depends on the 
state of the control lines. 

The 16 control lines are divided into eight byte 
lines, each corresponding to one of the eight input 
bytes, and eight bit lines, which pick the bit in the 
selected byte. During FLT, a pair of the 16 lines are 
always selected and this pair of lines determines 
which one of the input lines will appear at the output. 

Word Control Counter (Figure 5302) 

The word control counter is a five-position counter, 
consisting of a group of five indicated triggers and a 
group of five latches. The triggers feed through com
binatorial logic into the latches; the latches in turn 
feed directly into the triggers. The control pulse step 
word control counter sets the contents of the triggers 
plus 1 into the latches. The control pulse set latches 
to triggers sets the value of the latches back into the 
triggers. 

The five triggers are also fed from channel SBO 
positions 35-39. The SBO is gated into the WCC trig
gers with the control pulse set FLT control word. 

The word control counter has the following functions: 
1. It provides the five low-order positions (16-20) 

of the storage address during FLT and logout opera
tions. 

2. It provides, via a decoder, the select lines that 
gate the 64-bit groupings through the word switch ma
trix. 

3. Itprovides, viathe same decoder, the gating 
lines for the CPU that determine where the pattern words 
will be put during the scan in portion of FLT. 

Bit Control Register (Figure 5301) 

The bit control register consists of a group of six 
indicated triggers numbered 0-5. The six triggers 
are fed from the channel SBO positions 40-45. SBO 
is gated into the register by the control pulse set FLT 
control word. The bit control register generates the 
16 gating lines to the bit switch matrix. The first 
three positions of the register feed a binary decoder 
that develops the eight byte select lines; the last three 
positions feed another binary decoder that develops 
the eight bit select lines. 

Test Register 

The test register consists of 18 indicated triggers. 
The 18 triggers are fed by channel SBO positions 
46-63. The SBO is gated into the test register by the 
control pulse set FLT control word. The test reg
ister has two functions: 

1. During termination, the register contains the 
index number that refers to the diagnostic index. The 
number is displayed on the system control panel at 
M67-86. 

2. During the running of an FLT, if no termina
tion hits are present, the register contains the alter
nate test number. If the test passes, the next test 
to be executed is the one whose test number matches 
the contents of the test register. 

Repeat Counter (Figure 5303) 

The repeat counter counts the number of times a 
test is executed, so that after eight executions, con
ditions will be established to select the next test or 
to terminate the operation. 

The clock steps twice during each compare cycle, 
once when the compare cycle A5Dl pulse becomes 
active, and again when the pulse becomes inactive. 

The first four executions step the clock through 
one complete cycle (1-8) and the next four executions 
step the clock through another complete cycle. 
Trigger 2, which is on only during the second clock 
cycle, and clock output 6 generate the RC 7 pulse. 
RC 7 conditions the terminate and the select next
test circuits. 

The RC 0 output conditions the FLT repeat cir
cuits and conditions the turn-off of the seek trigger. 

Scan Clock (Figure 5304) 

The output of the scan clock consists of eight 100-
nanosecond pulses labeled AO through A 7. The clock 
is driven by two complementary inputs, which are 
created by the network of singleshots shown in the 
figure. Note in the timing sequence that singleshots 
A and B fire in tandem, each firing twice for a com
plete clock cycle. Single shot C fires with A, and 
singleshot D fires with B, to generate the complement 
inputs to the clock. Details of the clock are shown 
on Systems PR 990. 

The scan clock is started by turning on the run 
scan clock trigger. Scan clock pulse A5 turns the 
run scan clock trigger off. With the trigger off, 
singleshot B can no longer turn on singleshot A, so 
the clock completes its cycle (through A 7) and stops. 
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Scan In 

After a test is loaded from tape into area A or B, the 
TIC pulse from the channel makes the first storage 
request. When the storage word is available, the 
storage advance pulse starts the scan clock (Figure 
5304). Scan clock pulse A2 turns on the scan in 
cycle trigger (Figure 5302), which stays on until the 
15 pattern words are scanned in. Figure 5305 shows 
the scan in circuit. 

As the fifteenth pattern word is scanning in, the 
WCC steps to 16. During the fifteenth scan in, scan 
clock pulse A4 requests storage again (to fetch the 
FLT control word), and scan clock pulse A6, with 
WCC 16, turns on the advance cycle trigger (Figure 
5304). 

Advance 

The advance cycle trigger: (1) allows the FLT control 
word registers to receive the FLT control word from 
storage, and (2) enables the operation of triggers Dl, 
D2, and D3 (Figure 5304). Triggers Dl, D2, and D3 
start and stop the CPU control clock so that the 
number of CPU cycles specified by the advance 
counter will occur during the advance portion of the 
FLT operation. 

When the FLT control word returns from storage, 
storage advance sets the FLT control word into the 
FLT control word registers and starts the scan 
clock. During FLT advance, the only function of the 
scan clock is to start the Dl, D2, and D3 sequence; 
a scan clock A3D2 pulse gates an AR clock pulse to 
turn on trigger Dl. One cycle later, trigger Dl 
turns off and trigger D2 turns on. D2 stays on for 
two cycles and turns on D3. D3 stays on until the 
beginning of the compare portion of the FLT opera
tion. 

Trigger Dl turns on the start clock sync trigger 
in the CPU clock controls and at the same time ex
amines the advance counter for an initial count of 0. 
If the advance counter is O, which means that no CPU 
cycles are to take place, Dl also turns on the MCW 
pseudo check trigger, which blocks the control trig
ger; in this case, no controlled pulses are emitted by 
the CPU clock. 

If the advance counter contains an initial count of 
1, Dl turns on the start clock sync trigger the same 
as before and also turns on D2. D2 recognizes the 
1-count in the advance counter and turns on the MCW 
pseudo check trigger, but before the control clock 
can be blocked, one set of controlled pulses will have 
been emitted by the CPU clock. 
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If the advance counter has an initial count of more 
than 1, D3 monitors the advance counter until the 
advance counter is reduced to 1; then D3 turns on the 
MCW pseudo check trigger to stop the CPU control 
clock. The control clock will have emitted a num -
ber of sets of controlled pulses equal to the initial 
count in the· advance counter. 

When the MCW pseudo check trigger stops the 
control clock, it also fires a 2-microsecond single
shot to turn on the compare cycle trigger. The com
pare cycle trigger denotes the end of the advance 
portion of the test and conditions the compare cir
cuits. The 2-microsecond delay allows time for the 
CPU trigger lines to settle down before the compari
son is made between the selected CPU trigger and 
the expected result bit. 

Compare 

Figures 5300 and .5301 show how one CPU trigger, out 
of the possible 1216, is selected and compared to the 
expected result bit. As soon as the FLT control word 
is loaded (at the beginning of the advance portion of 
the test), the word control counter and the bit control 
register select one CPU trigger, and the bit compare 
trigger is either left off or turned on to indicate what 
the status of the selected trigger should be after the 
advance is completed. 

When the compare trigger turns on at the end of 
the advance, the scan clock is started and a scan 
clock AO pulse samples the output of the compare cir
cuit. If the status of the selected trigger and the 
expected result are equal, the pass trigger 
turns on; if they are unequal, the fail trigger turns 
on. 

Each test is executed eight times, and if a test 
both passes and fails during the eight tries, the 
intermittent trigger turns on. The intermittent trig
ger only turns on an indicator. 

THEORY OF OPERATION, MCW 

MCW control of the CPU or the channels starts with the 
execution of the diagnose instruction. The instruc
tion fetches a double word from storage and sets 
the left half of it into the MCW register. Figure 
6210 shows the execution of the diagnose instruction, 
and Figure 5320 shows the CPU and channel functions 
that are controlled by the MCW positions. 

The diagnose instruction is executed by the IE and 
D sequencers. During I time, the storage address 



is calculated and set into the SAR. IEl makes the 
fetch request and maintains the request until the 
BCU responds with accept. The IEl cycles also 
send a diagnose signal to the BCU that sets the 
d\agnose position of one of the return address reg
isters. 

After BCU generates accept, no sequencers are 
on until the advance pulse from the selected storage 
samples the return address register and generates 
diagnose select. The diagnose select signal (delayed 
approximately 150 nanoseconds) gates SBO 0-31 into 
the MCW register and at the same time turns on 
sequencer Dl. 

The timings of Dl, D2, and D3 are shown in Figure 
6210. If MCW 6 is off, the three sequencers turn on 

in order, and D3 generates a proceed signal. This 
signal turns on IE3, allowing the execution of the in
struction to continue. 

If MCW 6 is on and MCW 7 is off, Dl, D2, and D3 
turn on the same as before, but now they monitor the 
MCW counter (as shown in Figure 5320). If the MCW 
count field is 0, Dl turns on the MCW pseudo check 
trigger, which stops the clock and causes a logout 
before the proceed signal is generated. If the initial 
count is other than O, D2 or D3 turn on the MCW 
pseudo check trigger at a time that allows the CPU 
to run, following proceed, a number of cycles that 
corresponds to the initial count in the MCW count 
field. 
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INTERRUPTS 

INTRODUCTION 

• An interrupt temporarily halts processing while 
the current PSW is stored and a new PSW is 
fetched. 

• Processing resumes under control of the new PSW. 

• The stored PSW shows what caused the interrupt. 

Processing a job on the 2075 consists primarily of 
executing in sequence the instructions of the problem 
program. It is necessary at times, however, to halt 
temporarily the execution of the problem instructions 
and take care of one of a number of unusual or spe
cial conditions that can arise, such as a program 
error, an interval timer overflow, an I/O unit com
pleting its current assignment, a machine error, and 
so on. The interrupt circuits monitor the system for 
all of the unusual or special conditions; when one of 
them occurs, the interrupt circuits cause the CPU to 
suspend execution of the program in process at the 
time and to transfer to another program that can 
analyze the interrupting condition and take some 
course of action. (Specific examples are given later.) 

The interrupt process accomplishes the program 
transfer by replacing the current PSW register con -
tents with a new PSW. The new PSW establishes the 
new status of the CPU and establishes the starting 
point of the new routine to be executed, which is 
normally iri the operating system program. Before 
the current PSW is replaced, however, the interrupt 
code field of the PSW register is set according to the 
type of interrupt condition that was detected. Then the 
entire current PSW is stored away and the new PSW 
is fetched from storage and set into the PSW register. 
Next, an IC recovery occurs, fetching a new stream 
of instructions from the transferred-to program. 

The interrupt hardware has now completed its job. 
From this point, the operating system program ex
amines the stored-away PSW to determine what caused 
the interrupt and takes a course of action consistent 
with the cause. This action might be to process a 
real-time job because of an external signal from 
another computer; or to call in an analyzing program 
because of a machine check; or to terminate the 
problem because of a program check, and so on. After 
the necessary action by the operating system program, 
the interrupted problem may be resumed by the exe
cution of the load PSW instruction, which loads the 
PSW register with the PSW that was stored away at 
the time of the interrupt. 
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Interrupt Classes 

• There are five classes of interrupts: 
1. External 
2. Program 
3. Machine check 
4. Supervisor call 
5. Input/output 

All of the interrupts (with two exceptions) fall into one 
of these classes. Each class is distinguished by the 
fixed-storage locations in which the current PSW is 
stored and from which the new PSW is fetched. The 
two exceptions are initial program load (IPL) and 
timer advance request. These two procedures use 
the interrupt circuits to accomplish their objectives, 
but do not result in the exchange of PSWs. 

External 

This class includes (1) timer word overflow, which 
occurs when the timer word goes from a positive to 
a negative value, (2) interrupt key on the system 
control panel, and (3) any of six external signals 
from an "outside" computer. When any of these three 
types of interrupt conditions occurs, the CPU takes 
an external interrupt, which results in the storing 
away of the current PSW in the external old storage 
location (24) and the fetching of a new PSW from the 
external new location (88). 

Program 

This class consists of 19 interrupt conditions, all of 
them being associated with either the interpretation 
or the execution of instructions. Any program inter
rupt results in the exchange of program old and pro
gram new PSWs. The fixed-storage locations for the 
program PSWs are: old, 40; new, 104. 

Machine Check 

This interrupt constitutes a class. It is always the 
result of a machine malfunction and results in the 
exchange of machine check old and new PSWs (old, 48; 
new, 112). 

Supervisor Call 

This class includes only the supervisor call interrupt, 
which occurs when the supervisor call instruction is 
decoded. The current PSW is stored in location 32 
(old), and a PSW is fetched from location 96 (new). 



Input/Output 

The I/O class includes the interrupts caused by sig
nals from any of the six channels. An I/O interrupt 
causes the current PSW to be stored in location 56, 
the channel status word to be stored in location 64, 
and the new PSW to be fetched from location 120. 

Figure 76 shows the permanently allocated stor
age locations. Note that in addition to the slots re
served for old and new PSWs, the first three double
word locations are reserved for IPL use; location 64 
is reserved for the channel status word, location 72 
for the channel address word (single word), and loca
tion 80 for the timer word (single word). The logout 
area starts in location 128 and has space for the 
storage of 19 double words. 

Interruptable Status 

• Certain PSW positions enable or mask off interrupt 
requests: a 1 bit enables the request; a 0 bit 
blocks the request. 

Certain positions in the PSW, called masks, determine 
the interruptable status of the CPU (Figure 77). If a 
mask position is a 1, the corresponding interrupt 
source is allowed to interrupt the CPU; if a 0, the 
interrupt is said to be masked off and the interrupt 
does not occur. Some interrupt sources, although 
masked off, remain pending and will be taken should 
the mask position in question be changed by the intro
duction of a new PSW. Each new PSW that is intro
duced may, therefore, change the interruptable sta
tus of the CPU. Two of the mask fields, system mask 
and program mask, may be changed independently of 
the rest of the PSW by the instructions set system 
mask and set program mask. The mask fields and 
their effect on interrupts are: 

System Mask, PSW 0-6 

Each position either allows or masks off the 1/0 inter
rupt signals from its respective channel. If masked 
off, the 1/0 interrupt request remains pending. 

PSW 7 

This single position is also a part of the system mask 
field and either allows or masks off as a group all of 
the external interrupt class. If masked off, the ex
ternal interrupts remain pending. 

PSW 13 

This position either allows or masks off machine 
check interrupts. If masked off, the machine check 
condition is ignored. 

Program Mask, PSW 36-39 

These four positions either allow or mask off, re
spectively: fixed-point overflow, decimal overflow, 
exponent underflow, and significance. If masked off, 
the interrupt conditions are ignored. Note that of the 
19 conditions for program interrupts, only four of 
them are controllable by the PSW. 

Interrupt Examples 

An interrupt causes the storing of the current PSW 
and the fetching of a new PSW, using fixed-storage 
locations that correspond to the class of the inter
rupt. It is the programmer's responsibility to de
termine what the new PSW shall do for the situation 
that caused the interrupt. The following examples 
show how certain interrupt conditions might be used 
to accomplish various objectives. The associated 
diagrams are simplified and are not intended to show 
programming techniques. 

External 

If the CPU is in the wait state, and it is desired to 
switch to the running state, a new PSW must be in
troduced. Because no instructions are executed in 
the wait state, an interrupt must occur to change the 
PSW. The interrupt key could be used for this pur
pose (Figure 78), provided PSW position 7 is a 1. 
Depressing the key causes an external interrupt with 
the resultant exchange of PSWs. The new PSW would 
specify the running state by having position 14 to a O; 
the IC portion would specify the address of the first 
instruction with which to start processing. 

Program 

Figure 79 shows how the program interrupt might be 
used to signal to the machine a program-caused situ
ation such as a fixed-point overflow. In this particu
lar case, the interrupt request would be honored only 
if PSW position 36 is a 1. After the interrupt, the 
new PSW could specify the supervisor state (bit 15 a 
0) and the starting point of a subroutine. The sub
routine would first examine the interrupt code field 
of location 40 (where the old PSW was stored) to de
termine the cause of the interrupt. The subroutine 
could then examine the instruction address (IC) and 
the instruction length code (ILC) of location 40. The 
IC points to the instruction that would have been exe
cuted next if the CPU had not been interrupted, and 
the ILC indicates the length of the last instruction 
executed, the one that caused the overflow. With this 
knowledge, the subroutine can locate the overflow
causing instruction and take whatever action is nec
essary. 
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At the end of the subroutine, the load PSW instruc
tion might be executed, specifying location 40 as its 
operand. This action would place the original PSW 
in control again; the problem would continue from 
where it was interrupted. 

Machine Check 

Upon the occurrence of a machine error, with the 
CPU check switch on the system control panel in the 
process position, the sequence of events is as shown 
in Figure 80. The controlled clock is stopped im
mediately on detection of the error, blocking further 
change of any triggers in the CPU. The CPU is then 
logged out; that is, the status of 1216 CPU triggers 
is stored in 19 consecutive double words, starting at 
byte address 128. Next, the CPU is reset, the clock 
is restarted, and a machine check interrupt occurs, 
exchanging old and new machine check PSWs. The 
new PSW specifies the supervisor state and transfers 
to the operating system program. The operating sys
tem program then brings in a recording and retry 
program that analyzes the logged-out data to make a 
decision whether to retry the instruction on which the 
error occurred. Some instructions can be retried 
directly because the operands involved are still valid; 
other instructions, however, destroy their operands 
as they are executed, making a direct retry impos
sible. 

If the retry is attempted and is successful, the 
recording and retry program notifies the operating 
system program which reloads the PSW register 
from location 48 (location 48 contains the interrupted 
PSW). The problem program continues from where 
it was interrupted. 

If the retry is attempted but is unsuccessful, the 
retry program notifies the operating system program; 
the problem is aborted, the operator is notified by a 
printout, and the next stacked job is run. 

If the retry is not attempted, control is returned 
to the operating system program which may restart 
the problem from some prior checkpoint. If the 
failure persists, the problem is aborted, the operator 
is notified by a printout, and the next stacked job is 
run. 

Supervisor Call 

The supervisor call interrupt may be used for chang
ing the status of the CPU, for example, switching 
from problem to supervisor state. If a problem pro
gram needs to start an I/O operation, it would first 
switch to the supervisor state before an I/O instruc
tion could be executed (I/O instructions are invalid in 
the problem state). Figure 81 shows the supervisor 
call interrupt being used for such a purpose. 
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The supervisor call instruction causes a supervisor 
call interrupt, resulting in the exchange of PSWs. The 
new PSW specifies the supervisor state and locates 
the start I/O instruction. The start I/O instruction 
is decoded, addressing a channel and an I/O device. 
At this point, the CPU hangs up until it receives a 
release from the channel. The release does not come, 
however, until the channel obtains the CAW from stor
age, then the first CCW from storage, then a signal 
from the I/O device indicating that the device can 
perform what the CCW specifies. 

Once the channel releases the CPU, the CPU con
tinues with the instruction that follows start I/O. 
This next instruction could reload the PSW register 
with the PSW from location 32 (the interrupted PSW) 
thus continuing the problem program from where it 
was interrupted. 

Input/Output 

Channels send I/O interrupt signals to the CPU upon 
the occurrence of various error conditions in the chan
nel or the I/O device, and upon the normal end of an 
I/O operation. Figure 82 shows an I/O interrupt 
caused by the channel completing its operation with 
the I/ 0 device. 

An I/O interruption can occur only after the exe
cution of the current instruction is completed and 
while the CPU is interruptable for the channel that 
presents the request. The I/O interrupt signal from 
the channel starts the interrupt sequence, during 
which time the channel stores a channel status word 
(CSW) in location 64. The interrupt sequence ex
changes I/O old and new PSWs. The new PSW locates 
a program routine that examines the CSW just stored 
to determine whether the I/O operation was completed 
satisfactorily. The load PSW instruction could then be 
executed to transfer control back to the program that 
was interrupted. 

Initial Program Load 

Figure 83 shows the sequence of events of the IPL 
procedure. The load pushbutton on the system control 
panel causes the channel and device addressed by the 
rotary switches to read three words (the IPL PSW and 
two CCWs) and place them in the first three double 
word locations of storage. The channel then obtains 
the second word it just stored (a CCW) and uses it to 
read from the device and put the rest of the program 
into storage. After the read operation is completed, 
the channel sends a release signal to the CPU which 
starts the interrupt sequence. 

Because IPL controls are on, the store portion of 
the interrupt sequence is blocked, but the fetch por
tion is allowed, fetching the PSW from location 0 and 
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8 

Pressing the interrupt pushbutton stores the current PSW 

® 
in the external old PSW location and fetches a new PSW. 

New external PSW can specify running state and locate 
the instruction with which to start processing. 

FIGURE 78. EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 
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Some exceptional condition arises concerning an instruction in the 
problem program (for example, an overflow); exceptions can occur 
in either the I unit or the E unit. CPU stops instruction execution, 
stores problem PSW in program old PSW location, and fetches new PSW. 

New program PSW locates routine that handles the instruction exception 
that just occurred. 

After exception-fixup routine is finished, load PSW instruction reloads 
problem PSW back into PSW register. 

Problem PSW causes problem program to continue on from where it was 
interrupted. 

FIGURE 79. PROGRAM INTERRUPT 
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Machine Check Interrupt 
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@ Logout circuits store 19 doublewords that represent the 
status of 1216 CPU triggers. 

@CPU reset. 

@Machine check interrupt sequence stores current PSW in 
machine check old PSW location and fetches machine check 
new PSW. New PSW locates program that takes corrective action. 

FIGURE 80. MACHINE CHECK INTERRUPT 
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CD Supervisor call instruction causes supervisor call interrupt which stores problem PSW in supervisor call old location and fetches a new PSW, 

@New supervisor call PSW locates start l/O instruction. 

@Start 1/0 instruction starts up channel and causes CPU to hold up further instruction executions. 

@Channel sends release to CPU, CPU executes next instruction (load PSW), 

@Load PSW instruction reloads problem PSW back into PSW register. 

@Problem PSW causes problem program to continue with next instruction. 

NOTE: Once channel sends release to CPU, channel performs operation with 1/0 device independent of CPU. 

FIGURE 81. SUPERVISOR CALL INTERRUPT 
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VO Interrupt 

(to excnnine CSW at end of 1/0 operation) 

Problem 
Program 

Pause for 
VO interrupt 

CPU 
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Channel ends oPeration with VO device and sends interrupt 
signal to CPU. CPU stops instruction execution, stores prQblem 
PSW in 1/0 old PSW location and fetches new PSW. Channel stores CSW 
while f>SW swoppi ng is going on. 

Storage 
Even 
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Channel 
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New VO PSW locates routine that examines the CSW just stored by channel. 

After CSW-examining routine is finished, load PSW instruction reloads 
problem PSW back into PsW register. 

Problem PSW causes problem program to continue on from where it was 
interrupted. 

FIGURE 82. 1/0 INTERRUPT 
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Load pushbutton causes channel to read first three doublewords from VO device 
and to place them in storage locations 0,8, and 16. The channel then uses the 
CCW at location 8 to store the rest of the program. 

At the end of the read operation, channel sends release to CPU which causes an 
IPL load PSW interrupt. This interrupt sequence loads the PSW register from 
location O. 

The IPL PSW, now in the PSW register, locates the start of the progrcm to be 
executed. 

FIGURE 83. IPL INTERRUPT 
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setting it in the PSW register. An IC recovery then 
occurs , fetching a stream of instructions as dictated 
by the IC of the PSW. The CPU starts executing 
these instructions. 

Interrupt Priorities 

• Priorities in general are: (1) those caused by 
instruction execution, (2) those caused by external 
or I/O signals, and (3) those caused by I unit 
processing. 

• Machine check and IPL share top priority. 

Interrupt requests can come from various sources at 
the same time, such as from the I unit while an 
instruction is being fetched or decoded and from the 
E unit while an instruction is being executed. All 
interrupts are assigned a priority; and when two or 
more interrupt requests occur at the same time, the 
priority circuits choose the interrupt request with 
the highest priority and execute that interrupt. 

The general priority scheme is that interrupts 
should be taken in the same order as the instructions 
with which they are associated. Interrupt conditions 
resulting from instruction execution, therefore, are 
given priority over interrupt conditions resulting 
from I unit processing. In addition to the instruction 
execution interrupts and the I time processing inter
rupts, there are interrupts that may occur asynchron
~~ wfil C~~milioo,~h~~~emd~ 
I/O interrupt. These interrupts have a lower priority 
than the execution interrupts but higher than the I 
time interrupts. The general order of interrupt pri
ority becomes: those caused by instruction execution, 
those caused by external or I/O, and those caused by 
I unit processing. 

These three classes of interrupts are E from E , 
E from I, and I from I. The E from E class of inter
rupts are caused by instruction execution that occurs 
in the E unit. The E from I class of interrupts are 
caused by instruction execution that occurs outside 
the E unit. The I from I class of interrupts are caused 
by instruction preparation that occurs in the I unit 
(during Tl or T2). 

An exception to the general order of interrupts 
stated above is that two interrupts of the E from I 
class, SAP and invalid store address, take priority 
over the E from E class. 

Two interrupts are special. not belongi:r;ig to any 
of the three classes; they are machine check and 
IPL. 

Figure 9250 lists all of the interrupts in the order 
of descending priority. A description of each inter
rupt follows. 

Machine Check 

On a machine error, a logout takes place, then a 
CPU reset, then a machine check interrupt request. 
The machine check interrupt request forces the start 
of the interrupt sequence directly, without first having 
to be detected during an E last cycle or a Tl or T2, 
as do other interrupts. The machine check interrupt 
has priority over all other interrupts. 

Initial Program Load 

The IPL procedure consists of loading storage from 
an I/O device and then loading the PSW register from 
storage location 0. The PSW loading portion of the 
IPL is performed by a modified interrupt sequence 
(PSW fetch, but no store). 

The channel signals the CPU when the I/O to stor
age operation is completed by sending a release sig
nal. This signal forces the start of an interrupt se
quence, during which the PSW is loaded from storage 
location O. Because neither the E unit nor the I unit 
is running at the time of the release signal, no other 
interrupt can be detected. IPL, therefore, has top 
priority along with machine check. 

Storage Address Protect 

Of all the program-caused interrupts, the storage 
address protect (SAP) has highest priority. A SAP 
check occurs when a store is attempted in a location 
whose key in the storage protect memory does not 
match the protection key in the PSW. 

The storage cycle in which the store is attempted 
is in progress when the mismatch of keys is detected. 
The storage cycle is completed without actually stor
ing anything and a mismatch signal is sent to the 
bus control unit (BCU), turning on the SAP check trig
ger. This trigger in turn requests a storage address 
protect interrupt. 

The request is checked only during an E last cycle, 
but because the instruction execution calling for the 
store might be completed before the mismatch of the 
keys is detected, the interrupt request might come too 
late to be sampled during the E last cycle of the exe
cution that caused it. The interrupt request, in this 
case, is detected at the next E last cycle, which is 
on the instruction following the one that called for the 
bad store. 

It is possible, however, that on the execution of 
the bad-store instruction or on the concurrent I time 
processing of the next instruction another interrupt 
condition is present; this other interrupt condition 
would be detected, causing entrance into an interrupt 
sequence. The SAP check signal would arrive at the 
interrupt controls as this sequence for the other 
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interrupt is started, and would force the sequence 
already started to become a SAP check interrupt 
sequence. 

Note that a SAP check interrupt can be taken at 
two intervals, immediately after the bad-store in
struction or after the next instruction, depending on 
whether another interrupt occurred on the bad-store 
instruction. An analyzing program would have diffi
culty establishing which instruction caused the SAP 
check; therefore, a retry is not attempted if a SAP 
check occurs. 

Invalid Store Address 

This interrupt condition occurs when the I unit speci
fies a store address that is outside the available 
storage. 

The bad-address condition is detected in the BCU, 
which sends an interrupt request to CPU along with 
the accept pulse for the storage cycle that was to 
perform the store operation. The storage cycle is 
completed without anything being stored. Because 
the interrupt condition is detected early in the storage 
cycle, the request for this interrupt is present dur
ing the E last cycle of the instruction execution 
associated with it. The request is sampled during 
this E last cycle, and the interrupt sequence is 
started. 

E Program 

The interrupts in this section are all in the E from 
E class; that is , they originate in the E unit during 
an instruction execution and they are detected during 
E time (specifically, E last cycle). 

The occurrence of any of the following 12 conditions 
turns on a trigger in the E unit called the E interrupt 
trigger, which in turn requests an E program inter
rupt (exchange of program PSWs). During the inter
rupt sequence, the interrupt code field of the old PSW 
is set according to the particular condition that caused 
the interrupt. If more than one of the 12 conditions 
occur on the. same execution, the condition that 
occurs first turns on the E interrupt trigger, which, 
in addition to requesting an E program interrupt, 
blocks the recognition of any of the other E program 
interrupt conditions. The 12 E program interrupts, 
therefore, are mutually exclusive; there are no 
priority considerations among them: 

The E program conditions are: 
Invalid Data: This interrupt may be caused by any 
of the following: 

L The sign or digit codes of operands are incor
rect in decimal arithmetic, convert to binary, or 
editing operations. 

2. In decimal arithmetic, the fields overlap in
correctly. 
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3. In decimal arithmetic, the multiplicand has 
too many high-order significant digits. 
Fixed-Point Overflow: A high-order carry occurs or 
high-order significant bits are lost in fixed-point ad
dition, subtraction, shifting, or sign control opera
tions. 

Fixed-Point Divide: The quotient exceeds its register 
size (31 bits plus sign), or the result of convert to 
binary exceeds 31 bits. 

Invalid Address: An operand address is outside 
available storage. 

E SAP: A SAP violation occurs on an operand fetch 
of a read-protected storage location. 

Specification: In multiply or divide decimal, one of 
the following occurs: 

L The multiplier or the divisor exceeds 15 
digits and sign (L2 > 7). 

2. The multiplier is not shorter than the multi
plicand (L2 > Ll); the divisor is not shorter than 
the dividend (L2 > Ll). 

Decimal Overflow: In a decimal operation, the 
destination field is too small to contain the result. 

Decimal Divide: The quotient exceeds the specified 
data field size. 

Exponent Overflow: In floating-point arithmetic, the 
result characteristic exceeds 127. 

Exponent Underflow: In floating-point arithmetic, the 
result characteristic goes less than O. 

Significance: In floating-point addition or subtraction, 
the result has an all zero fraction. 

Floating-Point Divide: An attempt is made to divide 
by 0. 

External 

Any of the following three interrupts cause the ex
change of the external PSWs; each interrupt, how
ever, has its own identifying digit set into the inter
rupt code field of the old PSW. If two or more re
quests occur simultaneously, one interrupt is taken, 
but with an interrupt code bit set for each request. 

Console: Initiated by the interrupt key on the system 
control panel. 

Timer: The timer word is stepped from a positive 
to a negative value. 



External Signal: The signal on any or all of six 
external lines from another computer. 

Timer Advance Request 

Timer advance requests are initiated by a 50-cycle 
or 60-cycle signal from the power supply. On any 
of the requests , if no higher-priority request is out
standing, a timer advance interrupt sequence occurs 
which fetches the timer word from location 80, setting 
it in the J register. The E unit then updates the word 
by subtracting 5 from it, and stores the word back 
into location 80. 

Subtracting 5 at a 60 cps rate is equivalent to sub
tracting 1ata300 cps rate, or 1 every 3. 33 milli
seconds. The same reduction rate is achieved on 50-
cycle machines by subtracting 6 instead of 5, at the 
50 cps rate. 

If reduction causes the count to go negative, a 
timer overflow condition is detected and a timer 
overflow interrupt request is made. The timer over
flow interrupt will occur immediately after the timer 
advance interrupt, provided the external signal mask 
bit is on in the PSW. 

Input/Output 

An I/O interrupt is caused by an I/O request signal 
from one of the six channels. If requests from 
several channels occur simultaneously, a separate 
priority circuit for channel requests selects one of 
the requests for servicing; the other requests re
main pending. 

If I/O interrupts have priority, a response is sent 
to the selected channel, and the interrupt sequence 
is started. The sequence is stopped one cycle after it 
starts, however, to wait on the channel that received 
the response to store its channel status word. After 
the CSW is stored, the channel sends a release sig
nal to the CPU which allows the interrupt sequence 
to continue, exchanging I/O PSWs. 

If requests are pending from other channels, the 
requests are examined during the last cycle of the 
interrupt sequence; one is selected, and if I/O inter
rupts still have priority, the I/O interrupt process is 
repeated. 

Program Store Compare Recovery 

During the I time processing of a store type instruc
tion, the I unit calculates the effective address of the 
store and places the address in SAR and the H regis
ter. As the I unit transfers the instruction to the E 
unit, a storage request is made (for the store) and 
the instruction counter register (ICR) is updated to 
the address of the next instruction. This is normal 
I unit processing. 

While the store trigger is on (from store request 
to store accept), a comparison is made between the 
H register (the address to be stored into) and the ICR 
(the address of the next instruction); if the comparison 
is equal, the E unit is about to make a store into the 
location of the next storage words to be processed, 
words that probably have been prefetched into the A 
or B register. This situation is remedied by taking 
an IC recovery, fetching again the instructions that 
start at the updated setting of the ICR; the fetch is 
not made, however, until the store is completed. 

The program store compare (PSC) signal (from 
the equal condition of the H register and the ICR) 
turns on the IC recovery required trigger, which in 
turn makes an interrupt request. At the end of the 
store instruction execution (E last cycle), this re
quest is considered along with any other interrupt 
requests that are present; if the PSC gets priority, 
the IC recovery trigger turns on which starts the 
prefetch sequence in the I unit. 

The PSC recovery takes priority over the inter
rupts listed below it because the lower-priority inter
rupts are concerned with the instruction that follows 
the store instruction; this next instruction is the one 
that might be changed by the store. 

The PSC recovery interrupt does not use the regu
lar interrupt sequencers because no PSWs are ex
changed. Once priority for PSC recovery is estab
lished, the IC recovery trigger turns on which causes 
the necessary fetches to A and B. 

I Program 

The interrupts in this category all result from condi
tions that occur during the I time processing of an 
instruction, which is the instruction following the cur
rent one being executed. Because the I unit and the 
E unit overlap, priority is granted to I program inter
rupts only if no interrupts associated with the current 
instruction are outstanding. 

All of the following I program interrupts result in 
the exchange of program PSWs. 

Invalid Address: The I unit calculates an instruction 
address (to fill the A-B register) that is outside 
available storage. 

A-B SAP: A SAP violation occurs on an IC fetch of 
a read-protected storage location. 

Specification: The I unit calculates an instruction ad
dress that does not fall on a halfword boundary. 

Operation: The bit configuration of the operation 
code field is not that of an assigned instruction. 
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Privileged Operation: Any of the following instruc
tions are encountered in the problem state: 

Start I/O 
Halt I/O 
Test I/O 
Test channel 
Insert storage key 
Set storage key 
Set system mask 
Load PSW 
Read direct 
Write direct 
Diagnose 

Execute: The object instruction of an execute is 
another execute. 

Specification: Any of the following conditions occur: 
1. The I unit calculates an operand address that 

does not fall on an integral boundary. 
2. The Rl field of an instruction specifies an 

odd general register when a pair of general registers 
are to be used for an operand. 

3. A floating-point register other than 0. 2, 4, or 
6 is specified. 

4. The block address specified in the set storage 
key or insert storage key instruction has the four 
low-order bits not all zero. 

Supervisor Call Instruction 

The supervisor call interrupt exchanges supervisor 
call PSWs. The interrupt request is made when the 
instruction is decoded. 

As the supervisor call interrupt sequence is 
entered, the interrupt code field of the current PSW 
is set to the bit configuration of the Rl and R2 fields 
of the supervisor call instruction. The Rl and R2 
fields of the instruction do not specify general regis
ters, as they do in other instructions: they are used 
only as a means to convey some message to the 
operating system program via the old PSW. 

Execute Operation Recovery 

A recovery only sequence is initiated at the comple
tion of the object instruction of the instruction exe
cute, provided the object instruction is not a success
ful branch. Because the object instruction was inter
jected into the normal sequence of instructions. dis
turbing the prefetched instructions in the A-B regis
ters, it is necessary to recover to the instruction 
following the execute instruction so that the normal 
instruction sequence can be resumed. 
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The execute operation recovery has the lowest pri
ority in the interrupt system's priority scheme; in 
the event of any other interrupt associated with exe
cute' s object instruction, that interrupt would have to 
be serviced before returning to the normal instruc
tion stream. 

As with the program store com pare recovery 
described earlier, the execute operation recovery 
does not use the regular interrupt sequencers because 
no PSWs are exchanged. Once priority for execute 
operation recovery is established, the IC recovery 
trigger turns on which causes the necessary fetch to 
A or B. 

If the object instruction of the execute is a success
ful branch, the execute operation recovery is not 
taken because the branch instruction is purposely 
changing the normal sequence of instructions. 

Interrupt Sequence Initiation 

There are four paths from which the interrupt se
quence can be entered: (1) from the I unit, (2) from 
the E unit, (3) by direct entrance, and (4) from the 
interrupt sequence. 

Entrance from the I Unit 

• Interrupt condition detected during Tl or T2. 

• Entrance trigger is I interrupt end. 

• E unit is blocked; interrupt sequence occurs. 

Certain I program interrupts are detected during Tl 
and certain I program interrupts are detected during 
T2. Regardless on which cycle, Tl or T2, the inter
rupt request is detected. the I unit stops at the end of 
the good T2 and turns on the entrance trigger for the 
interrupt sequence, I interrupt end (Figure 84). 

At the end of T2, as I interrupt end comes on, the 
I to E transfer line causes the IC and ILC to be up
dated just as if no interrupt were going to occur; 
however, no execution unit is allowed to start and 
storage requests are blocked. 

The I interrupt end trigger stays on for one cycle 
and then turns on the first interrupt sequencer, inter
rupt cycle 1, at the same time resetting the I unit. 
The interrupt sequencers then come on in succession 
and perform the interrupt. 

As stated previously, requests can be detected 
during either Tl or T2. It is possible that two inter
rupts may occur in the I unit, one during Tl and the 
other during T2. If this happens, only the Tl inter
rupt is detected; the T2 interrupt is ignored. 



Entrance from the E Unit 

• Interrupt condition detected during control last 
cycle. 

• Entrance trigger is EXIT. 

• I unit is blocked; interrupt sequence occurs 
immediately after control last cycle. 

All interrupts other than the I program group, ma
chine check, and IPL load PSW, are detected in the 
E unit during control last cycle. If one or more in
terrupt requests are present during control last 
cycle, the execution interrupt trigger, EXIT, turns 
on following control last cycle (Figure 84). One of 
the requests is given priority, and EXIT, which is on 
for one cycle, turns on the first interrupt sequencer, 
interrupt cycle 1. The interrupt sequencers then 
come on in succession and perform the interrupt. 

NOTE: Control last cycle is defined as (ELC · 
IE Busy) + (IE LC · E Busy) +(IE Busy · E Busy). 

At the time of control last cycle, the I unit may 
be in any of its own cycles. If an interrupt request 
is detected during control last cycle, and if a good 
T2 coincides with this control last cycle, the de
tected request blocks the updating of the IC and ILC 
and blocks the start of an execution unit. The EXIT 
trigger blocks storage requests. If a good T2 coin
cides with control last cycle, and if there is an I unit 
interrupt request along with the E unit request, I 
interrupt end and EXIT will attempt to come on at the 
same time; EXIT will turn on, holding off I interrupt 
end. EXIT then turns on interrupt cycle 1, at the 
same time causing a reset of the I unit. 

If there is no coincidence of control last cycle and 
good T2, there is no conflict between the I unit and 
E unit interrupts; EXIT turns on interrupt cycle 1 
and resets the I unit. 

Direct Entrance 

• Machine check or IPL. 

• No entrance trigger is used; interrupt sequencers 
turned on directly. 

The machine check and IPL load PSW interrupts do 
not turn on either entrance trigger (EXIT or I inter
rupt end), but instead cause a direct entrance into 
the interrupt sequence by forcing on interrupt cycle 1. 
Because these two interrupt requests follow a CPU 
reset, there are no testing cycles present, that is, 
no control last cycle or Tl-T2; no other interrupt can 
be detected, therefore, at the same time as machine 
check or IPL load PSW. 

Interrupt Last Cycle 

During an interrupt sequence, none of the program 
caused interrupts can arise because the I unit and E 
unit are stopped. An asynchronous signal, however, 
can arise, such as a channel interrupt request, a 
timer advance request, and so on. Also, an interrupt 
sequence might load a new PSW that has a different 
system mask than the one it replaced, now enabling 
a channel or external interrupt that might have been 
pending. 

At the end of each interrupt sequence, during 
interrupt last cycle, a test is made for outstanding 
interrupt requests. If any are present, EXIT is 
turned on immediately after interrupt last cycle and 
another interrupt sequence is taken for the request 
that has the highest priority. 

Interrupt Sequencing 

• Seven sequencing triggers: 
1 and 2 -- fetch new PSW 
3 and 4 -- store current PSW 
5 and 6 -- parity check new PSW 
Interrupt last cycle -- tests for other out
standing interrupts 

The interrupt requests are checked during Tl or T2 and 
during E last cycle. The request with the highest 
priority is selected, the I unit and E unit are stopped, 
and the interrupt sequence is entered. 

Most of the interrupts use the same fixed sequence, 
which is the turning on in succession of seven se
quencing triggers. Each sequencer does a specific 
job, but the result of all of them is the exchange of 
the PSWs. 

The sequence starts by the turn-on of the first se
quencer, interrupt cycle 1 (Figure 85). The first 
sequencer stays on for only one cycle and then turns 
on the second sequencer, interrupt cycle 2. The 
combination of interrupt cycles 1 and 2 sends the new 
PSW address to SAR and makes a storage request for 
the fetch of the new PSW. Interrupt cycle 2 then 
stays on until the fetch accept comes back from stor
age. When the accept is received, the sequence ad
vances to interrupt cycle 3. 

While storage is timing out for the fetch, interrupt 
cycle 3 turns on for one cycle and then turns on inter
rupt cycle 4. The combination of interrupt cycles 3 
and 4 makes a storage request and sends the PSW 
register contents to the K register and on to the SBI. 
At this point, storage is fetching the new PSW, the 
old PSW is on the SBI, and store request is on. In
terrupt cycle 4 stays on until storage is obtained for 
the store, but since the fetch and the store reference 
the same storage, the store cannot start until the 
fetch is completed. 
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Storage advance is received for the fetch. The 
advance pulse sets the double word from storage 
(the new PSW) into the J register. As soon as stor
age times-out for the fetch, it is immediately started 
again because store request is on. With interrupt 
cycle 4 on, the sequencing waits until the accept is 
received for the store; when this occurs, the con
tents of J are set into the PSW register and the se
quence advances to interrupt cycle 5. At this point, 
the new PSW is in the PSW register, and the stor
age is on its way for the store (the old PSW is on the 
SBI). The interrupt sequence is now finished with 
storage. 

The only jobs to be completed are to check the 
PSW register for parity and to test for any other 
outstanding interrupts. The checking is accomplished 
by sequencers interrupt cycle 5 and interrupt cycle 
6; each stays on only one cycle and each checks a 
half of the PSW register. After interrupt cycle 6, 
one more cycle occurs, interrupt last cycle, at the 
beginning of which IC recovery is turned on. During 
this cycle, any interrupt request that is present is 
recognized, EXIT is turned on, IC recovery is re
set, and entrance is made again to another interrupt 
sequence. If during interrupt last cycle there are 
no outstanding requests, the IC recovery continues, 
prefetching the instructions located by the IC of the 
new PSW. 

The interrupt sequence just described is the 
normal fixed sequence. The interrupts that use this 
pattern are: 

1. I program 
2. E program 
3. BCU (invalid store address and SAP) 
4. External (timer, console, and external 

signal). 
5. Supervisor call instruction 

Modified Sequences 

Some interrupts, for one reason or another, require 
modification of the fixed sequence. These modified 
sequences are described separately in this section. 

Input/ Output Sequence 

• Interrupt cycle 1 stays on until the channel stores 
the CSW. 

The processing of channel interrupts departs from 
normal sequencing only in that a pause is injected 
between interrupt cycle 1 and interrupt cycle 2 (before 
the fetch request is made); during this pause, the 
channel that originates the interrupt request performs 
its interrupt routine, which includes storing its chan
nel status word. The unit address bits, which along 

with the channel address are set into the old PSW in
stead of an interrupt code, are not available from the 
channel until the channel has completed its processing. 

At the same time that interrupt cycle 1 turns on to 
start the I/O interrupt sequence, aninterruptresponse 
signal is sent to the channel; this signal serves as a 
"go" signal for the channel to start its processing. 
When the channel has completed this processing, it 
sends a release signal to the interrupt controls which 
results in turning on interrupt cycle 2; the channel 
and unit addresses are set into the PSW register at 
this time, and the interrupt sequence continues the 
rest of the way the same as the regular fixed sequence. 

Timer Advance Request Sequence 

• Sequence consists only of interrupt cycles 1, 2, 
and interrupt last cycle. 

• E unit decrements the timer word. 

The timer advance request sequence starts like the 
regular fixed sequence with interrupt cycles 1 and 2 
making a fetch request. The address sent to storage is 
that of the timer word, location 80. The PSWs are not 
involved in a timer advance; consequently, the timer 
advance sequence does not use interrupt cycles 3 
through 6. 

After interrupt cycle 2, while storage is timing 
out for the fetch, an E unit control trigger turns on 
(timer J to M trigger) which controls the updating of 
the timer word. The sequencing now waits until the 
timer word returns to the J register. When this 
occurs, the E unit decrements the word by using the 
M register and the adder. The updated word is sent 
to K and on to the SBI. Meanwhile, the E unit makes 
a storage request to store away the updated timer 
word into location 80. 

When the E unit receives the accept for the stor
age store cycle, the interrupt controls are again 
activated, turning on interrupt last cycle. The ac
tions during this cycle are the same as with the reg
ular fixed sequence: outstanding requests, if there 
are any, are recognized, EXIT is turned on, and 
another interrupt sequence is entered; if there are 
no requests, processing resumes with an IC recovery. 

Recovery-Only Sequence 

During E last cycle, recovery-only requests (program 
store compare or execute operation) are considered 
along with other interrupt requests. The entrance 
trigger EXIT is turned on, and if recovery only re
ceives priority, the triggers blocking the I unit are 
turned off and the IC recovery trigger is turned on. 
The machine proceeds directly into an IC recovery 
without any of the interrupt sequencers turning on. 
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IPL Load PSW Sequence 

• Sequence consists of interrupt cycles 1, 2, 5, 6, 
and interrupt last cycle. 

The IPL procedure starts with the load pushbutton 
which resets the system. Next, the channel and unit 
addresses in the rotaries are sent to the channel 
along with an IPL pulse, which starts the loading of 
storage by the channel. 

When the loading of storage is completed, the chan
nel sends a release signal to CPU; the re1ease signal 
results in the turn-on of interrupt cycle 1. 

The ensuing interrupt sequence consists of interrupt 
cycles 1, 2, 5, 6, and interrupt last cycle. Cycles 
1 and 2 make a fetch request of storage location O, 

which contains the initial PSW. Interrupt cycle 2 
stays on until the storage accept comes back. When 
accept is received, interrupt cycle 2 turns off, but 
cycles 3 and 4 do not come on because no store is to 
be ma-de; instead, the interrupt IPL buffer trigger 
turns on. This trigger is used to fill the storage 
time-out gap; it stays on until the word at location 0 
returns from storage and is set into the J register. 

The interrupt IPL buffer trigger then turns off and 
interrupt cycle 5 turns on; at the same time J goes 
to the PSW register. At this point, the interrupt se
quence proceeds to completion the same as a normal 
fixed sequence, ending with an IC recovery. 

l\iachine Check Sequence 

The machine check interrupt sequence is the same 
as the normal fixed sequence except for the manner 
in which the sequence is entered. At the completion 
of logout, which is caused by a machine error, the 
CPU is reset. A reset line, in conjunction with the 
log complete and restart triggers, turns on the ma
chine check control trigger in the interrupt controls. 
When the reset is completed, the control clock is 
started and this trigger, with a clock pulse, turns 
on interrupt cycle 1, starting the interrupt sequence. 

Special Conditions 

Wait Status 

• Console, timer overflow, external signals, and 
I/ 0 interrupts may occur during wait status. 

Position 14 of the PSW indicates whether the CPU is 
in the wait state (1 bit) or the running state (0 bit). 
In the wait state, the CPU does not execute instruc
tions, but remains suspended until an interrupt occurs. 
The interrupts that may occur are timer advance,ex
ternal (console, timer overflow, and external signals), 
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and I/O. These requests start the interrupt sequence, 
which except for timer advance, result in the loading 
of a new PSW. The new PSW may or may not change 
the running status of the CPU, depending on the new 
value of position 14. In the wait state, the timer is 
advanced normally without effecting the wait status. 

A wait trigger within the interrupt controls is 
associated with the status bit in the PSW. This 
trigger reflects the true status of the CPU since 
there is a delay between the setting of the PSW wait 
bit and the halt of processing, and a delay between 
the resetting of the wait bit and the resumption of 
processing. 

After every setting of a new PSW, the wait bit is 
observed before normal processing is continued. 
At the end of the load PSW instruction or at the end 
of every interrupt sequence that fetchers a PSVV"', the 
wait bit prevents the instruction fetching for the new 
IC value, and the wait trigger is set if no interrupts 
require servicing. Any of the interrupt signals (con
sole, timer advance, external signals, or I/O) that 
arise in the wait state will reset the wait trigger and 
set EXIT, which leads into the interrupt sequence. 

If the CPU is in the wait state and the halt trigger 
is set (by the stop pushbutton), all processing is 
inhibited. This includes the external and I/O inter
rupts and timer advances. All operations are de
ferred until the halt trigger is reset (by the start 
pushbutton). When processing resumes, the highest 
priority interrupt that is outstanding will be serviced. 

Storage Interlock 

• Interrupt sequence cannot start untii storage goes 
not busy. 

An interlock is provided at the entrance to interrupt 
sequencing for two reasons: 

1. If a store operation is in process, the inter
rupt sequence must be delayed for a sufficient time 
to allow for a possible SAP check to return. This 
avoids the possibility of missing a protection inter
rupt. 

2. If a fetch is outstanding, the interrupt sequence 
must be delayed for a sufficient time to allow for the 
effects of the returning word to be nullified. (An un
wanted effect might be the turn-on of the J loaded 
trigger.) 

The interlock is accomplished by the CPU storage 
busy line from the BCU, which designates that the 
CPU has a storage operation in process. The inter
lock is provided during the set of EXIT or I inter
rupt end; whichever trigger is used remains on and 
prevents the turn-on of interrupt cycle 1 until the 
CPU storage busy line drops. 



THEORY OF OPERATION 

This section describes the detection and entrance 
circuits for interrupts and details of the various 
interrupt sequences. The interrupts described in 
this section are grouped according to the kind of 
sequence they cause, not necessarily in the order of 
their priority. 

CPU SAP, Invalid Store Address, E Program, and 
External 

Detection and Entrance Logic 

Figure 5350 shows the interrupt requests that are 
detected during E last cycle, during interrupt last 
cycle, or during the wait state, resulting in the turn
on of the entrance trigger EXIT. The requests en
tering this figure, with the exception of channel, 
timer advance, and recovery only, cause the normal 
fixed sequence shown. This group of requests includes: 

1. CPU SAP check 
2. CPU invalid store 
3. E from E group (12 E program interrupts) 
4. Console 
5. Timer overflow 
6. External signals 
The three exceptions, channel, timer advance, and 

recovery only, also turn on EXIT, but they result in 
modified sequences. These three exceptions are 
described later. 

In Figure 5350 note that the requests SAP, invalid 
store, recovery only, and the E program group ( E 
from E), are detected only during control last cycle. 
If any of these requests occur, they do so because of 
the I unit processing or the E unit execution of an in
struction; in either case, they are detected at the end 
of the execution of the instruction in question so that 
an interrupt sequence can immediately follow. 

The remaining requests shown in the figure, timer 
advance request, channel interrupts, and the external 
group (timer, console, and external signals), may 
occur at anytime with respect to CPU operation. These 
interrupt requests, therefore, are observed not only 
during E last cycle along with the group of requests 
previously mentioned, but also during interrupt last 
cycle because they might occur while an interrupt 
sequence is in process, and also during the time that 
the CPU is in wait status. This asynchronous group 
of requests, therefore, may cause an interrupt se
quence to start immediately after an instruction ex
ecution, immediately after another interrupt se
quence, or during a CPU wait, depending on when the 
request occurs. 

Each of the incoming requests in Figure 5350 comes 
from a request trigger and latch arrangement similar 

to that shown for one of the external signal requests. 
A description of the turn-on and turn-off conditions 
of the request triggers follows. 

The CPU SAP and CPU invalid store request trig
gers are in the BCU. They are turned on by a SAP 
or invalid store condition detected in the BCU, and 
they are turned off by interrupt end reset, which 
occurs at the beginning of interrupt cycle 6 of any 
interrupt sequence. 

The E interrupt from E request trigger is the E 
interrupt trigger in the E unit. It is turned on by any 
of the 12 E program conditions that may occur during 
the execution of an instruction, and it is turned off by 
interrupt end reset. 

The request trigger for console interrupts is the 
console interrupt trigger. It is turned on by a signal 
from the interrupt pushbutton, and it is turned off by 
interrupt cycle 4 of a console external interrupt se
quence. 

The request trigger for timer overflow is the timer 
interrupt trigger. It is turned on when the timer word 
goes from positive to negative during a timer advance 
interrupt sequence, and it is turned off by interrupt 
cycle 4 of a timer external interrupt sequence. 

The external signal request triggers are shown in 
Figure 5350. They are turned on by signals from an 
outside source and turned off by interrupt cycle 4 of 
an external interrupt sequence. 

The request triggers for recovery only, timer ad
vance request, and channel interrupts are described 
later. 

Most of the request triggers are set with an A 
pulse and are followed by latches that are released 
at not L time; at not L time the request trigger out
puts are transferred to the detection circuits, waiting 
there for E last cycle to occur so that they can be 
detected. 

The asynchronous requests, however, consisting 
of external signal, timer advance request, console, 
and channel, have special conditions imposed on their 
request trigger latches, as stated in the note in 
Figure 5350. This group of requests must be handled 
in a special manner because of the following: 

Once an interrupt request becomes outstanding, it 
blocks the start of the execution units. If one of the 
asynchronous interrupt requests were allowed to be
come outstanding (the latch reflecting the trigger 
status) as soon as the request occurred, it might 
happen while none of the execution units were running, 
such as between instructions during an instruction 
step operation. The outstanding request would block 
the start of the execution unit, and without an execu
tion unit running, there would be no E last cycle to 
detect the request; the CPU would hang up. To pre
vent this condition, the latches of the asynchronous 
request triggers are released only if an execution unit 
is already in operation (E or IE busy). 
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Also, if the stop pushbutton is pressed while in the 
wait state, all interrupts are to be blocked, including 
those that normally could occur during wait. The stop 
condition of CPU turns on the interrupt priority hold 
trigger, an output of which prevents the release of the 
asynchronous request latches. In the stopped condi
tion, therefore, the asynchronous interrupts cannot 
be detected even though the wait trigger is on. 

Note in Figure 5350 that any of the requests entering 
the diagram can turn on EXIT, resulting in the start 
of an interrupt sequence. All requests present at the 
time also feed a priority generating circuit, which 
grants priority to the highest request. It is the pri
ority line generated that determines whether the se
quence that follows is to be a normal sequence, as in 
Figure 5350, or one of the modified sequences (see 
"Modified Sequences"). 

The priority generated also allows its corresponding 
request to set the interrupt code field to the proper 
configuration, and determines the addresses to be 
used for the PSW fetch and store. For example, a 
CPU SAP request turns on EXIT, starting these
quence; the SAP priority (it is the highest of the re
quests in Figure 5350) gates the SAP request to set 
a bit into position 29 of the interrupt code field and 
generates address 104 for the PSW fetch and address 
40 for the PSW store. The addresses are those of 
the program PSWs. 

Interrupt Sequence 

Figure 5350 shows the details of the interrupt fixed 
sequence that occurs as a result of any of the E pro
gram, SAP, invalid store address, or external 
interrupts. Note that at the turn-on of EXIT, various 
blocks are brought up so that the current PSW will 
not be disturbed (it has already been updated for the 
instruction just completed) and so that no new stor
age cycles may be started by the CPU, such as by 
the I unit; storage is now available for the exchange 
of the PSWs. 

Also at the turn-on of EXIT, the interrupt pri
ority hold trigger turns on and remains on throughout 
the interrupt sequence; it is turned off at the end of 
interrupt cycle 5 by interrupt end reset. The inter
rupt priority hold trigger prevents another turn-on of 
EXIT, thus making sure that another interrupt se
quence cannot start until the current one is completed. 

Interrupt reset comes up during EXIT, resetting 
the I unit, which is now in Tl of the next instruction. 
The A pulse following the turn-on of EXIT turns on 
interrupt cycle 1, provided storage is not busy from 
a prior CPU operation. If storage is busy, an inter
lock CPU storage busy line blocks the turn-on of 
interrupt cycle 1 until storage goes not busy; EXIT, 
therefore, stays on until storage is available for the 
interrupt sequence. 
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The A pulse following the turn-on of EXIT sets the 
interrupt code bits into 16-31 of the PSW register. 

Interrupt cycle 1 (always one cycle) sets up SAR 
with the address of the new PSW to be fetched. Inter
rupt cycle 2 makes the fetch request, staying on until 
accept is received. When the accept is received, the 
sequence advances to interrupt cycle 3. 

As storage starts timing out for the fetch, interrupt 
cycles 3 and 4 start storing the current PSW. Inter
rupt cycle 3 (always one cycle) sets up SAR with the 
store address and gates the right-half of the PSW 
through the incrementer to the left-half of K. The A 
pulse at the end of interrupt cycle 3 latched sets K 
and brings up store request. 

During interrupt cycle 4, the left-half of K is sent 
through the shifter and back to the right-half of K, 
under controi of the store PSW trigger in the E unit. 
(This data was originally the right-half of the PSW.) 
At the same time, the left-half of the PSW is gated 
through the incrementer into the left-half of K; the 
following A pulse sets K. The BCU sets the contents 
of K into the SBI latches because store request is up. 
Interrupt cycle 4 stays on until the accept comes from 
BCU for the store. The current PSW is nowon the 
SBI and will be stored as the old PSW whenever the 
storage store occurs. 

In due time, the fetched word returns from stor
age and sets into J. Storage times-out for the fetch 
and is immediately started again for the store, pro
vided CPU has storage priority. On the advent of 
store accept, the PSW register is set from J, inter
rupt cycle 4 turns off, and interrupt cycle 5 turns on. 

Interrupt cycle 5 gates the right-half of the PSW 
through the incrementer for parity checking; inter
rupt cycle 5 also brings up interrupt end reset, which 
turns off the request triggers for CPU SAP, invalid 
store address, and E program. If the interrupt se
quence was caused by one of the external group of 
requests (console, timer, or external signals), the 
request triggers for these interrupts would be turned 
off at interrupt cycle 4. 

Interrupt cycle 6 gates the left-half of the PSW 
through the incrementer for parity checking. At the 
end of interrupt cycle 6, the block Tl-M and block 
IC-M triggers are turned off and interrupt last cycle 
is turned on. If the new PSW position 14 does not 
specify wait status, the IC recovery trigger is turned 
on. 

The I unit now starts an IC fetch to recover to the 
setting of the IC in the new PSW, but at the same time, 
the interrupt last cycle tests for other outstanding 
interrupts. If an outstanding interrupt is found (it 
could be only channel, timer advance request, console, 
or external signal), EXIT is immediately turned on, 
the I unit is again reset, and another sequence is 
taken. 



I Program 

Detection and Entrance Logic 

Figure 5351 shows the interrupt requests that are de
tected in the I unit during Tl and T2, resulting in the 
turn-on of the entrance trigger I interrupt end. The 
interrupt conditions entering this figure cause the 
normal fixed sequence shown in the figure. The se
quence is similar to the fixed sequence described in 
the preceding section, the main differences being the 
manner in which the sequence is entered and the 
setting of the interrupt code field. 

Of the eight interrupt requests entering Figure 
5351, four of them, invalid address, SAP, invalid 
operation, and address specification, occur during 
TL The four requests enter a priority generating 
circuit (not shown) which selects the request that 
has highest priority. The priority generated allows 
its corresponding request to set the interrupt code 
field to the proper configuration; the actual set occurs 
at the turn-on of T2. 

Also at the turn-on of T2, any of the four requests 
turn on the I program interrupt trigger; this trigger 
stays on until the completion of the interrupt sequence, 
generating the fetch and store addresses for the PSW 
exchange (program PSWs). With the I program inter
rupt trigger on, the entrance trigger, I interrupt end, 
turns on at the normal I to E transfer time, provided 
no interrupt request, detected during E last cycle, 
turned on EXIT. 

If storage is not busy, I interrupt end stays on for 
one cycle and then turns on interrupt cycle l; if 
storage is busy, I interrupt end stays on until the A 
pulse following the fall of the storage interlock line, 
then turns on interrupt cycle 1. Interrupt cycle 1 
starts the fixed interrupt sequence. 

At the same time that I interrupt end turns on, the 
interrupt priority hold trigger also turns on. This 
trigger stays on throughout the interrupt sequence 
and prevents the start of another sequence until the 
current one is completed. 

The other four requests entering Figure 5351, 
privileged operation, execute to execute, specification, 
and supervisor call, occur during T2. These four re
quests enter a priority generating circuit (not shown) 
which selects the request that has highest priority. 
The priority generated allows its corresponding re
quest to set the interrupt code field to the proper con
figuration; the actual set occurs at the normal I to E 
transfer time. Also at this time, both I program 
interrupt (except for supervisor call) and I interrupt 
end are turned on, which do the same jobs as de
scribed previously. 

If interrupt requests occur during Tl and T2, the 
Tl request turns on I program interrupt and sets the 
interrupt code as previously described. The I pro
gram interrupt trigger is on by the time the T2 re
quest is detected (I to E transfer time), thus blocking 
another set of the interrupt code field. The Tl re
quest has effectively taken priority over the T2 re
quest. 

Interrupt Sequence 

Figure 5351 shows the fixed sequence that results from 
any of the following interrupt requests: 

1. Invalid instruction address 
2. SAP violation 
3. Instruction address specification 
4. Invalid operation code 
5. Privileged operation 
6. Execute to execute 
7. Specification 
8. Supervisor call instruction 

The first four requests occur during Tl; the last four 
occur during T2. Any of the eight requests result in 
the turn-on of the entrance trigger, I interrupt end. 

Because an interrupt request is outstanding at 
the normal I to E transfer time, the start of the 
execution units is prevented. The interrupt reset 
that occurs as a result of I interrupt end being on 
resets the I unit, thereby blocking further I unit 
processing. All CPU operations, therefore, are 
halted in favor of the interrupt sequence. 

Subsequently, the interrupt sequencing triggers 
come on in succession, performing the exchange of 
the program PSWs. The detailed action of each se
quencer is the same as in the fixed sequence de
scribed for CPU SAP, invalid store address, E pro
gram, and external. 

Input/Output 

Figure 5352 shows the detection logic and the inter
rupt sequence for I/O interrupts. 

An interrupt request from a channel turns on its 
priority A trigger, provided the request is enabled by 
a system mask bit in the PSW. (More than one chan
nel may send a request at the same time.) The pri
ority A triggers feed a channel priority circuit which 
selects the one channel that has highest priority of 
those making requests. The request that is granted 
priority turns on the channel interrupt trigger and 
also blocks further sets of the priority A triggers. 
One particular channel will now get the next channel 
interrupt sequence that is taken. 

At E last cycle or interrupt last cycle (or during 
wait status), any of several outstanding interrupt 
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requests, including the request by the channel inter
rupt trigger, may turn on EXIT, which turns on in
terrupt cycle 1 to start an interrupt sequence. The 
channel request, along with other outstanding inter
rupt requests, also feeds a priority generating cir
cuit; and if the channel has priority over the other 
requests, the interrupt sequence just started be
comes a channel interrupt sequence. 

Unlike the description of other interrupt sequences, 
interrupt cycle 1 does not lead directly into interrupt 
cycle 2; interrupt cycle 1 goes off after one cycle and 
the turn-on of interrupt cycle 2 depends on a release 
signal from the channel to CPU. This is accomplished 
as follows: 

When interrupt cycle 1 turns on, the channel inter
rupt response trigger also turns on. The channel 
interrupt response trigger (1) sends a response sig
nal to the channel that was granted priority over the 
other channels, and (2) prevents the turn-on of inter
rupt cycle 2 until release is received from the channel. 
The response signal causes the channel to proceed 
with whatever processing it has to perform, which 
includes storing the channel status word. 

When the channel completes its processing, it 
sends a release signal to the CPU which turns on the 
channel interrupt release trigger. This trigger turns 
off the interrupt response trigger and turns on inter
rupt cycle 2. The interrupt sequence now continues 
just like the fixed sequences described previously, 
except that since channel priority is up, I/O PSWs 
are addressed for the exchange. 

During interrupt cycle 5, interrupt end reset comes 
on, as it does for other interrupt sequences, and 
resets all the request triggers, including the channel 
interrupt trigger. It also resets the channel priority 
A triggers, dropping the priority granted line that 
was blocking the inputs to the priority A triggers. 
This allows a new sampling of the request lines from 
the channels according to a new system mask that may 
have been introduced as part of the new PSW, 

The enabled requests again compete with one 
another for priority with the highest one obtaining 
priority, again turning on .channel interrupt. During 
interrupt last cycle, the outstanding channel request 
is again ORed with other possible outstanding inter
rupt requests to turn on EXIT; and if the channel is 
granted priority over the other requests, another 
channel interrupt occurs. 

Note that at the turn-on of interrupt cycle 1, no 
interrupt code is set into the PSW as in other inter
rupt sequences. Instead, a three-bit code that 
identifies the channel is set into PSW 21-23. This 
code is generated from an encoder that has as its in-
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put a line corresponding to the channel that receives 
the interrupt. When the channel sends release to the 
CPU, allowing the interrupt sequence to continue, the 
unit address is available from the channel on the unit 
address bus in. This unit address is set into PSW 
24-31 at the same time as the turn-on of interrupt 
cycle 2. 

Timer Advance 

The timer advance detection logic, the timer advance 
interrupt sequence, and the updating data flow are 
shown in Figure 5353. 

A fixed frequency signal from the power supply, 
through a 500-nanosecond singleshot, initiates the 
timer advance request. The frequency corresponds 
to the line frequency of the machine: 60 cps for 60-
cycle machines; 50 cps for 50-cycle machines. 

The singleshot output, after being synchronized 
with CPU timing, turns on the timer advance request 
trigger. Note that the turn-on of this trigger can be 
blocked by the disable interval timer switch (on the 
system control panel) or by a bit in position 12 of the 
MCW. Once the timer advance request trigger is on, 
however, it will remain on until a timer advance 
interrupt sequence is taken or until the CPU is reset. 

During E last cycle or interrupt last cycle (or 
during wait status), any of several outstanding inter
rupt requests, including the request by the timer ad
vance request trigger, may turn on the EXIT trigger, 
which turns on interrupt cycle 1 to start an interrupt 
sequence. The timer advance request, along with 
other outstanding requests, also feeds a priority 
generating circuit; if timer advance receives pri
ority over the other requests, the interrupt sequence 
just started becomes a timer advance interrupt. 

The timer advance interrupt sequence starts like 
any other interrupt sequence, that is, interrupt cycle 
1 sets up the address of the fetch and interrupt cycle 
2 makes the storage request. Interrupt cycle 2 stays 
on until storage is obtained and accept is received. 
At the end of the first interrupt cycle 2, however, 
the timer J to M trigger turns on due to interrupt 
cycle 2 and timer advance priority. The timer J to 
M trigger will cause the fixed-point arithmetic cir
cuits in the E unit to decrement the timer word when
ever the word returns to the J register. 

When fetch accept is returned by the BCU, inter
rupt cycle 2,timer advance request, and interrupt 
priority hold turn off. The sequence does not con
tinue with interrupt cycles 3 through 6, as it does 
with other interrupts, because there are no PSWs to 
be exchanged. Instead, the E unit is conditioned by 



the timer J to M trigger to take over and decrement 
the timer word. 

J advance sets the timer word into the J register; 
the word always fetches to the left-half of J because 
of the fixed-storage location from where it came 
(single word location 80). The timer J to M trigger 
and J loaded cause the left halfword of J to flush 
through the adder to the left-half of M. At the same 
time, bits are forced into position 53 and 55 of M 
(the right-half); these bits constitute the subtrahend 
to be used for the subtraction on the next cycle. (If 
50 cps machine, bits are forced into 53 and 54.) 

On the next cycle, timer J to M latched and an A 
clock turn on the timer subtract trigger which gates 
both halves of Minto the adder, subtracting the 
forced bits from the timer word. The difference is 
set into K. The subtrahend bits being in M 53 and 55 
amount to a reduction of 5 from the timer word, con
sidering the units position of the timer word (0-31) 
to be position 23. Bits in the rightmost byte of the 
timer word, 24-31, would be used for decrementing 
if a more refined count were desired, with the lesser 
decrementing-amount occurring at a proportionately 
higher rate. 

After the subtraction cycle, the updated timer 
word in K goes to the SBI and waits there to be sent 
back to storage. The storage request for the store 
is made while the subtraction is being performed; the 
subtraction is completed and the result is on the SBI 
in time to be stored. The store request is brought 
up by the timer advance trigger (turned on by J ad
vance and the timer J to M trigger). The timer ad
vance trigger also conditions the return back to the 
interrupt sequence that was interrupted after inter
rupt cycle 2. The return is made by store accept 
turning on interrupt last cycle. Concurrent with the 
turn-on of interrupt last cycle is the turn-on of IC 
recovery and Tl. ,., 

If no interrupt requests are outstanding during 
interrupt last cycle, an IC recovery takes place and 
the program continues; if an outstanding request is 
detected, EXIT is turned on again, the I unit is reset, 
and another interrupt is taken. 

Recovery Only 

Figure 5354 shows the entrance logic and sequence 
for recovery only. Recovery only is not truly an 
interrupt because no interrupt sequence occurs. But 
recovery-only conditions are considered as interrupt 
requests because they must obtain priority over other 
interrupt requests that may be outstanding before the 
recovery-only operation can occur. 

A recovery-only condition occurs when: 
1. An instruction stores into the location of a pos

sible next instruction to be executed. 

2. The object instruction of an execute is some
thing other than a successful l:u'anch. 

The first of these two conditions is a program store 
compare condition, detected in the I unit. The condi
tion turns on the IC recovery required trigger. At E 
last cycle, any of several interrupt requests, in
cluding the request from the IC recovery required 
trigger, may turn on EXIT. Also, the IC recovery 
request competes with the other requests for priority. 
If another request is granted priority over IC recovery, 
that interrupt is started by the turn-on of interrupt 
cycle 1; but if IC recovery is granted priority, the 
turn-on of interrupt cycle 1 is blocked and EXIT turns 
on the IC recovery trigger. 

The second of the two recovery-only conditions 
is an execute instruction that does not branch. This 
condition has the lowest priority of all the interrupt 
requests. At the I to E transfer time that begins the 
object instruction's execution, the IC recovery re
quired trigger turns on; but if the execution is a suc
cessful branch, the IC recovery required trigger is 
turned off before E last cycle arrives. If not turned 
off by a successful branch, the IC recovery required 
trigger turns on EXIT and tries to get priority the 
same as described for program store compare. 

Note that the requests that turn on EXIT have pri
ority over those that turn on I interrupt end, and that 
execute operation turns on EXIT but does not have 
priority over anything. This apparent conflict is 
solved by the following: 

Note in Figure 5354 the IC recovery required 
trigger turn-on consisting of execute operation latch, 
I to E transfer, and no interrupt from I. The no inter
rupt from I leg is actually a part of the priority sys
tem since it allows the execute operation to request 
an IC recovery only if there are no I program or 
supervisor call requests. 

Once the IC recovery trigger turns on, the fetch 
to A or Bis as shown in the sequence in Figure 5354. 
This is the same as normal I unit prefetching and is 
described in detail in "Instruction Preparation." 

Machine Check 

The machine check interrupt sequence is the same as 
the full fixed sequence shown in Figure 5350 except 
that interrupt cycle 1 is turned on directly; EXIT is not 
used. 

The turn-on of interrupt cycle 1 is accomplished 
by using the logic shown in Figure 5355. First, a 
machine error stops the clock and causes a logout 
operation. The logout, in addition to storing the 
status of the CPU triggers, turns on the restart trig
ger. When the logout is complete, denoted by the 
word counter at 18 (19 words have been stored), the 
log complete trigger turns on. This trigger, in con
junction with restart, brings up CPU reset, which 
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turns on the machine check control trigger and resets 
the CPU. When the CPU reset ends, the clock starts 
and interrupt cycle 1 turns on. 

The machine check control trigger resets the inter
rupt code field to all Os and generates the PSW ad
dresses. 

IPL (Load PSW) 

The IPL operation loads storage and then causes an 
interrupt sequence, during which the PSW register is 
loaded from location 0. 

Figure 5356 shows the entrance logic and the inter-
rupt sequence. 

The IPL procedure starts by depressing the load 
button on the system control panel or on the operator's 
console. The system is immediately reset; the reset 
pulse turns on the IPL trigger. The IPL trigger gates 
the unit address in the rotary switches to all channels 
and turns on the !El trigger. !El gates the channel 
address in the rotary switch to the channels; this se
lects one of the channels. At the same time, the !El 
trigger turns on the IE2 trigger, which sends an IPL 
pulse to the channels. The IPL pulse is accepted by 
the selected channel. IE2 stays on for only one cycle 
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and• turns on the IE3 trigger, the only purpose of IE3 
being to prevent another turn-on of IE2. 

When the channel receives the IPL pulse, it proceeds 
to load storage. Whenthe load operation is complete, the 
channel sends a release signal to the CPU. The re
lease signal turns on the release buffer trigger, which 
synchronizes the release signal with CPU timing. The 
release buffer trigger turns on the release trigger. 
The release trigger turns on interrupt cycle 1, starting 
the interrupt sequence. 

Interrupt cycle ii. and interrupt cycle 2 address 
sto'-'age and make a fetch request, the same as in 
other interrupt sequences. Interrupt cycle 2 stays on, 
as usual, until accept is received. Because no store 
is to be made, there are no interrupt cycles 3 and 4; 
instead, the interrupt IPL buffer trigger turns on, 
whose sole purpose is to turn on interrupt cycle 5 as 
soon as the word from location O is returned to the J 
register. The interrupt IPL buffer ANDed with J 
loaded turns on interrupt cycle 5 and sets the d'Ontents 
of J into the PSW register. 

The rest of the sequence is the same a&described 
for other sequences; that is, interrupt cycles 5 and 6 
check the PSW for parity, and an IC recovery is 
started. Interrupt last cycle occurs as in other inter
rupt sequences, but at this point there should not be 
any outstanding interrupt requests. 
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